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PREFACE

Some notes
In many

about

of the sources

terminology

consulted

"Jesus Movement!! is referred
call it the "Jesus
Others

People

Jesus l'1ovementare variously
"Jesus

Persons,"

became

the more

ment,"

"Jesus

People"

exceptions
varient

designations.

without

the tedious
Sometimes,

for it.

or less standard

repetition

meaning

reader:

help

"the First

otherwise],

to this writer

J. M. Bumsted

that even-

"Jesus Move-

[singular].

little

was used,

word

simply use "Movement"

[except when

they are meant

wr Lt e of "the
\tJhen"movethe use of a
generically.

on the subject.

and will be of interest

and John E. Van de Hetering,

but

"sic."

on the Great Awakening

iv

The only

that use one of the

Great Awakening."

in bibliographies

"Jesus

terms.

we will occasionally

for this thesis

ard sort of items listed
of special

Person"

of that useful

Some

in the

used the terms

are quoted

are not capitalized

indicates

The sources

were

less common

cases, we quote whatever

Similarly,

and "awakening"
quotation

involved

designations:

and "Jesus

In those

[sic].:!

to as "Jesus People,"

consistently

sources

people

the

Revolution."

for the sake of style, we will

Awaken i.ng ,." always

direct

Those

referred

[plural],

for "Jesus Movement."

ment"

of my research,

or the "Jesus

and a few other

to this are when

are in order here.

to as the "Jesus movement

In this thesis we have
tually

in the course

movement,"

have yet other names

Freaks,"

and sources

are the standTwo works
to the

I,JhatMust

I Do to

Be Saved?

The Great Awakening

in Colonial America

(Hinsdale, 11:

Dryden Press, 1976); and Alan Heimert and Perry Miller,
Awakening:

Documents

(Indianapolis

Illustrating

eds., The Great

the Crisis and Its Consequences
Co., 1967).

and New York: Babbs-Merrill

The sources on the Jesus Movement) __
1Jy way,of..:contrai>t,are
almost all to be found (at least as of this writing)
erature.

A very few books were written

the Movement

Duane Pederson

CA: Regal Books Division,
Tell the World:

G/L Publications,

Revell Co., 1972); and Don Williams,
Augsburg

Publishing

in it as leaders.

House, 1972).

William

Evangelicals

Edward E. Erickson,
Old-Time Religion
B. Eerdmans
Religion:

(Glendale,

1971); Arthur Blessitt,

Call to the Streets

(Minneapolis:

A few others were written by obAmong the best of these

S. Cannon, The Jesus Revolution:
(Nashville:

in

(Old Tappan, NJ: Fleming H.

servers at the time, or shortly thereafter.
are:

Notable

and Bob Owen, Jesus People

A Jesus People Manual

lit-

on the subject at the time of

by people who were involved

this regard are:

in periodical

New Inspiration

for

Broadman Press, 1971); Ronald M. Enroth,

Jr., and C. Breckinridge

Peters,

The Jesus People:

in the Age of Aquar.ius (Grand Rapids, MI: William

Publishing

Co., 1972); and Erling Jorstad,

The Jesus Revival

in America

(Minneapolis:

That New-Time
Augsburg

Publish-

ing House, 1972).
The periodical
on the Movement.

literature

First-hand

had to be mined for primary evidence

reports appear in magazines

during the years of the Jesus Movement.
ment

Others commented

(some pro and some can), or described

ences were painstakingly

reactions

and journals
on the Move-

to it.

The refer-

gathered by combing through the many guides and
v

indices
Louis,

to periodical
Missouri.

changes

literature

Working

were

obtained.

tained

copies

bibliographies
graphy

Late

by Watson

Zimmermann,

in the prepartion

NABPR

added

The forthcoming

from these

prove

to future

by someone
Since little

Movement,
sources

Participants
locations
turing

researchers

time has elapsed

were

quoted.

were put down

reminiscences

collecting

literature

evidence.

and preserving

Garland

deed that is still possible),
It is hoped

A Biblio-

Number

Hovement

by Marie
1973).

are non-English
Movement:

Inc.)

the heyday

recorded

descriptions

papers

and in publishing

locating

some of that source material

that this thesis

studies.

vi

should

in the Movement.
of the Jesus
the best

their observations.
of events,

people

and

to be done in cap-

who were part of the Jesus

sources.

re-

An Annotated

Publishing,

Much work remains

in those

1;

it is being comp j.Led .and,

since

their underground

ob-

These

Publications,

involved

Eyewitnesses

in print.

the writer

of the day still provides

First-hand

of people

People

since

who was personally

the periodical
of primary

(New York:

275 citations

Research:

and Jesus

two sources

book The Jesus

by Eric Pement

Over

Series,

4 (strasbvutg:: Cerdic

Bibliography,

annotated

1985)

St.

Freaks,"

a few entries.

in Modern

Bibliographic

Press,

to "Jesus

Life."

that added

Library;

the index heading

of this thesis,

Religion

University

RIC Supplement

helpful

People,"

and "Youth--Religious

E. Mills,

of the entries

sources.

to "Jesus

are Charismatic

Seminary

from the present,

of two bibliographies

(Macon, GA: Mercer

Most

backwards

from "Jesus Movement,"

to "Hippies--Religion,"

at the Concordia

Movement,

and tracts

the results

(if in-

of research

can serve as a guide

and as a resource

in

in these

in

future

INTRODUCTION

The 1960s were
country

was trying

a time of turmoil

to recover

it in the 1950s and early
Negroes

reached

an undeclared
Vf.e t nam.,
with

were

gathering

forces

young

of many

and popular

his brother
That

and about

other people
president

was gunned

same year,

can cities.

down during

alive

of these

Various

causes

of this turbulence
and early

expressions

Black

leader

three popular

1

shifting

In 1963,

the
In 1968,

of the civil
followed
leaders

and protest

rights

move-

in many Ameri-

made

all too clear

their

against

people

the

for the presidency.

just how turbulent

among young

twenties.

in the post

was assassinated.

Race riots

of outrage
erupted

they saw

his own campaign

in the 1960s

were.

into what

direction.

of the nation

of all forms
attention

their majority,

to their

over South

media

born

in

involvement

pollution

plunge

locked

groups were--

our military

of people

reaching

control

diverse

upon

of the

had become

into national

our headlong

in cold blood.

The deaths

to those who were

years

to break

the most popular

ment was also killed

Many

The

placed

movement

communist

environmental

The large number

Har II "baby boom" were

attention

against

protesting

about

that we halt

suicide.

The nation

and Thailand.

concerned

•.
Jith their pleas'

Horld

Laos,

Asia

intensity--loudly

Activists

as certain

goals.

States.

stresses

1960s as the civil rights

war in Southeast

increasing

there.

from the incredible

its legislative

Cambodia,

in the United

times

the perceived

in their

late teen

2
The societal

upheaval

that came to a head

movemenffiof the time had its origins
in his masterful

study The Making

the Technocratic

Society

clear.

His thesis

in 1969,
people

that the youthful

that threatens

stress

In dramatic

Theodore

Culture:

(by which
reaches

makes

on

these roots

he means

existence

Roszak's

was the current

"that

so-

has

(or,

of young
contention

expression

yearning

is

of the age-

for independence

he explains

inter generational

Roszak,

Reflections

in a small group

overstatement,

youth

the peak of its organ-

humanity's

of children

this and earlier

years.

Opposition,

"the counterculture."

counterculture

old intergenerational

ence between

society

its only real opposition

whom he labeled

their elders.

and Its Youthful

an industrial

Ln regr at Lon'l l)
had)

of a Counter

is that the technocracy

cial form in which
izational

in earlier

in the various

from

that the differ-

struggles

is that

the young stand forth so prominently because they act against a
background of nearly pathological passivity on the part of the
adult generation.
The adults of the World War II period,
trapped as they have been in the frozen posture of befuddled
docility . . . have in effect divested themselves of their adulthood, if that term means anything more than being tall and debtworried and capable of buying liquor without having to show one's
driver's license.
Which is to say:
they have surrendered their
responsibility
for making morally demanding decisions, for generating ideals, for controlling public authority, for safeguarding
the society against the despoilers.2
These

young people,

"flower
avoiding

children"

many

of whom we re in the group called

were mankind's

the dull and "dismal

Brave New hiorld) and George

only hope--according

despotisms"

Orwell

forecast

"hippies"

or

to Roszak--for

by Aldous

Huxley

(in

(in 1981i,).3

lTheodore Roszak, The Making of a Counter Culture:
Reflections
on the Technocratic
Society and its Youthful Opposition
(Garden City,
NY: Anchor Books, 1969), p. 5.
2Ibid .• p. 22.

3Ibid.,

p. xiii.

3
The hippies--a
materialistic,
smoking,

long-haired,

drug-taking,

group

from which

sort.

They were

mentation

the culture

a revival
Yet,

called

will be called
subject

Colorado.
aspects

during

before

They

the Revolutionary

War.

among

After

over thirty.
social

based

interest

a time,

it

in the
when

of the nonSprings,
in various

on the east coast.

part of American

out

Here

in Virginia

involved

history

stand-

It was

in Colorado

deeply

if

spring.4

them.

years

cast

lived

to be the group

as a member

to the study of church

have been a recurring

often

out in the Preface.

were more

such as they were

to have

customs,

should

school

Life,

of any

of experi-

trust anyone

mores,

Movement

Young

of his friends

introduction

that revivals

"Don't

seemed

This writer's

his own high

of the Jesus

of the Movement,

academici

They

of this sort did arise

youth ministry

Numbers

drugs.

as was pointed

revival

in the midst

Christianity

the "Jesus Movement."

he was on the fringes
denominational

describes)

marijuana-

p eop Le-o-we re an unlikely

to see a religious

was :

anti-

peace-loving,

young

authorities,

of evangelical

of things,

was sparked

beaded,

them all the more unlikely

a revival

a number

of wildly-dressed,

of their parents.

slogans

of traditional

ards and the like made
of which

expect

and other

One of their

distrust

bearded,

(as again Roszak

with psychedelic

communally.

group

rock-music-singing

one might

off all ties with

Their

strange

A later

introduced
church

the question

the fact

life since

of how closely

4For more on hippies, see the very helpful book by Delbert L.
Earisman, Hippies in our Midst:
The Rebellion Beyond Rebellion
(Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1968); David Wilkerson, Purple Violet Squish
(Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan Publishing House, 1969); or Ann Jordheim,
"Ifuat's Left of the Hippies?" Lutheran Witness 87 (June 1968): 164-65.

4
the Jesus Mavement
wide

matched

the standard

(if ane can use the term af the calanies)

ening,

pased
This

thesis

attempts

to. an swe r the questian:
anather

by discussing

"First

calanial

the sa-called

America

under

Great Awakening"

the leadership

Then

events

as the "Jesus Mavement,"

an inspection
together

the Great Awak-

there

is a chapter

of its theology.

Was the Jesus

"Great Awakeningfl?

Whitefield.
known

revivals,

itself.

ment af the 1960s and 1970s

af Jonathan

fallawed

Finally,

It will begin

that accurred
Edwards

an the history

in

and George

of the series

by a chapter

the major

Mave-

of

devoted

emphases

to

are dravffi

in a conclusion.
The Awakening

some manner,S

is seldom

considered

that is, an extremely

The Jesus Movement,
tion "great."

anything'

important

on the other hand,

The Jesus

Movement

to" the Great Awake n i.ng even while
but this writer

will

argue

time of the Jesus Movement

was

were

essentially

"great"

:received

sharply
indeed

the former was

that thase who

put

and influential

has never

It is, as it turns out, often

the Great Awakening.6

ments
York:

set by the first af thase natian-

in

revival.

the designa-

distinguished
sometimes

still

fram

likened

in full swing, 7

saw this correlation
overstating

at the

their case.

sAlan Heimert and Perry Miller, eds., The Great Awakening:
DacuIllustrating the Crisis and its Consequences
(Indianapolis and New
Babbs-Merrill
Co., 1967), p. xiii.

6Far example,
Christianity

Taday,

Erling Jarstad, "Unity of the Jesus
August 11, 1972, pp. 15-16.

Movement,"

7Far example, Earle E. Cairns, "Marks of a Jesus Revolution,"
His, December 1971, pp. 8-10; and "God's Gentle Irany:
The Jesus
Peaple," Eternity, August 1971, pp. 6-7.

CHAPTER

I

THE GREAT AWAKENING

Introduction
The Great Awakening
colonial

America

definition

during

here

devoted

Leben)

of the Awakening

nings,

duration

the Awakening
This

went

through,

there

is general

there have been only

entiates

Lacour.

lesser

among

awakenings.l

scholars
Even

split.

among

church

The phases

A good definition

of a revival

will

fol-

and inter-

historians

in American

the definition

from a "revival"

begin-

revival.

on the number

an "awakening"

(Sitz im

just who was and

on its results,

American

agreement

It is
of this

then its actual

on the significance

two "Great Awakenings"

there is no consensus
sequent

century

and setting

groups were

thoughts

A fuller

that follow.

relating

with a few words

closes with

of this eighteenth

first;

is a section

through

for the sections

The causes

in it, and how these

that moved

of the l700s.

a background

Movement.

Next

revival

in the lines

will be treated

and end.

chapter

While

decades

apparent

to create

to the Jesus

was not included

pretation

the middle

in order

thesis

low.

is the religious

of it will become

discussed

and Definition

church

or duration

of what

(if anything)

that
history,
of sub-

clearly

differ-

is unclear.

has been provided

us by L. L.

He calls it:

lRichard F. Lovelace, Dynamics of Spiritual Life:
cal Theology of Renewal (Downer's Grove, IL: Inter-Varsity
pp. 35, 48.
5

An EvangeliPress, 1979),

6
a special, concentrated ministry of preaching and music in which
an organized endeavor is launched to present the Gospel of Jesus
Christ to individuals alone, as members of groups, and in crowds
in such a way that they will accept Jesus Christ as their Saviour
and Lord and be strengthened in the Christian faith and life.2
It will become

apparent

Jesus

both

Movement
A handy

entiates

how closely

both

fit this definition

definition

and the

of a revival.

of awakenings

them from revivals

the Great Awakening

that, at the same time, differ-

states:

Awakenings·--the most vital and yet most mysterious of all folk
arts--are periods of cultural revitalization
that begin in a general crisis of beliefs and values and extend over a period of a
generation or so, during which a profound reorientation
of beliefs
and values takes place.
Revivals alter the lives of individuals;
awakenings alter the world view of a whole people or culture.3
The reader

will note how the Great Awakening

ment

at just this point.

while

the Jesus Movement

differs

The Awake n Lng shaped
affected

from the Jesus Move-

the destiny

only a portion

of our nation;

of the country's

young

people.

Background
The causes
places

under

this period

fort.
Among

Other
these

density,

of the Great Awakening

a number

of different

in American

the Awakening.

They
natural

history

causes

have

paved

increasing

conflict,

and Pastoral

Care,"

of

"causes"

the role of conscious

class

in various

interpreters

on the secular

depression,

of land,

2L. L. Lacour, "Revivalism
Psychology 7 (June 1956):20.

Chicago
Chicago

focused

Modern

the way for the Awakening,

"economic

fertility

have been discussed

headings.

tend to denigrate

things were:

declining

and Causes

human

of

ef-

they say.
population

psychological

Pastoral

3William C. McLoughlin, Revivals, AvJakenings, and Reform, The
History of American Religion Series (Chicago: University of
Press, 1978), p. 1.

7
stress,
words,

generational
the setting

tension

and even throat

of the Great Awakening

distemper.,,4

was itself

In other

also the cause of

the Awakening.
One pair of writers
modern

studies

tion.

They

created

has attempted

on the Great Awakening

go on to point

in the American

They point

ternational

economic

gious diseases."
emotional

The Awakening

energy.

and anxieties

This

both personal
Others

and community

Important

c1ergymen--heretofore

Spirit."6

A revival

is called

they feel,

climate

for

tensions.

In-

and epidemics

of conta-

and colonial

of

the tensions
stress.

emotional

As such,

experience,,5 on

levels.

religious

neglected

and evangelical

that,

necessary

to release

as "a cathartic

conditions

roles were played,

"doctrinal

ample,

was expended

this personal

is viewed

call prior

distress,

interpreta-

factors

to "secular

of

that was to corne was a great release

energy

pent up over

the Great Awakening

Awakening.

local

of other

the critically

the rise of the Awakening.
conflict,

a variety

into one coherent

out a number

colonies

to synthesize

basis

by modern

causes

interpreters

scho La.rs-c-who

for the eventual

in Northhampton,

"both a prelude

these

the major

to the Awakening

say, by

were

outpouring

Massachusetts,

of the

laying

the

of the

in 1734-5,

for ex-

of 1740 and, in a

41'1.R. Hiner, "Preparing for the Harvest:
the Concept of New
Birth and the Theory of Religious Education on the Eve of the First
Great Awakening," Fides et Historia 9 (Fall 1976) :9.
5J. M. Bumsted and John E. Van de Watering, What Must
Be Saved?
The Great AVlakening in Colonial America (Hinsdale,
Press, 1976), pp. 2, 9, 21.
6Phi1ip F. Gura, "Sowing for the Harvest:
and the Great Awakening," Journal of Presbyterian
1978) :326.

I Do to
IL: Dryden

William Hi11iams
History 56 (Winter

8
sense,

one of its major

earlier
terest

revivals

and preparations

in the doctrines

readied

the people

istic doctrines

Boehme,

of colonists

Philipp

identified
example,

Spener,

causes

apart

by the early

that

on Calvin-

the formalism

l700s as the

of the Half-Way

for the Awakening,

influences.
August

as a root influence

certain

broke

emphasis

in-

then modified.9

pietistic

Jakob

expounded

died and the doctrine

these religious

mention

its preaching

The renewed

in America

these

that it was a renewed

especially

for the Awakening.8

was fiist developed,

specifically

specify

of Calvinism,

upon religion

first generations

Beyond

Some of those who emphasize

that these preachers

that had settled

Covenant

causes.1I7

of its leaders

Hermann

leading
were

The pietism

still others
of Jakob

Franck~10and0Qthers

to the Great Awakening.

"profoundly

influencedw,py

are
For
the

7Alan Heimert and Perry Miller, eds., The Great Awakening~
Documents Illustrating
the Crisis and Its Consequences
(Indianapolis:
Babbs-Merrill
Co., 1967), p. xxvii.

8A1an Heimert,
Awakening
pp. 3-4.

Religion and the American Mind:
From the Great
to the Revolution
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1966),

9Lyman H. At wa t er , "The Great Awakening of 1740," Presbyterian
Quarterly and Princeton Review 5 (October 1876):676-81;
and George C.
Bedell, Leo Sander, Jr., and Charles T. Wellborn, Religion in America
.i(New York: Macmillan Publishing Co., 1975), pp. 136-38.
10Jakob Boehme (1575-1624) was a German Lutheran theosophical
author whose abstruse language has not kept his writings from exercising
a wide influence.
He wrote, he claimed, of what he had gained through
mystical experience.
Philipp Jakob Spener (1685-1705) is the acknowledged founder of German Pietism.
His personal influence and writings
encouraged this rise in personal piety among German Lutherans in the
late l600s.
The University of Halle was largely founded under his
influence.
August Hermann Francke (1663-1727), influenced by Spener and
appointed to a professorship
at the University of Halle, became a leader
in the German Pietist movement.
He was founder of printing house, a
poor-school,
an orphanage, and other institutions of mercy in Halle.
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works

of British

Awakening

arose,

pietist
more

fluence

of pietism.

certain

foothold

Law.ll

William

In the decades

and more ministers
By the early

in the colonies,

l730s,

both

come.12

this genre of religious

more

concerned

about

and laity

and open towards

than their predecessors

in turn, broke

the in~

literature

to the point where
that were

tended

the emotional

a

to

to make

them

side of religion

had been.

of the secular

tical conditions

the

not only had gained

for the events

The roots of the Great Awakening
combination

pietism

came under

but also had grown

it was preparing
Reading

clergy

in America

before

perhaps

can therefore

and the sacred.

made people

the necessary

ground

be two sides of the same coin.

Economic,

more receptive

be seen as a
social

to pietism,

for the Awakening.

They both helped

and pol i-

They

prepare

which,

seem to

the way for

the Great Awakening.

Beginning
Movements
not entities
There

such as the Great Awakening

that can very often be pinned

is rarely

a date or place

to have

started.

person,

or even the small

ning

at which

It is also quite
group

one of these movements.

this when

and Length

they write

are, by their very nature,

down with

a popular

often difficult

of people,

Bumsted

most

strict

movement
to name

responsible

and Van de Wetering

precision.
can be said
the single
for begin-

acknowledge

that

lll~illiam Law wa s born in 1686 at Kings Cliffe, Northants,
England.
He became a Nonjuror when he refused to take an oath of
allegiance to King ',Jilliam. His most famous book is A Serious Call to
a Devout and Holy Life (1728).
He died in 1761.
l2Bumsted,

pp. 27-35,

34, 41, 46, 53.

10
as we today are well aware, popular movements seem to have a life
of their own. They build up slowly, almost clandestinely, and
then move from their underground existence into the mainstream
under the impetus of a charismatic, popular leader.13
This quiet, yet steady, growth moving almost imperceptibly
existence

into generally

acknowledged

much like the progressive

quickening

acceptance

from non-

as a social phenomenon,

of a pot of water placed over an

open flame, is the story of the beginnings

of the Great Awakening.

The fact is that the British colonies of North America had been
prepared,

as we have seen above, for a religious

the repeated

revival partly through

calls for such a revival by preachers

in New England

some 75 years before the great revival finally struck.
goes so far as to write that the Great Awakening
pected" because

these preachers

for revival for so 10ng.14

Alan Heimert

"vlaS not wholly unex-

had been hammering

away at the need

Because of this situation,

it is also sug-

gested that a revival on the scale of the Great Awakening
have occurred"

for

"might well

in the colonies during the l740s even if the men who

eventually 'did lead it had not arisen.15
therefore,

much larger than anyone

recognized

as its leading lights.

The beginning

of the Great Awakening

l3Ibid., p . 70.

was,

person among those who have been

early as 1720, 1726, or 1734, to 1740.16

l5Bumsted,

The Great Awakening

is variously

This difference

l4Heimert, American

dated from as
of up to

Mind, p. 27.

p. 70.

l6Stephen Strang, "God's Guiding Hand in our History," Christian
Life, December 1976, p. 24; V. L. Stanfield, "The Contribution of the
Great Awakening to Political Liberty," Revievl and Expositor 46 (July
1949):330; Mary C. Foster, "Theological Debate in Revival Setting:
Hampshire County in the Great Awakening," 'Fides et Historia 6 (Spring 1974):
31, 37.
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twenty

years

to define

in dating

strictly

underlines

an amorphous

1739 of Geroge

Whitefield17

the Awakening,

it is clear

Awakening.
was more

arrival

the colonies,

were

leadership

is generally

of Theodore

ing has been disputed.
all that central

While

especially

in late

as the beginning

is not the "cause"

Valley

Among

ones,

of

of the

yes, but "the American

the northern

in the Raritan

in trying

the arrival

heralded

that he, alone,

mind

the things

for Whitefield's

of New Jersey

under

the

Freylinghuysen.19
importance
Some would

to the development

other pre-Edwardsian

uncertainty

for the day of his coming."lS

the revivals

Freylinghuysen's

Edwards20

movement.

He may have been the catalyst,
than prepared

preparing

the inherent

revivals

faded

in the history
merely

of the Great Awaken-

say that his role was not

of the Awakening

since his and all

into insignificance

after Jonathan

Zl
began his wa t er shed work at No-rthhlaIjlp:ton:Herman

Harmelink

l7George Whitefield was born in Gloucester, England on December 28, 1715.
An Oxford graduate, he was ordained an Anglican priest
in 1739.
He made numerous trips to America, during which he preached
widely to very large crowds.
He published numerous works on his involvement in the Great Awakening
(see Heimert, The Great Awakening,
passim) before his death in Newburyport, MA on September 30, 1770.
l8Heimert,

Great Awakening,

p. xxiv;

idem, American

Mind,

p. 34.

19Theodorus Jacobus Freylinghuysen
was born in 1691 in Lingen
on the Ems, Germany.
He was called to serve Dutch congregations
in the
Raritan Valley of New Jersey as pastor.
He trained several men for the
ministry before his death around 1748 (the exact date of his death is
unknown) .
20Jonathan Edwards was born in East Windsor, CT on October 5,
1703.
He was a graduate (1720) of Yale and was ordained into the Congregational Church clergy in 1727.
After playing a leading role in the
Great Awakening, he was president of what is now Princeton during 175758. He died in Princeton, NJ on March 22, 1758.

American
545-6.

2lEdward Haite Miller, "The Great Awaken Lrig and Its Relation to
Christianity,"
Princeton Theological Review 2 (October 1904):
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goes much further.

Working with the historic

sources on the Raritan

revival, he points out that
it should be noted that the only evidence for an awakening or
revival under Freylinghuysen comes from the Tennents, and their
reports to \{hitefield, Edwards and Prince, which are later quoted
by Messler, and then by numerous other writers.
There may have
been some kind of "awakening" in Raritan, but the hard evidence
points onl~ to disaffection and division under Freylinghuysen's
ministry. 2
This stinging re-appraisal
earlier observation

of Freylinghuysen's

by Edvlard Miller

Edwards all endorse Freylinghuysen's

work is tempered by the

"that Tennent and Whitefield
doctrines

and revival methods

[placing] him in point of time as the head of the revival.
So, even if Harmelink's
was perceived

and

"23

reading of the facts is correct, Freylinghuysen

to have had a seminal role in the Great Awakening

by its

later leaders.
Those later leaders of the Great Awakening
already.

They are Jonathan

was the great theologian.
their influence

have been mentioned

Edwards and George vfuitefield.
lihitefield was the great orator.

guided the course of the entire Awakening.

their work will be helpful

Edwards
Together,
Details on

to the reader at this point before continuing

with the narrative.
Edwards'

intellect

the awakening movement. 24

really dominated

all those who were part of

His theology determined

of revival

theology.

experience

and inner emancipation.

the major direction

Two of his main emphases were on inner religious
These two bubbled over from the

22Herman Harmelink III, "Another Look at Freylinghuysen
His 'Awakening,'" Church History 37 (December 1968) :433.
23Miller, p. 546.

24Heimert, American

Mind, p. 6.

and

l3
religious

life of his followers

the years

soon after

Edwards
the absolute

a solid "return

controlling

power

structures

too, the glory of God.

of salvation.

ing as God's work.
the revival
preted

erected

Edwards

grace."

by Puritan

believed

in New England.

Doing

in

as the result

He emphasized,

to accomplish

opponents

of men's

renewed

was moved

God's

gracious

the who Le Awake n+

felt this way about

His Puritan

on

this, he tore

theology.

of this, he viewed

He especially

insistence

that all of history

It all moved

As a result

the Awakening

to the Calvinist

of divine

by God for his glorification.
design

life, as well,

the Awakening. 25

marked

down the careful

into the'r political

the progress

wou Ld have

of

inter-

dedication

to

26
God.
Edwards
that h.e wanted
biblical

also believed
the American

principles

last days.28

dawned,

The bringing

of divine

to build

a new society

to Edwards'

the Lord \-JaSusing

of the Kingdom

thinking. 29

intention,

the Awakening

to show

based

upon

in the new age, the millenium,27

according

was the vehicle

focus of all Edwards'
flections

people

and, so, usher

end times had already
Great Awakening

that God was using

to usher

of God to America

For him,

passive

perception,

individual

receivers

and the

in these
was thus the

humans

"we re re-

of the divine

25L. R. Wessel, "Great Awakening; the First American
Christianity Today, August 31, 1973, p. 12, 21.

The

energy

Revolution,"

26patricia Wilson-Kastner,
"Jonathan Edwards:
History and the
Covenant," AndrevJs University Seminary Studies 15 (Autumn 1977): 205,
207-11, 2l3.
27Heimert,

Great Awakening,

28Wilson-Kastner,
29Heimert,

p. 1 [Roman numeral

pp. 213-4,

Great Awakening,

p. xJv.

50].
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wh i.ch harmoniously
willed,

moved

them. ,,30 God moved

and the Great Awakening

was Edwards'

What was it that made Edwards
this message?

According

to Edward

his people
proof

to ac t as he

of this.

so effective

when he proclaimed

Miller,

It was his unique personality,
the cogency of his reasoning, the
transparent honesty of his convictions,
the fervor of his religious
emotions, and the tragic earnestness of his delivery, rather than
anything new in his message, that made his sermons so effective.3l
Under

Edwards'

preaching,

setts in December

a revival

1734.

Some commentators

this wo rk was the actual
Jonathan

beginning

best

Bumsted

appreciated

contemporary

speaker.

in the Awakening,
Whitefield

and Van de Wetering

reactions

symbolic

specifically

explain

to him have parallels

the Beatles,

value

around

the colonies.

pulate

the emotions

or the Rolling

for revivalists

a great deal on advance

publicity

30Wilson-Kastner,

state

that

George

controver-

of 'pop' culture,

in the responses
Stones."33

a performer

to the desired

3lMiller,

and

engendered

A person

Whitefield

to insure his success

p. 216.

White-

that "he is perhaps

at that time,34

He was also quite
of his hearers

Massachu-

was a rather

today as an early manifestation

by Elvis Presley,
great

in Northhampton,

of the Great Awakening. 32

Edvlards' co-worker

field was also a powerful
sial man.

began

with

depended

as he moved

and knew how to mani-

reEults.35

p. 550.

32E.g., Foster, p. 37; Leonard Ellinwood, "Religious Music in
America," in Religious Perspectives
in American Culture, ed. by James
Ward Smith and A. Leland Jamison, Religion in American Life, Vol. II;
Princeton Studies in American Civilization,
Number 5 (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 1961), pp. 309-10.
33Bumsted,

p. 72.

35Bumsted,

pp. 74-5.

34Heimert,

American

Mind,

p. 36.
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Some of his success,

too, depended

riding the crest of a wave of interest
as well as
36
England."

..

To continue

be evangelists
naturally

the sensation

helped multiply

great advantages
and Whitefield,
again without

excited

in

taught other would-

by his example.

His itinerancy

who could learn from him.
was that a preacher,

could preach the same ex tempore

One of the

including

Edwards

sermon over and over

boring his audience. :'3'7A man who heard 'ioJhitefield
in 1739 said that the texts were different,

different

almost verbatim

copies.

perhaps

in progress,

the number of people who could hear him, and

preachers

after slightly

w[i]th

already

which he had recently

methods

of itinerancy

preach in Maryland

estimation

in "revivals

the interest, Whitefield

his successful

the number of budding

on the fact that he was

introductions
Another

of his preaching:

the Worst Divinity

but

the rest of the sermons were

of Whitefield's

listeners made this

"In short, he has the best delivery

that I ever mett with

a result of constant

itinerant

preaching.

[sic].,,38 That is
The critique was pro-

bably echoed many times over by some of those who heard other proAwake n i.ng itinerants
Whitefield,
have "tied all

preach.
the young Anglican

t heod

Lf f us e threads together,

into a general phenomenon,

was no Great Awakening

Edwards

until Whitefield

p. 551.

preacher,

is said to

turning isolated

the Great Awaken irig ;"

spite of the work of Freylinghuysen,

36Miller,

itinerant

In other words,

and others,

arrived.

37Bumsted,

instances
in

there really

Nobody disputes

the

pp. 76-7.

38Richard J. Cox, "Stephen Bordley, George Whitefield, and the
Great Awakening in Maryland," Historical Magazine of the Protestant
Episcopal Church 46 (September 1977) :305, 307.
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pre-eminent
again,

place

is whether

be credited
when

of Hhitefield

with

his revivalistic
actually

the position

the people
eroding

of religion

preaching,

was at low--eb b .

Gaustad.40

a "great

This

are measured
This

awakened

and general

Great Awakening

the different

was active

different

The first

huysen
When

mainly

and Tennant42

George

nonsectarian

local

in different
phase

had been

The quickening
New England

preach-

by historian

the standard

(and

Whitefield's

by Edwards'

Edwin

by which

movement

other

Scott
re-

revivals

41

H. ~~haley, "First
1975, pp. 48-9.

degrees
parts

of intensity

of colonial

that took place

and under

came on the scene

pp. 72, 55.

. . . that spiritually

of the Great Awakening

in New Jersey,

Whitefield

39Bumsted,

became

arrived

in the life of

of George

begun

Awakening"

groups with varying

effectiveness,,,4l

of preliminary,

through

to

in America.

"intercolonial

times.

force

as a result

enough

Whitefield

in the l730s.39

the revival

large

This position

that spread

colonies)

and that came after

ing, was called

loomed

as an influential

faith and practice

The only dispute,

the Awakening.

for some time and hit bottom

all of the American

vivals

predecessors

beginning

of the colonies

of religious
later

in the Awakening.

Edwards

in 1739,

40Foster,

and

America

at

was the series

under

Freyling-

in New England.43

the Awakening

entered

p. 37.

Great Awaken.Lrig;" Moody

Monthly,

June

42Gilbert Tennent was born on February 5, 1703 in Ireland.
Educated by his Presbyterian
clergyman father after their immigration,
he entered the ministry.
Associated with Freylinghuysen
in New Jersey,
he was an ardent supporter of the kiakening.
In 1743, he organized
followers of the Awakening in Philadelphia
into a Presbyterian
congregation.
He died there on July 23, 1764.
43Strang,

p. 66.
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its second phase, becoming
arrival,

the Awakening

revival

Following

went through a number of other phases.

was the period of Whitefield's
1739 and 1740.

movement.44

an intercolonial

strong influence

spread to smaller cities and the countryside

a tripartite

division

New England;

b) a "diffused

was affected.

of the Awakening's

ing work on the frontier. 45

First

in urban centers during

Then other clergy began to emulate him.

most of the region north of Virginia

his

energy:

Next, the

so that, by 1742,
By 1743 there was

a) bitter debate in

continuation'! in the South; and c) continuThe Awakening

had peaked and was nowdis·-

sipating.
Just as there is debate concerning
Awakening,

so, naturally,

ten that it "continued
sixty years."

(in the same article!)
rower opinion

revival

the colonies

that it "continued

One has writ-

for a period of over

strong for 15 years,,,46 and

that it lasted "from 1720 to 1760.,,47

considers

Great Awakening

date of the

is there debate on its length.

throughout

Another,

the starting

A nar-

"the period 1740 to 1745 as the years of the

proper,,,48 while another describes

that swept through

the American

colonies

it as "the religious

between

1739 and

1742," a still shorter period.49
This apparent

confusion

may be blamed,

dating the start of the Awakening,
ening as a popular movement.
revival

as was the difference

on the amorphous

Ther~fore,

nature of the Awak-

one writer can state that "the

stopped almost as suddenly as it began, ,,50 wh i.I.e another

44Miller

,

47Strang,
49Heimert,

p. 55l.

45Bumsted

p. 24.

48Bumsted,

Great Awakening,

on

,

p. 72.

46Stanfield,

p.iv ..

p. xiii.

SOHhaley,

p. 49.

counters

p. 330.
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that "the work
interest
here

gradually

continued

subject,

of occasional

definition,

Bumsted

after

while

when

though waves
and important

occurrence.,,5l

the latter

and Van de Wetering

however,

1741,

to pass over the colonies

and there were

the narrow

declined

they writ~

of religious
revivals

The former

focuses

on

on the broad.

may have

the last word

on this

the following:

The Great Awakening never really ended; it moved from peak to peak
of religious excitement.
No other chronological
period, however,
equals in importance the first burst of enthusiasm.
Ideas and
techniques were then developed which would serve revivalism for
over a century.52
This

super-inclusive

view

is echoed

Movement.

The idea that either

definitely

the minority

view,

colonies

independent

who listened
colonial

phenomenon

did not grow up in anyone
expression

of life in these colonies.

In modern

parlance,

be called

There

are, however,

that "make

a "media

event,"

contemporary

it quite clear"

51Miller,
53Heimert,

is

people

of people

Those

in an inter-

from all wa Lksr-

who heard

Whitefield,

cities were made up of all social

the appearance

would

of the revival.

touched

The groups

speak in various

ended"

part of the

had "a sense of participation

experience. ,,53 The Awakening

for example,

really

and Followers

of any other

to Whitefield

"never

of the Jesus

however,

Leaders
The Great Awakening

in some interpretations

of one of the well-known
something

everyone

descriptions

wanted

pp. 552-3.
Great Awakening,

52Bumsted,
p. xxxv.

itinerants
to see.

of the listening

that the bulk of the hearers

p. 162.

strata.

crowds

were members

of
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the lower

classes.54

social

to-do members

It was generally

of coloniffisociety

Awakening

than those whose

great.55

The real appeal was

ties'.'56who turned
There
people

involved

about a million
Wetering,

though
at

figures

They

also assert

were

converted

Over

the long run, however,

people

the Awakening.
after

Many,

the revival

would

have become

ample,
Roman
with

the Great Awakening
Catholic

heritage

likely would

have joined

the less likely

in the Awakening.58

blamed

it was that anyone

on large plantations

56Bumsted,

p. 138.

57Ibid.,

.
lV-V.

anyway.57

for ex-

something

of the clergy

55Heimert,

p.

the churches

it on a lack of spiritual

pp. 12-3.

.,

periods.

only as small local revivals.

54Bumsted,

58Ib'd
l

Americans

In Maryland,

and the poor quality

the families

the

did not draw more

of this colony may well have

population

South of Maryland,

and Native

probably

was only

during

of those who did stay with

appeared

this, but Whitefield

the scattered

converted

Blacks

to

than''Would have been gained without

one went,

involved

of

and Van de

at this time than in earlier

churches

south

the numbers

of the colonies

to Bumsted

the Awakening

or most,

minori-

run from "thousands"

than females

that more

fires cooled

The farther

Estimates

According

to Christianity

into New England

goods was not so

to use in counting

the total population

the time.

the

in droves.

there were more males

Awakening.

of worldly

towards

"to the young and to oppressed

in the Awakening.

"half a million,"

that the well-

less well-disposed

accumulation

to religion

are no hard

were

clear

59Cox,

to do

leadership,
there.59

"were almost

American

pp. 128-30,

pp. 297-8.

The

Mind,

p. 10.

133, 132.
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totally
with

immune

to the call of revivalism.,,60

established

their reticence

Anglicanism,
about mixing

to their distaste

youthful

later even without

classes"

and

may have added

seems

to have reached

appeals

They were

to them where

reached

There

were

two main

because

they were,

this group of adherents,
factions,

a pre-

disadvantaged,

the church but may well have joined

Within

ences of opinion.

one

the church
Awakening

both physically

there were differone more

thorough-

than the other.
The more

conservative

group,

led by Jonathan

P r i.nce
"

"1
an d J onat h an D"lC k"a.nsori , 61 " s aw th e r ev i.va

growth

of the past.,,62

their flocks with
Among

ties

plantations,

one that was socially

the revival.

made direct

and spiritually.

going

between

the "lower

the Great Awakening

audience,

that had been outside

preachers

with

traditional

for the revival.

In sum, then,
dominantly

the distances

Their

They were

the influences

both Presbyterians

feeling
religion

at that time.

60

Bumsted,

Thomas

" a 1 outas th e 1 ogi.c

the ones who had been preparing
toward

revival

and Congregationalists,

that the Great Awakening

Edwards,

was the next

This position

mentioned

earlier.

these men brought
step in the growth

also signalled

an acceptance

the

of
of

p. 16.

61Thomas Prince was
born in Sandwich, MA on May 15, 1687.
He
was graduated from Harvard in 1709 and served Old South Church in Boston, 1718-1758.
His career included the publication of many of his
writings.
He died in Boston on October 22, 1758.
Jonathan Dickinson
was born in Hatfield, MA on April 22, 1688.
A Yale graduate, he became a Congregational
clergyman in 1709.
He was the first president of
the College of New Jersey, now known as Princeton.
He died in Elizabethtnwn, NJ on October 7, 1747.
62Bumsted,

p. 98.
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the ideas of the Age of Enlightenment.
clearly

influenced

crucial

in the evolution

"Defending

political

been a motivating
leaders

force

into their

Locke's

views

but were also

Awak~n~r$.

the old and the new has long

intellectual

figures."

and views

The moderate

by the same spirit when

on the freedom

of the will

theology.64

the system"

the implications
revival."

thought· among:the

were motivated

epistemology

The extremists

in the Awakening

than were

of social

others.

disruption

Two of their emphases

and regular

attacks

twin thrusts
breaking

for major

is, John Locke's63

in the colonies,

by synthesizing

of the Great Awakening

they worked

fending

development

of religious

'the system'

That

of those completely

the hold the established

They

less interested
"were more

inherent

were

on established

were

ready

to accept

in the excitement

the full support

of

of itinerancy

as unconverted.65

preachers
given

in "de-

These

to the Awaken Ing were aimed

churches

had on religious

at

life in

the colonies.

Opposition
There was opposition
the beginning.
excesses

to the Awakening

Few, however,

so strongly

supported

they could be identified

dared

everywhere,

to speak out against

by the one wing

and catalogued.66

even from
it until

the

grew to the point where

There

were

three major

63John Locke, an influential English philosopher, was born on
August 29, 1632.
Graduating from Oxford, he became involved in government service and found time to write voluminously
in philosophy, politics and religion.
His political ideas were quite influential among
the founding fathers of the United States.
He died on October 28, 1704.
64Bumsted,

pp. 103-4.

65Ibid.,

pp. 106-15.

66Ibid.,

p.116.
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criticisms

levelled against the Awaken f.ng ,

objection

to its emphasis

"rational

argument"

Charles Chauncy68
realizing

on emotions

in bringing

First among these was an

and concomitant

about the conversion

led the opposition

to the Awakening

downplaying

of unbelievers.67
on this ground,

that the use of reason was one of the foundations

of the

ideal on which New England society had been founded.69

covenant

Old Light faction opposed the Great Awakening
it not only disrupted

been considered

vital to true religion.70

central to all the controversies

rejection

"on assurance

of dependence

which, up until then, had
This issue was really

leveled against the Awakening

of salvation

on the traditional

[was regarded]

means of grace."

was one of the main critics on this account,
tion,73 while conceding

em-

over the Awakening.7l

The second great criticism
that its emphasis

The

for this same reason:

the social order, but it had an emotional

phasis that lacked the rational discipline

of

too.72

was

as a
Chauncy

Ebenezer Devo-

that some good may come from the revival,

67C. H. Lippy, "The Great Awakening:
An Opponent's Perspective," Ohio Journal of Religious Studies 2 (April 1974):45.
68Charles Chauncy was born in Boston on January 12, 1706. He
graduated from Harvard in 1721, then served as pastor of First Church
in Boston from 1727-1778.
A strong opponent of Edwards and the
Awaken Lng , he died on February 10, 1787.
69L'lPPY,

p.

'\:
.J2.

70David L. Heddle, "Democracy of Grace: Political Reflections
on the Evangelical Theology of Jonathan Edwards," Dialog 15 (Autumn
1976):249-50.
71Heimert,

Great Awakening,

p. xxvi.

72Lippy, pp. 49, 52.

73Ebenezer Devotion was born in Suffield CT (then part of MA)
on May 8, 1714. He graduated from Yale in 1732 and was installed as
first pastor of the Third Ecclesiastical Society in Windham (later
Scotland), CT in 1735. He died on July 16, 1771.
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thought

a true work of the Spirit.74

that it was only in rare instances

These men and others

felt strongly

far in democratizing

religion

that the Great Awakening

that the place

had gone so

of the elect was being

challenged.
The third major
use of itinerant

criticism

preachers.75

trained.

They mercilessly

saved.76

They

cipline,

meaning

regulated.

against

These

attacked

men were,

The opponents

subject

of their

clergy

the

as un-

to ecclesiastical

sermons

of the ±t1nerants

concerned

as a rule, poo~ly

the established

also were not generally
that the content

the Awakening

were

dis-

was not in any way

fearful

of theological

anarchy.
These

criticisms

"institutional
populist

of the Awakening

mechanisms

bulwarks

against

the revival.i'17 They we~e
theological
old status

floodgates

media,

of the colonies
the seemingly

and make

seditious

only partially

were opened,

intended

them over into antienergies

successful,

little

to shore up the

released

for once

in

these

could be done to restore

the

quo.

Supporters
itinerants,

were

Spreading

the Word

of the Awakening

did much

of course,

too, played

ing the Awakening

to spread

their

ideas.

took the word up and down the colonies.

their part in bringing

together

Other

and then disseminat-

ideal.

74Mark A. Noll, "Ebenezer Devotion:
Religion and Society in
Revolutionary
Connecticut,"
Church History 45 (September 1976) :296-7.
75Lippy,

p. 45.

77Heimert,

Great Awakening,

76Miller,
p. xlvi.

p. 558.

The
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Newspapers, book publishers, the pulpits of influential clergymen,
coffeehouses and taverns all represented highly concentrated media
which not only disseminated
the news of the day but, to a large
extent, created and shaped it as well.
The urban media were
responsible for giving form to the scattered threads of emotional
outbursts in the colonies, which turned them into a recognizable
movement. 78
This

is not to say, of course,

Awakening
spread
would

without

the media.

of the Awakening
have been

that there would

It does say that these media

by bringing

genre:

these magazines

direct

Prince,

History

in different
major

give much

Thomas

Christian

blessing

a biased

blast

for the creation

on'rhe

development

very far.

newspaper

It has been called
Probably

As

examples

of

of revival-

the accounts

this paper was clearly
condemned

that

of a new literary

The early

an important

for the Awakening."

of Edwards,

elements

came out of the Awakening.

~nd printed

of the colonies.

It was soundly

called

of revivals
"the last

begun

under

the

in favor of the

by the Awakening's

opponents

as

party paper.80
Prince's

urban

Jr. published

sped the

the Awakening

and magazine.

information

that gathered

parts

propaganda

Awakening.

newspaper

diffuse

to carry

matter

of fact, it was responsible
the evangelical

ism.79

together

too weak by themselves

A great deal of printed
a matter

have been no Great

centers

paper

and others

helped

and into the country.

78Bumsted,

take the Awakening

J. M. Bumsted

writes

out of the
that "The

p. 13.

79Susan Durden, "Study of the First Evangelical Magazines,
1740-1748," Journal of Ecclesiastical
History 27 (July 1976) :255.
80John E. Van de Wetering, "The Christian History of the Great
Awakening," Journal of Presbyterian History 44 (June 1966) :125, 128.
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Great Awakening

began

land in concentric
This natural
stationary
religious

rings

observer's
revival.

was active.

outward

Because

of revival

and filtered
channels

from its various

of this,

issues

the~e

seemed

into the hinter-

of conoounication."

epicenters

and falling

were reached

made

the

excitement

over

to be real phases

at different

the same wherever

At each focus of activity,

took the limelight
that particularly
through

and shaped

times

to

in

the location.82

suited

the colonies,

of those

which

identifiable

results.

intellectual

questions

of the revival

As the waves

each local

revival

in a way

of revival

contributed

to the

effects

of the Awakening

made up the Great Awakening
There were

oJ morals,

effects

on society

had a number

of

on church membership

and politics,

and on

life.

The two denominations
fragmented

by it.

the Congregationalists
congregations
conscience

different

that followed.

The revivals

and functioning,

the Great Awakening

however,

the development

Results

were

established

view one of a rising

Peaks

The basic

clearly

centers

places.81

different

shaping

along

progression

the Awakening.

washed

in the urban

arose

most

The Presbyterians
less so.83

83Idem,

p. 87.

American

because

meant

p. 2.

in the Awakening
apart

by it;

new denominations

the new freedom

now that anyone

82Heimert,
Mind,

involved

were more broken

Furthermore,

in some places

born of the Awakening

8lBumsted,

intimately

of individual

could begin

Great Awakenin~,

and

p. xxix.

his
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84
own church.

This individual

churches became voluntaristic.

freedom also meant that colonial
The old Puritan

ship only for the "regenerate"

was revived at the same time that

people felt free from any societal restraints
that were keeping
Awakening

idea of church member-

them on the membership

waned, "the 'respectable'

that may have been all

rolls.

In general, as the

citizens of the colonies

affiliated

themselves with the churches of reasonable

religion, but the 'lower

sort,' who, it was generally

filled evangelical

acknowledged,

commun-

ions, we re by far the more numerous. "85
The Great Awakening
churches.

Homiletics

also had its effect on internal affairs of

was developed

much so that a preacher's

Extemporaneous

This happened

so

style often said more about whether he was

in favor of or against the Awakening
sermon. 86

into oratory.

than did the actual content of his

preaching was also a heritage bequeathed

to

the Church by the Awakening.87
Other effects on churches

include the recognition

that religion was a common need among all people.
and increased
societies.

forms of mission

Itinerancy

activity,

of the fact

There were also new

educational

endeavors

broke down the "parish despotism"

and youth

in New Eng-

land, while at the same time the old Puritan emphasis on the necessity

84Bumsted,

pp. 154-5, 163-4.

85Heimert,

Great Awakening,

p. xlvii, lx.

86Idem, American Mind, p. 159.

October

87G. Dollar, "When God Stirred Early America,"
1964, p. 24.

Moody Monthly,
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of conversion

before

the churches

felt major waves

One might

think

deviation"

in various

effect

for Blacks
behalf

and large,
long-term
though

basic

There

and Native

of orphans

positive

patterns

was, however,

Americans.

and Native

however,

at its height.
pushed

influences

only

Even at this point

some

limits

The Awakening
inequity

humanitarian

and injus-

climate
in other

concern
efforts

be ignored.90

did not have major,

of

also "had

a new evangelistic'

its effect

the

of morality

of social

on the moral

(as will be shovffibelow)

throughout

levels

also cannot

the Great Awakening

that

revival

past the acceptable

Whitefield's

Americans

of religious

morals

forms of antinomianism.

in altering

tice in America.,,89

period

on personal

of revival

All of this meant

in the wake of the Awakening.

we find that higher

the Great Awakening

''enth!J.$iaS:t;d;c
proponents

little

effect

On the contrary,

accompanied

of influence

that this extended

must have had a beneficial
colonies.

was confirmed.88

membership

on

By

serious,

of the colonies,
areas

of life were

great.
The Awakening's
long-term.

influence

It was "not only America's

also its first mass movement."
ing with
9l

passed.

the crises

The American

even to the point

people

pp. 553-6.

90Whaley,

p. 49.
American

them before

struck with

imbued with

89Bumsted,

p. 94.

but

for deal-

a generation

of American

policy"

to create
national-

has become

heir

pp. 143-7.

91Burnsted, pp. 156-61.
Mind,

tools

"the impulse

the spirit
"foreign

was much more

experience

gave the colonists

be upon
were

and politics

first national

that American

88Miller,

93Heimert,

This

that would

'God's nation,,,·92 and were
ism,93

in society

92Wedd1e,

p. 249.
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to the tradition
the Awakening

that our country

knit together

by earlier

social,

"it united

segments

In others

still,

that f ol l.owed

revival

At'the

the Awakening

took also meant

majority

of Protestantism.

This

spread

less of an important

American

of the

intellectual

stimulated

the simplistic

life

intellectof the

approach

learning

that

could act in

of the intellectual

became

typical

of the

,,99 Men we re now free to choose which

pastor
choice.

American

and eventually

attend,

much

in the creation

"discrediting

if any, they would
became

the decades

momentous.

that men of little

the clergy.98

areas

the larger whole.

Certainly,

the Awakening

same time, however,

. . . gradually

In other

fragmenting

it also molded

torn apart

Br own and Dar trnou t.h were all results

Awakening. 97

enterprise

while

we re uniquely

In one way,

Princeton,

roles among

discord.95

was not only important
spirit,

In some areas,

that had been

fragmented."96

simply

the Great Awakening

for some time to come.

vocal

fabric

and political

of the community

independent

ual pursuits.

the social

economic

The Awakening
American

has been "saved.n94

and the intellectual

Protestantism

still,

factor
in many

achievements

church,

of their

for many

in making

quarters,

operates

this
within

this heritage.
There were
few, however,

certainly

convey

other results

the major

immediate

of the Great Awakening.

ones.

For a movement

94Bumsted,

p. 164.

95Heimert,

American

Mind,

96Bumsted,

p. 150.

97Heimert,

Great Awakening,

98Bumsted,

p. 164.

These

that

p. 9.
pp. lv-lvi.

99Ra1ph L. Moellering,
"Preaching to the Intellectual,"
Concordia Theological Monthly 40 (May 1969):309.
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came rather suddenly

upon the national

speed, thE Great Awakening

scene, and left with the same

had a very sizeable

impact.

In terp,lEta tions
The Awakening

led by Whitefield

has not lent itself to one dominant
interpretations.

General statements

equally valid general statements
it.100

That difficulty

an interpretation

and Edwards was complex.

interpretation,

It

or even set of

about it can be matched with

that are diametrically

opposed

to

has not kept people from trying their hand at

of the Awakening.

Even as it was going on, various

people set down their view of what it meant.
Jonathan

Edwards,

simply occurred.

He believed

inspired, was necessary
interpretation

for example,

to have brought

it about.10l

at the time followed Edwards'

not but be certain

d t.ilmes. 102

that he was overstating

years have not borne out Edwards'
Modern interpreters
it was not somehow

"Great."

decline and indifference

that the

his case.

can-

The subsequent

convictions.103
have seldom argued that

that followed upon the heels of the Awakening
just to what it was an awakening.104

that were at least temporary.

and international

The inter-

nature of this revival broke totally

pp. iv, 142.
p. 249

personal belief

At the same time, the period of religious

It did bring about conversions

102Weddle,

The general

Yet modern historians

of the Awakening

seem to leave as an open question

100Bumsted,

that it had

that conscious human effort, divinely

"
" ."In teen
h
Awa k enlng
was us h erlng

denominational

did not believe

103 '
Miller,

10iliH:l"ner,
pp. 8 -.9
p. 553.

104Ibid.,

p. 546.
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with

the exclusiveness

the doors

of the covenant

to the Church

thus newly

theology

opened

of the Puritans.

With

for some, many of them went

. 105
on In.
Today
episodes

the Awakening

in the history

of the attitudes

is looked

upon as "one of the most

of the American

that moved

mind.,,106

the colonies

towards

It helped
independent

critical

form many
nationhood.

But it is also seen as a "revival

of the religion

tr as t Lng.rwa t h-. the-YEdigion',6fthe_

rmifid;
uha t rhad.' focused- at.t.enf.Lorr.orr;

things

line its important
First,

deeply)

the colonies.
ing methods
Third,

have been

people

Second,

the conversions

America

in scope,

through

These

frontier

things brought

in united,

pietism

swept westward,

each other

roamed

together.

left a definite

and bitter

p. 41.

p. 124.

teach-

the countryside.
"profoundly

people

After

of colonial

the Awakening,

ways,.
religious

moved

quarrel

and in all

in traditional

the scattered

and in that sense

consciousness.

all ages,

change

democratic

and revivalism

de Wetering,

107Foster,

strata,

across

heritage

involved

108Weddle,

as the

did not end.

in it broke with

over its meaning."

106Heimert,

behind

the country

the Awakening

those who had been deeply

in "a nasty

105Van

experience

that under-

(though not necessarily

that came about were violently,

a unifying

On the other hand,

touching

as the itinerants

The Great Awakening
Evangelical

of early national

there was an abrupt

they were able to think

it.

in the Awakening

from all social

and practices

disruptive.,,108

identified

spot in the forming

it was universal

involving

con-

to:
-,
h . 10 7
0 .t ru t

'
,"
cmgrrr. tt a.veoassetin

Three

of the heart,"

American

In this

Mind,

pp. 249-50.

p. 1.
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sense it did end. While the legacy of revivalism
bution to American

life left by the Awakening,

bution is that it "was one of the primary
the desire for and the winning
diately

is a definite

contri-

an even greater contri-

causes which contributed

of political

liberty"

to

in the years imme-

following.109
While some few historians

of the Great Awakening,
in American

most agree that it marked

history.,,110

way for and led directly
America's

founding

ignore or minimize

the significance

'~',aTm§j\OTt.tnrrritrrgt
po.Lnt

Many assert that the Awakening
into the American

Revolution.

paved the
Many of

fathers were inspired by the Awakening

that had been begun during the Awakening.lll
in the Revolutionary

or churches

While some major leaders

period did not come to a "Great Awakening

faith," all were imbued, with its principles

of democratic

tion, and were carried along with the rest of the nation

type of

participain the feelings

it created.112
A major feeling created was this spirit of democracy.113
one has gone so far as to say that Americans
the organic birth of the nation,
tional birth.

2,

1740 as

and not just 1776, the mere organiza-

The idea of a nation came into being when the people saw

that they could act together.
audience,

should celebrate

Some-

had a ~eeper

The Great Awakening

appeal and a longer exposure

109Stanfield,

p. 346.

111Stanfield,

p. 338.

reached

than other possible

llO Strang, p. 24.

l12Mark R. Shaw, "Spirit of 1740," Christianity
1976, p. 8.
l13Heimert,

Great Awakening,

a wider

p. lxi.

Today, January
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sparkplugs

for the Revolution.114

engendered

the push toward political

The Awakening

gave people in many colonies

did all this was through

As mentioned

previously,

similar experiences.

.
promotlng

their travels

People at distant

points heard the same sermon from the same man.
no doubt, increased

that

liberty.lls

One of the ways that the Awakening
the use of itinerant preachers.

spawned influences

These preachers

also,

the flow of news from one colony to the next,

.
l'
.
.
d b e fore. 116
an lnterco
onla 1 unlty
th at h ad not eXlste

A sense of community was fostered as many people went through
the same kind of conversion

experience.

They came to feel that

people had a "right to freedom of conscience.,,117
and southern colonies also gained some experience

People in the middle
at self-government

(like their New England brothers had gained in their town meetings)
they started to run the affairs of their Methodist,
Presbyterian

and Baptist churches.

pattern for later governance

had prepared

It is interesting

they discovered

to note that "the denominations

unanimously

declare for political

that

them for their new roles in this way.119

up by the Great Awakening--the
Baptist--almost

gave them a

When the time came

for people to take up the reins of government,
the Awakening

Congregational,

This new experience

of the country.118

as

Congregational,

which had been built

the Presbyterian

and the

took the patriot side and were the first to

independence.,,120

114Shaw, p. 8.

11sStanfield,

l16Ibid., pp. 331-2.
l18Stanfield,

pp. 335-8.

l20Stanfield,

p. 342.

l17Wessell,

pp. 330-1.
p. 11.

l19Heimert,

American

Mind, p. 12.
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Conclusion
There are more reasons than these that the Great Awakening
remembered

as "great."

"the first of America's
premiere

It was both "the -first American
revivals."122

example of a significant

tory.123

was re-established

stands as a

turning point in this country's
significantly.124

as a working part of the Nation's

h.erltage. ,,125 Christianity

event,,121 and

The Great Awakening

It changed the flow of history

was energized.126

is

his-

Religion

"philosophical

A historical

optimism

was instilled when people began to think that the Church was moving
significantly
Awakening

forward after years of declension.

caused division

feeling that God was using his flock to

into being also developed.127

The Great Awakening--its

birthday uncertain,

varied but young, its scope international
its heritage

divided--serves

Jesus Movement,
respects

though the

among church members when they began to

debate about it, a definite
bring the millenium

Finally,

its audience

and interdenominational,

as the backdrop

in this study for the

a very similar revival in many, though by no means all,

that began in the United States about 225 years later.

l21Weddle,

p. 248.

l22Bruce Shelley, "Fire on the Frontier,"
Action, March 1965, p. 13.
l23H elmert,
.
G reat A wa k enlng,
.
p. xv.
l25Wessell,

p. 11.

l27Heimert,

Great Awakening,

l26Dollar,

United Evangelical

124

Dollar, p. 13.

p. 14.

pp. xxiii, xxv, lvii.

CHAPTER II

JESUS MOVEMENT

HISTORY

Introduction
During the two and one quarter centuries
Awakening,

America

The so-called
revivalism

experienced

a number of widespread

Second Great Awakening,

life began in America.

the Great

religious

"Finney's Revival,"

all held center stage for a time.

ing of religious

following

revivals.

and urban

In 1967, another quicken-

It came to be known as the

Jesus Movement.l
It will be clear from what follows that the Movement was a
period of intense Christian
probably

devotion

among young people.

One should

add that many of the involved youth had been members of the

large, disaffected

group of young people who had been regularly

menting with and using illegal drugs.
that the Movement was not monolithic,
in different

areas.

working definition

Putting

Perhaps we should also mention
that it was manifested

these elements

together,

an inclusive

devotion among young people, many of whom

been involved in the drug scene.

It began in California

in 1967 and spread across the nation before dissipating
early in 1974.

differently

of the Jesus Movement would be that it was a multi-

faceted revival of Christian
had previously

experi-

We will develop this definition

ISee the Preface
Movement.

for a description

34

late in 1973 or

further in what follows.

of other names for the Jesus

35
A Working
In one of its very
The Lutheran

Witness

Definition

few pronouncements

editorialized

on the Jesus

in October

Movement,

1971 that

what is sometimes called the "Jesus revolutionll
is, of course, almost as manifold and varied as the assessments.
It is possible to
react positively to aspects and particular experiences while withholding endorsement of others.2
This

assessment

focuses

such as this one:
because

it lacked

in most

locales,

force."3

on one of the primary

the Jesus Movement
a unified

is not a simple

organization.

the Movement

difficulties
thing

to define

For most of its existence,

was "not a single,

It was "too diverse

of a study

unified

and too spontaneous

evangelical

to have a developed

creed."4
One writer
Movement
cause."s
writing

were

suggested

"linked

Another

that the constituent

together

pointed

by the media

out the Movement's

elements

as much

of the Jesus

as by common

lack of organization

by

that it was

an apparently spontaneous, if rather offbeat and bizarre, outpouring of enthusiastic
commitment to the person of Jesus on the part
of (mainly) young people. ..
. In no sense can it be viewed as
an organized or integrated movement.6

October

2Elliott Wright,
1971, p. 16.

"The Jesus

October

3Ronald M. Enroth,"Where
1973, p. 15.

People

Movement,"

Lutheran

Have All the Children

4R. Gelwick, "Will the Jesus
Christian Century, May 10, 1972, p.

Revolution

Gone?"

Witness,

Eternity,

Revive Anti-Semitism?"

548.

Fides

sGerald C. Tiffin, "Cultural Interpretation
et Historia 5 (Spring 1973) :79.

March

6R. F. Berkey, "Jesus
22, 1972, p. 336.

and the Jesus

People,"

of the Jesus

Christian

People,"

Century,
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Yet another
ferent

estimated

groups

elsewhere,
plus

that on the West Coast

[eventually]

"many

small

an increasing

institutionalized

groups

number

the Jesus Movement

makes

color.

it difficult

and hope

the Movement,

to describe
brushwork

defintion.

be this kind of "detailed
One way in which

Much

Movement

centered

demanded

a personal

the Holy

Spirit;

American

churches;

people

the

gives

This diversity
definition

also

of the

local manifestations

as the less easy broad

strokes

of the history

that follows

to give meaning

is by reciting

of Jesus

will

had an evangelistic
Coming

of Christ.9

to Graham,

made

Except

emphasis

a contribution

discipleship;

zeal;

possibly

to
to

evidenced

and exhibited

7K. Woodward, "The Jesus People--Freak-out
tian Herald, September 1971, p. 14.

the

was Bible-based;

gave a renewed

on Christian

to the terms

lists of character-

According

Christ;

with Jesus;

had an emphasis

on the Second

certain

as good

had a cure for drug addiction;

phasis

gave

in the end, paint

ten in his list.

experience

responsibility;

This

or at least

various

have tried

in the person

social

9W.

within

brushwork."

and "Jesus People"

Billy Graham

S Enroth,

as

fellowships,

groups.

media.

will,

of the Jesus Movement

of an all-inclusive

these

out a point-by-point

easier

that this detailed

"Jesus Movement"

between

to the secular

to spell

It is much

an understanding

istics.

It made

of it, interesting

Movement.

Here,

and a few large

of 'affiliates'

25 dif-

church."S

There was a great diversity

segments

there were

as part of the Jesus Movement.7

identified

there were

alone

an em-

for the drug

Or Cop-out,"

Chris-

p. 15.

(Billy] Graham,

"The Biblical

Mandate

to Evangelize,"

Christ
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addiction

cure, this list could also describe previous

awakenings

quite well.

Another
nationwide,

revivals and

less theological

list states that the Jesus Movement was

more urban than rural, fostered communes

centers, attracted

youth "not already committed

of a wide variety of denominational
liquor, anti-extramarital

sex."

to specific occupations,

backgrounds,

It continues

for witnessing

anti-drug,

anti-

that the Jesus People were

anti-war, suspicious of chauvinistic patriotism, committed to decentralized political authority, receptive to emotional insight
as opposed to rational analysis, unimpressed with material success
and confident their new life style is an authentic reflection of
the new life in Christ.10
Many factors on this list could easily describe

the general youth cul-

ture of the 1960s in America.
One more recitation

of characteristics

c:ould...be instructive,

for it sheds light not on the doctrine or sociology of the Movement,
but on its activities.

This appeared

in an unsigned

Christianity

Today

editorial.
Personal Bible study is a hallmark of the movement.
Prayer for
many is as natural as breathing.
Testimonies are Christ-centered.
Outreach occurs daily. Dynamic give-and-take fellowship exists.
To some extent there is genuine concern for the needs of others.
A high code of morality prevails.
Love, joy, and peace abound.
These are descriptions not by leaders of the movement but by hardbitten secular journalists who have covered the scene and come away
deeply impressed.ll
These insightful
ists," presumably

observations

more objective

of "hard-bitten

than other observers,

secular journalare helpful for

to the World 18 (1973):372-5.
10Erling Jorstad, "The Greening of Revival:
The Jesus Revolution and Other Signs," Catholic World, September 1971, p. 268.
11"The New Christians,"
p. 20.
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the wide

range of activities
Beyond

highlighted

these lists of characteristics,

one facet or another

observations

together

of the Movement.
logical

catalogued.

locus between

culture.

A professor

Methodist

Church's

H. B. Kuhn, wrote

of people

mainline

formulate

Christianity

Theological

in October

our working

and radical

of religion
Seminary

have

Bringing

these

definition

saw the Jesus Movement

of the philosophy

Asbury

people

of the Jesus Movement.

here will help

A number

certain

as a socio-

hippie

youth

at the United

in Wilmore,

1971 that he felt the Jesus

Kentucky,

Movement

was

a group with Christian tendency , . . it must be noted that they
are coming to constitute a type of Christian subculture, with a
measure of inner coherence and common outer presentation.
. . . they seem to represent a mid-position
between the more
pronounced advocates of "dropping out" and the predominant
culture.12
Another

writer

ventured

this pre-existent

youth

a guess as to the Movement's
culture

relationship

to

in these words:

The Jesus People, whoever might be included in that term, just may
constitute the religious wing of an emerging group of young who
find their identity in the vocabulary and activity of revolt, confrontation, experimentation
and radical affirmation.
The Jesus
People have expressed this in religious language rather than in the
educational, political, or economic terms of their comrades in age
and alienation.13
From "a type of Christian
emerging

group of young"

link it intimately

with

subculture"
these

to "the religious

interpretations

the rebellious,

wing

of the Jesus

anti-Establishment

on an
Movement

youth

culture

of the time.

l2H. B. Kuhn, "Subcultures and Countercultures:
Response," Asbury Seminarian 25 (October 1971):14.
l3Tiffin,

pp. 83-9,

all
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Other
spontaneous
his people
people's

descriptions,

still,

include

the following:

movement,,;14 one of the "shock

tactics

[God uses]

alert,,;lS a "cult

understanding

a relatively

static

This brings

well

people,

see below,

first,

movement,

us back

however,

many

a reaction

was a period

the challenge
who reached

Brethren

emptiness

remaining

devotion

It ran, as we
We should

the Movement

in the wake

of the young with

left many American

young

out to these disillusioned

p.

Christian

this

look

arose,

as

and Causes

of the Law and the comfort

14 Graham,

we began

causes.

("the disillusionment

expansionism,,)18

with which

in 1967 to 1973 or 1974.

Background

drug use

of as

or a revival.,,17

of intense

out of which

thought

most

type of movement,,;16

of whom had been drug abusers.

at the background

The spiritual

is usually

"a

to keep

is a step beyond

sectarian

to the definition

from sometime

as at its indirect

this]

which

and undifferentiated

The Jesus Movement

among young
will

[even though

of the movement,

and "a fad, a missionary

chapter.

briefer

people

of promiscuous

the promises

of mind

in the 1960s

open to

of the Gospel.

crowds

of young

The Christians
people

did not

372.

lSArlin Claassen,
Life and Thought

"The Jesus Movement in the Local
17 (Summer 1972):189.

Community,"

l6James T. Richardson, "An Oppositional and General Conceptualization of Cult," Annual Review of the Social Sciences of Religion 2
(1978):30.

United

Herald,

l7Albert Van den Heuvel, "Jesus People
Evangelical Action, June 1972, p. 36.
l8Jess Moody, "My Daughter
February 1972, p. 14.
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Challenge

the Jesus

the Churches,"

People,"

Christian
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need

"to argue

young

to whom

for the existence

they spoke had already

their drug experiences.

It was

groping,,19 that the Jesus
This

of the supernatural"

secular

vividly

the context

One writer

that

aware

this background

of the

of it through
of spiritual

was born.

culture--described

Introduction--was
states

"against

Movement

youth

become

since most

out of which

more

fully above

the Jesus

Movement

in the
developed.

the first thing that must be said about the Jesus movement is that
it is highly derivative, a graft taken from the dying stems of the
flower children.
Without the secular counterculture,
in other words,
there would be no Jesus movement at all.20
He goes on to say that the counter
gious

search.

began

to disintegrate,

than Eastern
ferent

The Jesus Movement
partly

asceticism,

The entire
this youth

counterculture

is placed,

therefore,

which

the Charismatic

in the history

Movement

of the television

evangelism

19E. E. Plowman,
1971, p. 10.

"Jesus

August

ment,"

phenomenon

Saves:

21Ibid.,

af-

of the type

the beginning

and slightly

before

of the 1970s.

Our Alienated

It

somewhat

rallies

just after

scene of

Movement.22

religion

evangelistic

1960s,

yet still dif-

from their youth.,,2l

for the Jesus

in the 1950s,

in the early

p. 11.

a reli-

found it "easier

and religious

of American

of mass

growth

20Woodward,

economic

was the cradle

Graham beginning

at root,

than the I Ching,

they remembered

social,

ter the peak of the popularity
led by Billy

those involved

familiar

political,

was always,

grew out of it as the counterculture

because

more

from the Christianity

culture

Youth,"

of

the

This

Eternity,

pp. 11-12.

22Synesio Lyra, Jr., "Rise and Development of the Jesus MoveCalvin Theological Journal 8 (April 1973):48.
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"cradle" mirrors

somewhat

the preparations

though, as we have seen, the Awakening
These forces worked

response

to presentations

on the lips of their peers.

are firmly planted

was broader

in many respects;

together to prepare many of the young people so

involved for a positive
message

for the Great Awakening,

Lrr-tihe

of the Christian

The roots of the Jesus Movement

world; its origins

in this world are not

quite so easy to place.

Be&inning

and Early Leaders

\~e turn now to a consideration
graphical

of the chronological

origins of the Jesus Movement.

or close. to the Movement

and geo-

\~ile the people involved in

each seemed to have his own explanation

of

how and by whom it was started,23 William Cannon states clearly that
there are just three basic views on this beginning.
is that it began "in 1967, probably
the 'flower children'

on the West Coast, probably

in the Haight-Ashbury

is best dated from the "spontaneous,
broke out in February,

in Christianity"

district;"

Holy-Ghost-filled

"generally

Witness

(Erig l.ewood

Kentucky;"

and sometime around the turn of the decade the
An analysis

in

agrees with the first view, saying that it was

traced from southern California,

23Robert
Heaning

revival that

Jesus mo veman t are a Iways

climate became right for the seed to sprout and grow.24
The Lutheran

among

second, that it

1970, in Asbury College at Wilmore,

and third, that "the seeds of a supernatural
dormant

First, he writes,

corning on the heels of the

S. E'l.Lwood , Jr., One Way: The Jesus Movement
Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1973), p , 59.

and Its

24Hilliam S. Cannon, The Jesus Revolution:
New Inspiration
Evangelicals (Nashville: Broadman Press, 1971), pp. 91-2.

for
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'hippies' as a spiritual
former drug users.,,25
view.

awakening

awakening

begin with events in California
There are a few particular

the literature
ministries

the allegiance

The weight of the evidence

The reports of religious

Movement

and claiming

of many

supports

this first

as

part of the

identifiable
during 1967.

names that surface continually

as leaders of the Jesus Movement.

in

These people headed

of one kind or another that either claim or are given re-

sponsibility

for starting the Movement.

tioned are David Hilkerson,
Pederson,

The people most often men-

Arthur Blessitt, Linda Meissner,

Duane

Tony and Sue Alamq and Ted Hise.

David Wilkerson,

an Assembly

of God minister,

among the gangs in New York City in 1958.
magazine

began his work

Glen Kittler

says that Time

is correct when it "said that the one person probably most

responsible
Wilkerson,

for the great surge of the Jesus people movement was David
through his somewh at; autobiographical

the Switchblade].,,26
recognized
however,

Peter Michelmore

[The Cross and

states that Wilkerson

as a key force behind the entire movement."27

remained based primarily

much of the rest of the Movement.
denounced

book

Wilkerson,

in New York and somewhat removed from
On one occasion,

one of the California-based

ministries

drug use of some of the new converts."
son's local representatives

"must be

reported

he even publicly

for "the language and

At the same time, one of Wilker-

"privately"

that Wilkerson's

25Wright, p. 16.
26Glenn D. Kittler, The Jesus Kids and Their Leaders
Warner Paperback Library, 1972), pp. 14, 16.
27Robert A. McKenzie, "Free Church of Berkeley's
Christian Century, April 10, 1968, p. 97.

(New York:

Hippies,"
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"authoritarian

methods work w i t h hard dope addicts, but not hippies. "28

His influence on the Movement

was really somewhat distant,

did have great success working with drug addicts.
actually

although he

His greatest

influence

came through most clearly in one of the women leaders of the

Movement.
Linda Meissner,

that leader, "acknowledged

that God did

'reach out' and that 'we were one of the first ones' in the Jesus
People movement."29
David Wilkerson's
received

Pat King recounts how Meissner,
Teen Challenge

while working

in

in New York during the summer of 1967,

a vision of kids marching with Bibles in Seattle, and took this

to be her call.
small coffeehouse

A year later Meissner

arrived in Seattle,

"opened a

and went around inviting dopers to come and hear

about Jesus Christ."30

Meissner

eventually

put together an organiza-

tion called the Jesus People Army, one of the better known wings of
the Jesus Movement.

Duane Pederson,3l

one of the Movement's

other

leaders felt that the whole thing began with Meissner.32

28E. E. Plowman,
June 7, 1968. p. 42.

"Witnessing

to Hippies,"

Christianity

Today

29Hiley H. Ward, The Far-Out Saints of the Jesus Communesj
A
Firsthand Report &n~ Interpretation of the Jesus People Movement (New
York: Association Press, 1972), p. 44.
30pat King, The Jesus People Are Coming
International, 1971), pp. 7,9-10.

(Plainfield, NJ: Logos

31Duane Pederson and Bob Owen, Jesus People
Books Division, G/L Publications, 1971), p. 83.

(Glendale, CA: Regal

32Eric Pement, a member of Jesus People USA in Chicago, wrote
to this author on January 23, 1986 that Linda Meissner and two others
"all became famous because they were leaders of Jesus people groups
that merged with the Children of God." He then relays information that
came from an interview he had conducted two years earlier with Deborah
Davis, the daughter of the leader of the Children of God [COG]. Meissner
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Arthur

Blessitt,

one of the more

colorful

gious movement

not lacking

in color,

street

on Memorial

Day 1967 "at a hippie

people"

Park, Los Angeles.,,33

dragging

a very

to Washington,
version

D. C.

One reporter

4, 000 conversions

evangelistic

rallies

8,000 or more."~7
radio

cross35

per mile, "36 wh i l.e another

that "about
with

He is probably

large wooden

announcer,

Christianity

Blessitt

clocked
reported

Today

saying

at Griffith

seven months

from Sunset

Strip

him "at a rate of one conthat Blessitt

and church meetings

claimed

with

for the theatrics

spent

the 3,500 miles

we re made during

Blessitt

Love-In

best remembered

Some did not agree with
whom

in this reli-

"had his first big encounter

cross-dragging.34

of his cross-country

figures

the wa l.k on the h i ghway ,
bringing

these

to have

had claimed

the total

figures,

however.

saved, was quoted

that he had no intention

to
A

in

of converting.38

is presently in Copenhagen.
"After awhile in the COG, Linda got the
axe and wa s demoted.
She left the COG in 1975, with her second husband,
but she was mentally wiped out (Mo [COG leader Moses David Berg] talk~d
her into leaving her first husband).
Deborah has heard Linda Meissner
is in a commune in Copenhagen, a 'basket case' from so much drug use,
and not likely to recover."
For complete letter, see Appendix A.
33Edward E.Plowman,
The Underground Church:
Accounts of Christian Revolutionaries
in Action (Elgin, IL: David C. Cook Publishing Co.,
1971), p. 46.
340ne writer, in what is a telling typographical
error, locates
Blessitt's headquarters
as "parapathetically
[sic] moving from Los
Angeles and back." Moody, p. 14.
3S"The cross was
Joplin, Missouri.
After
weight increased from 80
the Cross," Christianity

broken
it was
to 105
Today,

and splintered in a car accident in
bolted together with iron rods, its
pounds," Anne Eggebroten,
"Rally Round
August 21, 1970, p. 42.

36Janet Rohler Greisch, "Blessitt is the Cross-bearer,"
Christianity Today, July 17, 1970, p. 31.
37Eggebroten,

p. 43.

38Ibid.
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Blessitt
period

made

the trek to Washington,

of prayer

ostensibly

in order

to conduct

a

and fasting.

Blessitt points out that Jesus and his disciples went into the
wilderness to pray and fast.
:land, brother, let me tell you,
there's not a bigger wilderness in America than Hashington, D.
C.," he says.
To him it's a "jungle of hate, violence, and
chaos.,,39
The trip was greeted
hostility

with

friendliness

except

in the South, where

and derision

were widely

reported.

Then,

stead of the thousands

of marchers

expected,

Blessitt

by "a block-long
Whether
stunt,

band of demonstrators"

or not 4-8,000
Blessitt

leadership

conversions

was accompanied

~f approximately

were directly

did gain much publicity

role may have relied

in the end, in-

attributable

for the Jesus

on his ability

800 people.40
to this

Movement.

to attract

His

media

attention.4l
Duane

Pederson

but his involvement
1969 with

...

with

college

really

of the Hollywood

seems

it Funland."

but "the club was doing

2,000 people

signed

a petition

California.

Pederson

later

39Ibid.
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in Minneapolis
to have begun

Free Paper.43

in the Mid~.;rest"
and, while

and called

cheating,

his work with youth

the Movement

the publication

"to a Bible
club

started

there,

The college

He had gone

"opened

dismissed

claimed

to have coined

a teen

him for

quite we Ll, financially."

to have him evicted

in

Then over

and he moved
the name

on to

"Jesus

40Ibid.

4lpement writes, in the letter quoted above, that Blessitt is
"still active, still following the Lord.
He still carries the cross,
only now to foreign countries allover
the world.
His name comes up
from time to time in Christian periodicals."
Eric Pement, "Letter,"
January 23, 1986.
42

Pederson,

p. 49.

43Ellwood,

p. 61.
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People Movement"

after he began a newspaper

verts and prospects.

He denies, however,

for distribution

among con-

starting the Movement

himself.

"God did that," he writes.44
Not everyone,

however, denied having begun the Jesus Movement.

Tony and Sue Alamo "claimed,

in fact that they started the Movement,

in that they were the first to go out into the streets and to help
young dope addicts on the Strip and along Hollywood
1966.45

Robert Ellwood, however,

46

This disagreement

cannot be resolved

The point, though, remains

over dat-

in the sources available.

that here we have people bold enough to

claim that they began the Jesus Movement,
others.

a claim not made by many

Tony Alamo was a converted Jew with a very Law-oriented

of ::the.Iesus

movernen t

from Sausalito,

in 1966 through reading a "stray Bible."

46Ellwood,

mes-=:

evangelistic· teams. "47

Ted Wise, a sailmaker

44pederson,

in

says that it was in 1967 that the

Alamos began their work for the Lord.
ing the Alamo's ministry

Boulevard"

pp. 50-69, 34.

California,

was converted

In 1967 he, along "lith three

45Kittler,

pp. 60, 62.

pp. 60-1.

47pement writes that "Susan died a few years ago, Tony kept her
in the second floor of their home for about two years, with his flock
in a prayer chain, hoping for her to resurrect.
Finally, Tony got a
"revelation" that she was not going to rise, and he buried her. A few
months later, he married one of his younger secretaries.
Their current
headquarters is P.O. Box 398, Alma, AR 72921. ..
The Alamo Christian Foundation now spends its time in virulent, vehement, vindictive
(and vacuous) anti-Catholic diatribes, based not on Reformation doctrine
but on historical ignorance fed to them by a man masquerading as an exJesuit spy,·'Dr.' Alberto Rivera."
This is backed up by an article
appearing in the newspaper Christian News, Vol. 23, No. 23, p. 13.

47
others, opened the first Christian
Robert Ellwood again disagrees
"The Living Room."
coffeehouse

on the date of the opening of Wise's

had even been established

more conservative

in Haight-Ashbury.48

He puts it in 1968 and goes on to say that a similar

In any event, these workers

in the area a decade before.49

for Christ had an advantage

counterparts

on the university

have to argue for the existence
above.

coffeehouse

scene:

over their
they "did not

of the supernatural,,,50 as pointed out

It was all too real for the drug-scarred

minds of their con-

verts.
There are other names mentioned
Movement.

Kittler

as early leaders of the Jesus

says that John Sherrill,

posts, "was certainly

as responsible"

write The Cross and The Switchblade
Speak With Other Tongues,

as 1.Jilkersonboth through helping
and through his own book, The~

which had been published

"has, through his books, unintentionally
Movement.

a fellow editor of Guide-

in 1964.

Sherrill

become an implementor

of the

,,51

Jack Sparks is mentioned
World Liberation

Front centered

as the organizer
in Berkeley,

of the Christian

California.

His work

either began in 1967 when he and four others "gathered a small core of
kids who wanted to know Jesus Christ"
People's

Park in Berkeley;52

from a "leftist demonstration"

or in 1968 when he "came to feel it was

48Ronald Enroth, Edward E. Erickson, Jr., and C. Breckinridge
Peters, The Jesus People:
Old Time Religion in the Age of Aquarius
(Grand Rapids, HI: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1972), p. 53;
and Plowman, Underground Church, p. 44.
49Ellwood,

p. 59.

50Plowman,

Underground

51Kittler,

pp. 16, 12, 8.

Church, p. 37.
52King, p. 8.

in

48
necessary

to adopt new methods

evangelism
working]

methods

of Campus

to reach

when he "headed
however,

[as opposed

Crusade

the alienated

north"

seems really

Three more
consider

the beginnings

occurred

in Hollywood

Church

[which] has had a marked

largely

due to the work

lVilliams."

Also

"about

nia, named Harvey
message
people

under

in the habitats
of the movement

Finally
plainable

in human

a vision,

not unlike

53Ellwood,
55King,

impact

his move

of Ho lLywood

of College

(no last names

in Modesto,

terms occurred.
St. Paul's,

p. 118.

mention

"began

California,

and became

the Rev. Don
Beach,

Califor-

to spread

by Harvey

their

and Bob. ,,57

something

doper met Jesus
converted.

54Kittler,

House

Some of the strong

converted

A young

as we

of the movement,

Work,

culture ..

we re originally

enormous,,,55

Presbyterian

from Long

given)

1969

to Oakland.)56

on the evolution

two evangelists

of the youth

in 1967 "in a park

become

"the Salt Box Coffee

of its Minister

and Bob

he had been

(King says,

in 1967 that deserve

the auspices

1967"

in Oakland."54

before

of the Movement:

opened

with which

group already"had

to have begun

events

traditional

of America;,,53 or in April

a place

that by 1969 the Berkeley

so his work

for Christ,

youth

and "found

to the more

unexChrist

Songs

in

about

p. 135.

p. 17.

56"Christian World Liberation Front later became known as the
Berkeley Christian Coalition, with semi-communal
affiliated ministries.
The ministries eventually divided up into fully autonomous organizations,
and the communal housing merged into more of an off-campus shared living situation.
The Spiritual Counterfeits Project is one of the more
visible, and important, offshoots of the C~~F, and is one of the few
countercult ministries in the country with full-time paid staff members."
Pement, "Letter," January 23, 1986.
57Ellwood,

pp. 59, 160.
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the gospel

began

of k i.ds.:became

coming

That

to him.

Christians

and became

summer

known

in Modesto,

as the Church

scores

in the

Park.,,58
In 1968 the Holy
In a wilderness

called

John and Diana

Breithop,

They moved

to Seattle

in the No rt.hwes t . 59
1968,

Spirit

the Olympic
received

and began
David

leadership

where.,,6l

In late Spring

ing at the home of Father
[Seattle,

a house

Washington].

Simila,

ing numbers

a hippie,

o

He
by
in
in

a young married
in the Holy

and Kent Philpott
help,

destined

were

Dennis

Bennett62

A few hips joined
In the summer

began

8.

bringing
church

couple,

house"

led, also in

to open Soul Inn for

to forge r aw material
established

else-

Episcopal

them, and a singing

group,

of 1968 in Portland,

his hippie

into

kids began meet-

of St. Luke's

friends

called Maranatha

59Ibid.,

too.

Spirit."

communal

of 1968 "a group of straight

to "an inner-city

58K t.ng , p.

to his laymen,

"Christian

of the later houses

the New Men, was formed.,,63
Adrian

the baptism

the first

Hoyt60

for many

speaking

peninsula,

"wt t h student Pastor Al Gossett's

f eILows in San Francisco,
stable

"began

Oregon,

in increas-

Evangelistic

pp. 11-12.

60pement writes that David Hoyt also took his group into COG.
"developed serious problems while in the COG, and was/is tormented
evil spirits.
Dave physically abused his first wife, Victoria (also
the COG), and she left him.
Last we heard, Dave Hoyt was somewhere
Scandanavia
[sic]."
Pement, "Letter," January 23, 1986.
61

Plowman,

Underground

Church,

p. 50.

62"Dennis and his wife now minister in an[d] are called "Inner
Healing," about which there has been some dispute.
I don't know that
I agree w i t h it.
If you want; to see wha t a lot of these folks are doing,
subscribe to Charisma (if you can handle it)." Pement, "Letter," January 23, 1986.
63K lng,
o

p.

9.
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Center."

In late August

of the same year,

ceived

baptism

in the Holy

pies.

His "love was so contagious

for the 5:45 p.m. Mass
haired

ex-doper,

on Sunday

played

gospel

So it was really
ing among American
lievers

declension

transformation,
Christ.,,65

to worship

In the next

talking

with

while

priest

Seattle's

began

Peter

rehip-

to show up

Hasson,

a long-

rock on his guitar.,,64
1967

and 1968 "that

its initial

impulse.

of the country,

degradation

launched

Catholic

that a fey] hippies

received

sections

and moral

and began

in the years

youth

in different

Spirit

a Roman

among

special

two years,

Individual

be-

aware of the spiritual

our youth,

projects

this awaken-

and burdened

aimed at reaching

the Movement

for their

them for

blossomed.

In the year 1969:
It happened eve rywhe re .
In southern Califarruia, Arthur Blessitt ....
In Berkeley, the group that had started with a professor ..
had become enormous under the leadership of a man named Jack
Sparks.
In Portland, Oregon, Wendell Wallace's Friday night church services became Jammed with hip k.Ids. from three counties. .
In Seattle. . . . It was like being in the middle of the current
flowing with God.
In Vancouver, Pastor Birck, the rector of St. Margaret's Reformed
Church [opened the church to kids] ....
In each place, the hippies who had been called ahead of time by the
Holy Spirit led the ministry to the dopers on the streets.66
Other

incidents

contributed

Californians

Linda

to the geographic
Meissner

dIe of many

of these developments.

in Seattle,

and Blessitt

64Ibid.,

opened

pp. 10-11.

66TJ,·
l'-lng, p.

17 .

growth

and Arthur
Meissner

one on Sunset

65Lyra,
67Ibid.,

of the Movement.

Blessitt

opened

were

another

Strip.67

pp. 49-50.
pp. 13-4.

in the midcoffeehouse
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The Movement's
scious take-offs

newspapers

appeared

in 1969.

on the so-called underground

newspapers

people printed and sold to spread their political

0d eas. 68

"The first of the Jesus newspapers

1

On!, started in Berkeley

They were conthat young

and sociological

seems to have been Right

by the World Christian Liberation

on July 2, 1969, the same year as the Hollywood
a few days before the founding of Meissner's

Front

Free Paper," and just

Agape.69

Other innova-

tions dating from about this time were the Y;~hristianrock concerts begun
elt h er b y M elssner 70 or P ed erson. 71
o

Meissner

0

parades and Christian
wood.7'?
marched.

invasions

King concurs,

"instituted

of rock concerts"

Jesus People

according

to Ell-

saying that "in the spring of 1970 an army

Led by Linda Meissner

...

through downtown

Settle

[it was]

the first march for Jesus,,,73 and fulfilled her New York rooftop vision
of a few years earlier.

Arthur Blessitt,

the first--if not the first--Jesus
on Sunset Strip back in 1968.

however, writes that "one of

marches

ever held was the one we had

I was also in marches

in 1969 and 1970,

and many more in 1971.,,74
During this miraculous

summer of 1969,

as one person after another put his heart right with God as a result
of the spiritual revolution in the churches, the Holy Spirit began

68See David 1..Jilkerson,
Purple Violet Squish (Grand Rapids, MI:
Zondervan Publishi~g House, 1969), pp. 33-34 for a description of these
older underground newspapers.
69

Ellwood,

70King, p. 18.

pp. 61-2.

71
Ward, p . 42.

72

Ellwood,

p. 62.

73King, p . 21.

74Arthur Blessitt, Tell the World:
A Jesus People Manual
Tappan, NJ: Fleming H. Revell, 1972), p. 27.

(Old
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to pour out more and more onto the hippies and rebels of the lost
generation.
All of a sudden that part of the body that was sickened with
drugs and perversion began a miraculous recovery.
As Linda
[Meissner] said, "Out of the blue, revival hit!"75

marches
rights

Meissner's

1970 march

protesting

America's

marches

protesting

brought

public

variety

of church

for Jesus,
involvement

racial

recognition

patterned

after

in Vietnam

segregation

of the Movement

the peace

and after

the civil

and discrimination,
by representatives

from a

bodies.

In Seattle the march ended in a significant rally, significant not
only in numbers and conversion but in the respected leaders who
risked coming forward to meet the needs of the Jesus People.
Church
of God minister, Wendell Wallace, and Episcopalian
rector, Dennis
Bennett, and Pentecostal,
Russ Griggs, sat on the stage with
Catholic priests Father Fulton and Father Jerry Brown.
The audience
of doper and hippie was dotted with straight kids.76
This

ecumenical

Hovement.
Movement

support

It signified
among

was an important
a growing

the traditional,

Coast

and faculty
alleged
kept

any longer.
at Asbury

spontaneous

their morning

tion.

Student

Asbury.77
slogan

College

chapel

revivals

across

77For eyewitness
Coleman, ed., One Divine
197(())).

3, 1970,

Spirit

experienced

the Christos

76Ibid.,

an

and a revival

can be directly

that Asbury

to the

the students

for 185 hours without

the country

declares

'Jesus is Lord'--reviving

p. 16.

going

of the Jesus

were not confined

Kentucky,

of the Holy

service

and support

February

in Wilmore,

outpouring

in the life of the

churches.

activities

On Tuesday,

l.JilliamCannon

75King,

acceptance

mainline

In 1970, Jesus Movement
West

landmark

that

interrup-

traced

gave the Hovement
Kurios

to
"the

of the First

p. 21.

accounts of the Asbury revival,
Moment (Old Tappan, NJ: Fleming

see Robert
H. Revell,

E.
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Century,

and balancing

it might

be we II to date the Revolution

suggest

an analogy

as the Lexington

1776. "78

to melt

however,

many established
These,
Hhile we have

the Movement

into the woodwork

People

put these young

wa s really

That

at Asbury

were

people

segment

of

may be the

the Asbury

revival

later able,

of evangelical

beginnings

seen it "apr ead like wildfire"

the latter'sJ
hippie

revival.

In so doing,

then, are the varied

with

He goes on to

it

churches.

may

for the
Pro-

in the same camp as

denominations.

Great Awakening
contrasts

so perhaps

111967 and Haight-Ashbury

by the events

that the Jesus

"J asu s is Lord!"

claiming

You,'

1970 and Asb~ry College as the July 4,

encompassed

be the reason

most part,

of the Jesus

that of the Awakening's

many others

the Jesus

Movement

as it spread.
were

A writer

in The Lutheran

attracted

78 Cannon,

youth

p. 92.

streets
rolled

Just whom

involved,

Participants

of southern
across

than

Califor-

the country

it attracted,

will be treated

and esti-

next.

and Size

1,-Jitness
stated

interested

leadership

by being much more diffuse

Born in the drug-infested
culture,

Movement.

in the same way that the

did, we have also seen that the Movement's

of how many people

basically

from there.

Revolution:

that I'eg i.t Lmi.zed the whole.

touching

'Jesus Loves

its peak at the time of the Asbury

actually

mates

to the American

and Concord;

the Jesus Movement

nia's

People's

As Hill be shown below,

reaching

thing

the Jesus

that the Jesus

in "a protest

against

Movement

rational,

54
unemotional

faith."79

church-going

adolescents

psychological

closely

in the Movement.

who was attracted

to the Movement,

The Journal

a definition

would

at one time or another

study has more

ed to and active

others.

That broad

defined

most

in their lives.

Serious

the type of people

attract-

In this section,
as described

for the Scientific

include

Study

we will

by these

look at just

studies

of Religion

and

reported

that

it should be noted that the Jesus Movement appears to recruit a
large number of formerly drug-dependent
people who have become
rather eccentric as a consequence of sustained heavy drug-taking.
In some cases this eccentricity
seems to increase rather than
decrease after involvement with the Jesus Freaks, in spite of the
fact that drug involvement has ceased.
Aggressive and intensive
proselytizing
may thus be combined 1;vith'freak' behavior which is
disconcerting
in its own right.80
Three

years

later,

Jesus

Person.

another

set of researchers

described

the typical

The pattern wh i ch emerges for most respondents is one of some
family discordance within a relatively affluent milieu, followed
usually by leaving home, traveling, drug use, personal insecurity,
and an eventu§! conversion
(or reconversion)
to fundamentalist
Christianity.
Yet another
Jesus

analyst

Movement

described

the milieu

came as "a society

home life, and conventional

79Wright,

out of which

the members

marked 1;>)r w.Ld e spread breakdown

churches

unwilling

of the
of

even to listen.,,82

p. 16.

80Thomas Robbins, Dick Anthony, and Thomas E, Curtis, "Limits
of Symbolic Realism; Problems of Empathic Field Observation
in a Sectarian Convert," Journal for the Scientific Study_of Religion 12
(September 1973):268.
81Robert B. Simmonds, James T. Richardson, and Mary W. Harder,
"Jesus Movement Group:
An Adjective Check List Assessment,"
Journal
for the Scientific Study of Religion
15 (December 1976) :236.

Harch

82James v : L. Hills;
1973, p. 25.

"New Charismatics

1973,"

Eternity,
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The Jesus

People,

themselves,

he goes on to say,

might be regarded as the products of moral relativism and a God-isdead theology.
They were rejects of society, so they created their
own society, and rotted there, pursuing their dead-end pursuits
until, finally--some
say it was a spontaneous work of God--Jesus
found them.83
The picture
in many ways
According

nearly

mal education.84
young

people

accepted

one of young

from the traditional

to another

were male,

is easily

study,

all were
Either

readily

Christianity

not hopelessly

bound

moorings

single,

disaffected
and church.

age was 21, a strong majority

and they averaged

rejecting,

when

who were

of horne, family,

their average

formed

people

12.2 years

or cast out by, society,

their own social
it was presented

to the culture

groups.

They

these

then readily

to them as a faith

from which

of for-

that was

they had so recently

been

estranged.
Before
Conference
every

it was over, Billy

on Evangelism

the high

tell the 1971 European

the Movement

that he believed

the Jesus Hovement

school

coordinator

in Florida

seen before."S7

agreed

Crusade

Older,

when,

A Campus

during

not directly

was able to see

Crusade

for Christ

Spripg

break

groups

p.

372.

87E. E. Plowman,
7, 1971, p. 34.

86Pederson,
"Wave of Witnesses,"

of

such as

by the Jesus

Movement.

84S'lmmon d s, p. 326.

83Ibid.

onto

open than I'"Vleever

ministry

affected

"affecting

it had moved

the college

spiritually

campus

was

Pederson

in the streets,

are more

established

were really

85Graham,

began

campuses.86

and college

1971, he said, liThe students

May

could

. 1 an d e ducatlona
.
1 stratum. ,,85 Duane
SOCla

that though

Campus

Graham

p.

36.
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Today,
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Their work

continued,

by the attention
however,

were

given

young American

group

Jews.

of the American

from the more

open climate

to the Jesus Movement.

indifferent

Yet another

wrote

benefiting

Many Jesus

created

People,

to this work.88
touched

by the Jesus Movement

In late 1972,

Board of Missions

the San Francisco

to the Jews

was that of

Bay Area

in Madera,

director

California,

that

The Jevlish young people who are turning to Christ in such large
numbers today are intelligent, questioning people who came to the
end of their spiritual search when they discovered their Messiah.
These young people are not defectors to Judaism, but through Christ
are returning to the Jewish heritage.89
He further
verting
their

reported

how an estimated

each year.

intense

Calling

desire

6,000-7,000

them "Yiddish

young

Jesus

Jews were

freaks,"

to live fully as Jews who now knew

con-

he described
the true

Messiah.90
By 1972,
youth.

the Jesus Movement

A first-hand

young people

allover

report

visit

nationwide

by Arthur

relayed

youth

Blessitt

lands

have turned
(Northern

revivals

Ireland

person

in that "Jar-torn land, with having

Visits

by Americans

88Ellwood,

European

that "thousands

to Christ

Ireland,

may already

to Northern

and coverage

to affect

the information

the continent

year or two, and in several
Finland)

had begun

way."

was credited

started

by the media

are mentioned

A

there.

as factors

pp. 119-20.
to Christ?"

p , 12.

I
L«"M,
...
""""".",,_,.,.""""'''''''_'''",,'''''''''''''''_M'''''''''''''''~"»""',,"'''''_

and

by one young

the Movement

89Martin Meyer Rosen, "1..Jhy
Are Young JevJS Turning
Christianity Today, November 10, 1972, p. 13.
90Ibid.,

in the last

Holland,

be under

of

••'''''''',''''''''.

__
~,''''''''''''''w~,,>,,
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in the further
same year,

a contingent

in Jerusalem
These

international

in order

Jesus People,

Orthdox

Jewish

misitic

about
This

Movement

to present

constant

highly

or adherents

count of converts

with

one leader

as Messiah

reported

settled

to Israeli

still

similar

will

during

the possibility

with

to be opti-

Arthur

Blessitt's

Elsewhere,

reliability.

smaller

In Duluth,

estimated

group from Milwaukee.

In that city,

of Milwaukee"

cross-country
groups were

for example,

of members
Michigan,

same time

(1972) there was an established,

semi-communal

"The Word

of God" community

"some two hundred

with another

hundred

and fifty more

counted,

that was sparked-by

In Ann Arbor,

that _numbered

cross

than 1,500 professed

the total number

was 110.93

The apparently

Minnesota,

that "more

Jesus

that any definite

ever be possible.

in the first forty days of the revival"

members,

Jews.

into and out of the American

unlikely

above.

of the Movement

"Jesus People

People

had some run-ins

but were

flow of people

drag has been mentioned

Christ

students,

Jesus

This

their work.92

count of converts

perhaps

Jesus

Jewish

quite understandably,

Yeshiva

Movement.9l

of the Jesus

of six American

scene renders

inflated

spread

group

in preparation

a

of the
at the

called

and fifty
for member-

ship."94

91E. E. Plowman, '''Rustling in the Leaves' ," Christianity
13, 1972, pp. 18-19.

October

Today,

92Dwight
September
93"Heat's

p,

L. Baker, "Jesus Jews in Jerusalem,"
29, 1972, pp. 48, 50.
on in Duluth,"

Christianity

Today,

Today,

Christianity

March

3, 1972,

38.

detailed

94Some study had gone into this report, for the membership was
in these terms:
"Thirty per cent are townspeople, the rest are
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At one point,
[southern

population

hundred

can probably

of the country

in southern

possible

California.

involved
converts

thousand

Another

wh i ch .

These

figures,

nation,

people

not be more

of all

than several

minimizing

in the Jesus

exposed

of

the numerical.

t.hat'aIflbhg:/Y6ung
people

at least know of someone
to the figures

to total population

in the Great

were

estimate

Movement

we see

and perhaps

were both

who

introduced

the size of the Great Awakening,

compared

of people

stillshovl

In comparison

Methods
Young

young

at the total number

extreme

while

that one would

regarding

than the same figures

youth

is less than one half of one percent

by the Movement.

that the percentage

Revolution. "95

of pre-disposed

guessed

would

15% of

to the entire

"The most

of all its subgroups

there was a fair likelihood

the total number

estimate

in the Movement.

in the last chapter

up in the Jesus

not be extrapolated

s t rep gth 'across'~the enf.Lr.e

was touched

caught

that "at least

due to the high number

the U. S. population."96

here

estimated

California' s j+yout h-are

This estimate

of people

an observer

even

smaller

Awakening.

of Outreach
to the Gospel

of the Jesus Movement

students; 10 per~cent are over thirty; 25 per cent are married; 65 per
cent are Roman Catholic; 45 per cent are men.
It is therefore interconfessional, multiprofessional,
intergenerational,
bisexual.
You cannot
even say it is a lay group, since there are a few priests and women religious in its ranks."
J. Haughey, "The Jesus People of Ann Arbor,"
America, February 12, 1972, p. 142.
Pement reports that they are "still
active, same location."
Pement, "Letter," January 23, 1986.

Thought

95Harold S. Moyer, "The Jesus
17 (Summer 1972):170.
96J. Donohue,

"High on Jesus,"

Revolution,"

America,

Brethren

August

Life and

4, 1973, p. 66.
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in one of a number
methods,
most

to reach

of ways.

The Movement

the maximum

number

common means was face-to-face

included

coffeehouses,

communes,

and newspapers.

Most

the surrounding

youth

culture.

tion of the Movement's

various

The Jesus
sation

with anyone

other

outreach

on-one

music

strategies

section

or
The

Other methods

and rallies,

marches,

we re bor rowed from

is devoted

to a descrip-

methods.
willing

to strike

of bringing

to create

up a conver-

talk around

Part of the reason

was

its message.

witnessing.

strategies

generally

in hopes

its strategies,

with

festivals

outreach

were

they met

to a pre-

for organizing

more oportunities

the

for such one-

witnessing.
The coffeehouses

were probably

come out of the Jesus Movement.
coffeehouse
readings,

setting

Ashbury

When

developed

of drugs which

Arthur

"His Place"

pass[ed]

through

the decayed

efforts

venues

poetry

for deep discussion

began

coffeehouses
offering

their patrons

was typical

of Chris-

opened

in Haight-

a real alternative

found

elsewhere.99

of the coffeehouses.

to 4:00 a.m., more

than'400

for free coffee,

sandwiches,

to

beatnik

the scene of avant-garde

operators

to the background

7:30 p.m.

over

the first Christian

dutingl1967, their

Blessitt's

the first organized

Taking

that had been

the Movement

tian issues.98

"from

personal

This

of sin and grace.97

sentation

of people

of these outreach

People

developed

youngsters,
a midnight

Nightly,

ages 18-23,
sermon,

97
Its Word

America

Larry Graybill, "The Jesus Movement:
Its Common Tenets and
in Brethren," Brethren Life and Thought 17 (Summer 1972) :157.

98Erling Jorstad, That New-Time Religion:
The Jesus Revival
(Minneapolts:Augsburg
Publishing House, 1972), p. 51.
99Plowman,

"Jesus

Saves,"

p. 10.

in
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counseling,

and a companionship

ups."

Patterned,

havens

of rest in the midst

significant

void,

to the Gospel
Many
Christian

conununes.

devotion

th e 1 an d,,·In nee d

0

t

communes

of Acts"

100I..Jalter
Wagner,
1970, p. 46.

scene

a

many people

their way

incompatible

structure

They were

into

likened

tended

to "greenhouses

to produce
were

a fruitful

them "aliens

The first

in San Francisco

to His Place,"

har-

said to have arisen

.
103
communlty.

organized

with

for the disor-

that their n ew faith made

"Trip

these

filled

to expose

next made

provided

f a supportlve
.

"The House

mission,

conversions.

of eleTIents that were

s found

their hang-

idea wa s taken over from the youth

to God is carefully

conver

drug

served

of many

The Jesus MoveTIent's communes

because

have been

They

converts

lives of new converts.

vest.,,102
partly

felt.10a

The commune

These

share[d]

of the wild hippie

the scenes

and purged

those who

or not, after a skid-row

of the coffeehouse

Christianity.10l

where

Blessitt

and were

counterculture

ganized

consciously

with

Christian

seems

in

to

by a Baptist

Life,

March

101The non-Christian
communes were generally marked by prodigal
use of drugs and sex.
Some centered on an "eclectic taste for mystic,
occult, and magical phenomena {that] has been a mark of our postwar
youth culture ... " (Theodore Roszak, The Making of a Counter Cultures:
Reflections on the Technocratic
Society and Its Youthful Opposition
[Garden City, NY: Anchor Books, 1969], p. 125), and that may have been
partially responsible for the bizarre "Sharon Tate murders" by the
Charles Manson "family" in California in August 1969.

April

102Martin Meyer
1971, p. 63.

December

Rosen,

103Lincoln Richardson,
1, 1971, p. 11.

"Al L Things

"Living

Common,"

for Jesus,"

Christian

Presbyterian

Life,

Life,
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104

pastor

in 1967.

"The House

Hard manual

in the communes

assigned

ship occupied

and pre-marital

non~Christian,
stant change
each.107

hippie

morality

communes.106

In many

"There were

which
flowed

studied

By the Spring

worby

outlawed

drugs,

freely

in mqst

there was a con-

by psychologists,108
and its communes

of 1974, however~.mast

still

once so many

in a different

Women

only a few months

that the Movement

Some were

communes.

found remarkable

communes

stayed

sys~em was intensely

said,

and sleep

An aspect

since members

strictly.

study and community

three of which

had disappeared.

Person

the country

biblical

for some time.109

of the communes

Bible

time."

came to the conclusion

be around

one Jesus

chores.

fairly

in the rural

sex--all

of membership

The commune

some of whom
would

domestic

was the strict

regulated

for farming

most of the "free

observers

in the No r t hwe s t was

one, the first

was usually

labor was required

were usually

alcohol

early

in Seattle.105

of Zaccheus"

Life

many

Another

in existence,

but, as

that you could

one each night.

travel

Now most

of them

are gone. :,110

104

105King,

1.-lard,
p . 40.

pp. 11-12.

106Edward E. Plowman, "Pacific Northwest; Revival
ground," Christianity Today, January 29, 1971, pp. 34-35;
pp. 325-6.
107Jorstad,
Northwest," p. 35.

"Greening

108Mary W. Harder,
"Jesus People," Psychology
"Adj ective Checklist." -

of Revival,"

p. 268; and Plowman,

King,

"Pacific

James T. Richardson, and Robert B. Simmonds,
Today, December 1971, p. 45; and Simmonds,

109Glenn Everett and Edward E. Plowman,
Christianity Today, January 19, 1973, p. 43.
110pat

in the UnderSimmons,

"Whatever

Happened

"'Psyching'

to the Jesus

Shiloh,"

People?"

Christian
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Many
tic forays

of the communes

into the world

and newspapers

produced

served

around

as bases

them.

organized

by Linda

ferred

The Jesus

People

to above.

by other

causes,

for example,
the Vietnam

too.

Jesus
War.

at the latter,

Both in Washington,

People

attended

At the former,

held on the steps of the state
There,

after

lators

(state senators

tion Day")
Arthur

a march

heard

Blessitt

a number
was there

attendant

Another

of speakers

asking,

of crowds

beans
needs

People,

and legis-

it "Spiritual

Revolu-

and encouragement.

to witness

for example,

"Do you want your

worth .rio.tLngcca s

participants

Christians

op-

California.

give testimonies

envisioning,

against

gave them many

gathering

declared

and encouraged

generated

and sandwiches;

in Sacrawento,

had unanimously

have been re-

and demonstrations

physical

by some 5,000 Jesus

ever they found themselves,
station

marches

capitol

forays.

D.C. and in San Francisco,

they served

Serving

lemonade.

marches

of these

and others

took advantage

for evangelis-

festivals,

are all aspects

Meissner

to speak the Gospel.lll

portunities

The rallies,

by the Movement

The Jesus Marches

of operation

where-

a Christian

gas

tank full or your heart

full? ,,112
The massive
reminiscent
revivals

festivals

both of secular

of the Second

for which

rock music

Great Awakening.

the Movement
festivals
These

became

known were

and of the great

festivals

really

tent

came

Life, June 1974, p. 59; see also Richard N. Ostling, "Jesus People
Revisited,"
International Review of Missions 63 (April 1974):233.

1oday,

Steps,"

lllEdward E. Plowman, "Demonstrating
May 21, 1971, pp. 41-2.
l12Anne Eggebroten,
Christianity Today,

for Jesus,"

Christianity

"California Capitol:
Revolution
March 12, 1971, pp. 50, 52.

on the

63
into their own as highly publicized
Movement.

events on the waning side of the

Blessitt had been involved

in a rally very early on, one that

was quite unsuccessful

except that it convinced him "to go out on to

the streets of America

and take the Gospel into the enemy camp.,,113

Soon thereafter,
infiltrating

This developed

Blessitt and others

next into Christian

rock music festivals

but by 1972, the popularity
Poor attendance

Square Garden's

wonder whether

in and distri-

Jesus news pape rs and their own personal witness.l14

being questioned.
at Madison

surfaced of Meissner,

secular rock music festivals by carrying

buting tracts,

right,lls

reports

in their

O\.Jll

of these festivals was already

at a Labor Day weekend

festival

Felt Fo~um caused one of the organizers

"large Christian

gatherings

to

are not the thing any

more."116
The obituary proved premature.
paid $15.00 a ticket to gain admission
town, Pennsylvania.117

This particular

In 1973, 10,000 Jesus People
to a festival in rural Morganfestival became institution-

alized, still drawing 40,000 people in 197,6 to the permanent
the organizers

had purchased.

113Peter Miche1more,
Publications, 1973), p. 20.

campsite

At the same time 15,000 attended a

Back to Jesus

(Greenwich, CT: Fawcett

114Adon Taft, "Preacher in the Mud," Christianity
ber 19, 1969, p. 34; and Ellwood, p. 62.
11sKing, Jesus People, p. 18; Anne Eggebroten,
Christianity Today, August 6, 1971, pp. 38-40.

Toda~, Decem-

"Jesus Festivals,"

ll6Chery1 A. Forbes, "Jesus Joy Revisited/Labor Day, Madison
Square Garden," Christianity Today, September 29, 1972, p. 48.
117Edward E. Plowman and Cheryl Forbes, "Discovering
1973," Christianity Today, August 31, 1973, pp. 42-44.

Jesus,
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similar festival in Florida.118
sylvania

After the 1975 festival

in the Penn-

series, an observer noted the many family groups, the note-

taking at teaching

churches.119

with established
when the question
The festivals,

sessions, and the declared affiliation

by individuals

This will be entered as evidence

of the Jesus Movement's

dissolution

again

is raised later.

then, almost took on a life of their own, perpetuating

some of the emotion of the Jesus Movement.
a way of exposing unbelievers

The festivals became less

to Jesus, than a \vay to undergird

the

faith of believers.
The Movement

developed

its news pap ers to do both these tasks.

Described

by some as just a modernization

tract,120

they came into being at a number of places in the West almost

simultaneously.

of an old-time Gospel

First seems to have been Right On!, initially

published

in Berkeley by the Christian T/JorldJ11beration Front on July 1, 1969.
Only days later was Meissner's
Pederson's

Hollywood

almost anywhere

Agape in Seattle,121

Free Paper.122

followed

soon by

Soon the papers were springing up

there were enough Jesus People to print and distribute

11S"Jesus
10, 1976, p. 62.

Festivals:

Jesus

'76," Christianity

Today, September

119"Jesus '75: the Spirit Lives On," Christianity
September 12, 1975, p. 54.

Today,

120E. E. Plowman, "lvave of Hitnesses,n Christianity Today, May 7,
1971, p. 3S; Donald L. Hughes, "Underground Presses Go Christian,"
Christian Life, April 1971, p. 25.
121Ellwood,

pp. 61-2.

122King, "Jesus People," p. 20. See Appendix B for a reduced
photocopy of pages from an issue of the Hollywood Free Paper, and of a
Jesus paper published in Washington, D.C.
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them.

Characterized

pictures,
papers

as "tabloid

imperfect

carried

typography,

testimonies,

ments

of meetings,

Jesus

People

ment newspapers.123
were

concentrated
There

seemed

fulfilled,

though,

converts

at whom

near most

here,

did .125

the papers

they were

Interaction

tools.

was not until
Movement,126
these major
network's

1971 that the media
but when

pieces

"First

encampment
response.127

Tuesday"

in Thurber,

Texas.

At this time,

l230stling,

p. 233.

'2
1 5Htilghes,p., 58.

began

use of these

in newspaper

format

outreach

the pool of potential

Media

of coverage

media

coverage

stand out.

to focus on the already
was spectacular.

was a segment

It dealt with

the "Children

the "Children

of God"

favorable
seemed

"Jesus Presses,"

"Jesus ,People/':p.
Meet

swelling

on the NBC television

of God" still

l24Plowman,

It

The first of

It drew an overwhelmingly

126king,

most

People.124

in the national

:~(27Ed'Warcl
E~ Plowman ,"I Straights'
Today, January 29, 1971, p. 35.
0

tianity

show.

the country,

up.

pieces

coverage

a

This was not well-

folded when

they did, coverage

of media

compiled

w.lt h the other

with National

A few particular

announce-

Jesus Move-

in the potential

There was also a lot of promise
of the Movement.

of the Jesus

Along

aimed dried

Rosen

all across

these

living,

different

they ended up surviving

only as long as the Movement
described

fifty-nine

and discipling

because

distribution,!!

In 1974 Hoishe

to be much promise

as evangelism

crudely-drawn

on sanctified

they did appear

in the West,

newspapers

methods

else.

that listed

While

often with

and infrequent

exhortations

and little

directory

in format,

"S't ree t s";"

p.

to be

38.

20.
Chris-
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within

the Jesus Movement.

Later

of Christianity

and NBC issued

of the negative

aspects

media

coverage

This

cover

story "were

bikinis,

buttons,

casting

Corporation

it filmed

Movement

Following

story

beyond

the bounds

that dealt with

in June

1971 cover

said to have made
the broad

the inevitable

Jesus

national

shirts,

spread

"of'ficial" news

documentary

of

story

in

the Movement
exposure

jockey

of the Movement

on it in the United

some

piece

of the

shorts,

[and] wr Ls t wa t che s .,,129 The British

posters

a television

moved

The second major

was

story was later

"more or less official."
Time

a follow-up

of the commune.128

for the Jesus

Time magazine.

they openly

Broad-

overseas

States

when

during

1971.130
Other
Olympic

international

Games.

an evangelistic

Though
blitz

virtually

Later

was gained

ignored

tactics

were

that same year,

at the 1972 Munich

by United

of the Games was played

The usual Jesus Movement
success.131

exposure

employed

though,

States

journalists,

up in the European

media.

and saw some measure

the British

press

of

almost

128This sect's history deserves to be researched itself, if only
for the way it slid so quickly from an apparent conservative,
biblical
Christianity
into gross ilrumorality and anti-Christian
theology.
Pement
("Letter," January 23, 1986) writes that the daughter of this group's
leader "says the group was rooted in sinful rebellion since the very
beginning, and there was adultery going on as far back as the first Mo
letter (1969).
The Jesus movement as a whole rejected the COG as
acceptable examples of Christinity, and our ministry printed articles
warning people against the COG as far back as 1974."
129Joan
p.

K. Ostling,

"Jesus Movement,"

Eternity,

January

1972,

12.
130

Donohue,

p. 67.

l31E. E. Plowman, "2,000 Christian Youth Reach
Christianity Today, September 29, 1972, pp. 42-3.

Out at Olympics,"

67
totally

ignored a 5-day Jesus festival

65, 000 people.

132

In October

in London

involving more than

The interest of the major media
1973, one reporter

"still alive and, in some places,

was wan Lug

noted that the Movement

thriving"

later, the sudden

loss of media identity was still vivid enough for a writer

commenting

was

even though the news media

h
.
,,133 Two years
La d" move d on to new asslgnments.

ity Today to introduce

quickly.

in Christian-

a piece on that surrnner'
s "Jesus' 75" rally by

that the Movement

had "vanished

from

news

media attention,"

but was still active in events such as the one being reported.134
This could all lead one to ask whether
a creation

of the news media.

few isolated ministries

Did the national

blow their importance

scale and create the impression
Movement
much.

than actually

The geographic

existed?

after it "vanished"
view.

attention

all out of reasonable

Some commentators

to the

have suggested

it, and the fact that it continued

helped publicize

as

its having begun long

from the media, all speak against

Media attention

was

given to a

that there was more substance

spread of the Movement,

before the news media noticed

the Jesus Movement

years

that point of

the Jesus Movement135

but did

not create it.

l32peter Meadows and David Coomes, "Jesus Festival Britishstyle; London Festival for Jesus," Christianity Today, October 13, 1972,
p. 49.
l33Enroth,
l34"Jesus

"All the Children,"

p. 15.

'75," p. 54.

l35James T. Richardson,
Listening 9 (Fall 1974):27.

"The Jesus Movement:

An Assessment,"
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waning
The med i.a.stemporary
historians
ment.
media

a device

and Impact

attention

spotlight

The years

after

the Movement
Generally,
similar,
posure

settled

in these periods

yet individual,

seasons;
Through

things had changed.

then continue

by looking

it all, the Jesus

of the moment.

needs became

It changed

500 converts

size of the group

The period
rallies

of various

public

ex-

By the sum-

Here, we will

look at the change

at the waning

years

was vibrant

its emphases

enough

of

of the Movement.
to respond

and methods

of the Jesus Movement

in the preceding

there

to "about

ministry

with

commune,

to

as those:

in United

l36Idem,

Evangelical

1,000."

"Conceptualization

l37Plowman,

"Pacific

the Time

Action,

in Spokane,

six months,

washington,

bringing

the total

In spite of large

a newspaper

the Fall of that same year--after
writing

consisted

of heavy

of

periods.

and so on.

b'll
l s, th e group was sal'd not to b'
e ln d e b t. 137
Movement

the second.

l36
known ,

In 1971, a leader
reported

Movement

becomes

and between

the first period

on the marches,

segment.

forms and expressions

vary both within

ministries.

the national

as the first

The different

seen above,

saw an emphasis

the years before

on the part of the media

are the third.

gave

up our study of the Move-

on the Jesus Movement

interest

as we have

mer of 1972,

to the Jesus Movement

by wh i.ch we can divide

We use it here by considering

The time of great

needs

Years

This was a typical

and similar
cover

stated

of Cult,"

financial

activities.

story--D.

L. McKenna,

that if the Movement

pp. 30, 39.

No r t hwe s t ;" p . 35.

In

was
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authentic,

it would

phenomena

...

"stand

the test that society
in the mass media.1I

over-exposure

that at that time it was

"reaching

and that "to its credit,

the movement

"
,,138
me d la test.
HcKenna

withheld

staying

power before
Within

waned

precipitously.

passage

0

the powerful

the next

and into its "second
larity wore

in some areas.
two-thirds

final judgment
forces

In Lancaster

of the initial

the secular

observers

County,

Pennsylvania,

more

serious

Their

activities

were becoming

more

settled.

close

ties with,

and joining,

about

marked

for example,

Today,

l40Erling Jorstad, "Unity
August 11, 1972, p. 16.

These

establishing
trends may

members.

for the Second

Coming,"

of the Jesus Movement,"

l43Ibid.;

p. 189.

Jorstad,

"Unity,"

p. 16.

about

their discipleship.

An EvanAction 30

Mennonite,

Christianity

141M. E. Marty, "God and Mammon, Holy Spirit Division,"
Christian Centu~,
~ovember 15, 1972, p. 1171.
l42Claassen,

popu-

ten months.142

l38D. L. McKenna, "Are Jesus Kids Joel's Children?
gelical Analysis of the Jesus Movement," United Evangelical
(Fall 1971):10-11.
Prepare

the

left the Movement

They we~e

local churches.143

out some of the less-committed

attention

bandwagon

People

gone after

were becoming

l39"Jesus People
May 16, 1973, p. 334.

Movement's

""
lnto a new p h ase, n140

of Jesus

The Jesus People

have winnowed

its first

media's

As the initial

were

stage"

on the Jesus

numbers

adherents

passed

suggests

of the mass media.

",,139
maturlty,

generation.,,14l

off, significant

He further

has already

twelve months,

"d
towar

upon new social

the peak of its exposure

At the same time, various

f th e M ovement

imposes
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During
ing at least
The common

1973 and 1974,

to describe

what

a number

in the media,

the most

part,

were no longer

but that the individual

still practicing

their

is the one by Pat King,

People?"

which

appeared

together

some of the young

ing the Jesus Movement
ities and their
King

concludes

Christian,

in Christian
people

They

1974.

shared

things.

were,

for
of

She gathered
research-

their current

seemed

kids anymore.

the

to the Jesus

she had come to know while

they had put away childish

attempt-

interesting

Happened

in June

on why the Movement

that they weren't

about

People

The most

"Hhatever

Life

in its heyday.

thoughts

hearing
Jesus

faith.

these articles

appeared

to the Jesus Movement.144

"had happened"

theme was that people

Movement

of news articles

activ-

to have disappeared.

Just

like every

The Jesus

other

People

had

grown up.145
The other
established
other

about

congregations

stories,

still within

commentators

and as the urge

continued.

of being

the secular

for discipling

media

existence

1971, one observer

l45Kl·ng , "Whatever

the death

attention
grew,

simply

knell

left it to itself,

existence

shifted

those Jesus

continued

to
People

going

youth

that the Movement's

Happened;"

for the Jesus Movethe maturing

of the Movement

of a. rebellious

noted

l44King, "Whatever
"All the Children."

about joining

Christians.

sounded

The continuing

to the continuing
April

As media

what was left of the Movement

the business

After

up the same points

and so on.

No one ever quite
ment.

bring

Richard

H an,
ppe ed "p . 58 .

process

was somewhat

culture.
future

Ostling,

tied

As early as
in San

p. 233; Enroth,
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Francisco

was "nebulous"

was fading.146

since

that city's

One of Pat King's

later,

that the: Movement

longer

did.147

Another

former Jesus

no longer
of these

place

existed

insiders

as a haven

People

said,

since the need

for hippies
three years

for it no

went on to explain

that

God raised them up as a response to the hippies who were trying to
undermine our society. .
When the hippie scene became dwar f ed
by the Jesus People Movement it died, and when it was gone so was
the need for the Jesus People.148
Most
still alive
150

growth"

journalists
at least

in the Movement
of 1974.149

into the Spring

had been observed

specifically

in eastern

that time "was probably
fornia"

interested

the previous

Ohio and western
bigger

numerically

Fall.

agree

that it was

"Consistent,
Away

healthy

from California,

Pennsylvania,

the Movement

than it ever was

at

in Cali-

and was "thriving."lSl
A serious

the following

assessment; of the Movement

as a kind of living

epitaph

in the Fall of 1974 listed

of the Movement:

F.irst, it is obvious that some segments of the Jesus movement continue to exist, even if in modified form, and that their existence
in the foreseeable future seems assured.
Second, it is also obvious that the Jesus movement has had a relatively lasting effect
on the institutional
structure and culture of society, especially
on some parts of the institutional
Church.
Third, it is just as
plain that American society and culture, including that of the
institutional
Church, has had an effect on some parts of the Jesus

l46Rebecca Larsen, "'Bringing Ln' the Street
to the World Series) Eternity, April 1971, p. 40.
l47King,

"Whatever

Happened,"

p. 57.

"People

Revisited,"

l49Richard

Ostling,

l50Enroth,

"All the Children,"

Children,"

l48Ibid.,

(Window

p. 56.

p. 232.

p. 30.

l51E. E. Plowman, "Whatever Happened to the Jesus Movement?"
Christianity Today, October 24, 1975, p. 46.
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movement.
Fourth, it is known that the Jesus movement has been
exported to or had independently developed in other parts of the
world, although little is known yet about the extE:nt of this
development.
Fifth, because of a number of changes in conditions
it seems apparent that the Jesus movement as it initially developed
may not continue although, as has already been said, some segments
remain and will continue.152
The end of the Jesus Movement
beginning

was.

Perhaps

thus seems as difficult

the most we can say is that it continued

least into 1974, when its visibility
duced visibility
blending
ditions

to pin down as its

was primarily

into established

in America was reduced.153

at
The re-

due to the Jesus People themselves

congregations,154

but also because

the con-

that caused it to be called into being no longer existed.
One of the very few reports on the Movement which appeared

in 1975 was a review of the "Jesus

'75" festival

tendees were older, had families, brought
contrast

to those at earlier
l52R,lC h areson,

Bibles,

such festivals.

"Assessment,"

that summer.

At-

and took notes,

One observer

in

said that

p. 37.

l53Even as late as this writing, there are at least two mlnlStries perpetuating the name, however : the "Jesus People USA" based in
Chicago, IL, and the "Jesus People Information Center" in Sacramento,
CA. The former publishes a slick magazine named Cornerstone and
strongly supports Christian rock music.
(Pement, one of their members, writes:
"Jesus People USA and Resurrection Band are the better
known fruit of the original [aridnow defunct Jesus People of) Milwaukee ministry.
JPUSA is now a Christian commune/church of over 400 members located in Chicago since 1973 (we held crusades throughout the
East and Midwest 1971-2~, and we have the longest surviving publication
of the Jesus movement:
Cornerstone magazine, which has a circulation
of 90,000 copies every two months." [:'Letter," January 23,1986].)
The Jesus People Information Center sends tracts and Bible study courses
to inquiring parties, operating on a much lower budget than JPUSA.
This writer has been in contact with both these groups and has some of
their current literature.
l54"Jesus

'75," p. 55.
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the Jesus People "have grown up. ,,155 With tLh4,rS farewell,
Movement

really faded from the American

that most acceptable

of deaths,

Positive

scene.

and Negative

it--have any lasting significance

Christianity

The Hovement

"died

the death of acceptance.,,156

Reactions

If the Jesus Movement was accepted

Williams was overstating

the Jesus

to death, did it--could

in American

church history?

Donald

the case when, in 1971, he wrote in

Today that the significance

tory will be determined

of "this decade of church his-

not by the success or failure of the NCC

and COeD but by our response

to the Jesus movement.,,157

the Movement

was not that big that reactions

the decade's

significance.

There

The impact of

to it should determine

were, however,

important

contribu-

tions that it made.
The Jesus People made a bold ecumenical
unity of true believers
not membership
brought

in Christ.

in a particular

statement

about the

Their call was for faith in Jesus,

denomination.158

This simple call

into being a harmony among the Jesus People which years of

ecumenical

dialogue between denominations

A second notable
of joy and emotion

impact of the Jesus Movement was the injection

it gave to "the conservative

the spectrcrm.,,159 The vibrant,

l55Ibid.,

had been unable to carry out.

p. 54.

and evangelical

bubbly enthusiasm

of the Jesus People

l56R"lC h ar d son, "A ssessment, " p. 20.

l57Donald M. Williams, "Close-up on the Jesus People,"
Christianity Today, August 27, 1971, p. 7.
l58Van den Heuvel, p. 36.
l59R. Ostling,

"Jesus People,"

p. 234.

side of
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spilled

over

into the parts

theologically
they joined
they would
very

attuned.

of American

Christianity

to which

expressive

emotionalism

was moderated

This

the established

churches

"end up like generations

square members

enthusiasm

of very

may, however,

(dne writer

of evangelicals

square

churches,,160).

be apparent

during

in the rise of a bold new evangelicalism
to become

a political

The editors
the Movement

ground

Spirit's

around

Today

Even

many

society
if author

the Holy

America

has been

Spirit,"

160

164

Lewis

year.
both

felt that

characteristics.

it to the Great Awaken-

it "wa t er on the longthat it

vJaS

"the

to our society.,,162

reacted

Drummond

favorably

felt he could

That Must

strangely

the strength

on the characteristics

and suggested

revival

in general

there

called

that followed

Come, writing

bereft

to the Movetotally

ignore

that "twentieth-

of these deep movements

can be no ignoring

it

of

the fact that it happened

~..Joodward,p , 15.

l6lllGod's
1971, p , 6.
l62"The

Gentle

Irony:

New Christians,"

l63Richardson,

Broadman

to be taking

churches"

in his 1978 book The Awakening
century

of its revival

editors

way of bringing

American
ment.163

because

Today

them, as

toned down

with

election

of the past,,,16l thus linking

The Christianity

parched

in America

and Christianity

that "it appears

of great revivals

Holy

of Eternity

This

as

in 1971 that

before

the years

in a presidential

was significant

The former wrote

ing.

issue

predicted

it was

The Jesus

People,"

Eternity,

August

p. 21.

"Assessment,"

p. 32.

l64Lewis A. Drummond, The Awakening
Press, 1978), p. 18.

That Must

Come

(Nashville:
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and affected

the lives of thousands

cized the Movement
out against

it.

felt that it was

The three main

its lack of social

concern,

The first of these
our discussion
want

people.

significant

criticisms

Those

enough

were

and its aggressive

the comments

of a number

below

however,

without

dwelling

of the Movement

was "the evidence

of a very

throughout

of the movement.

It is too easy to be saved.,,165

little
while

to their faith.,,166

still others

expense

attitude

about

of social
hiding

focused

criticism

social

imminent

Catholic

return

O t h ers wrote

on the emphasis

leveled

problems.

responsibility

one's head

among

against

mentality

found
The

. th e same veln;
. 167
In

the Jesus

excused

at the

decried

People

concerned

the almost

them--in

their own minds,

Movement:

"Beware

its

utter

lack

as a kind of chiliastic

He felt that their teachings

l65Laurence Murphy, "The Jesus
Mind, March 1973, p. 5.
A. Schaeffer,
1972, p. 15.

the Movement

about

the

at least--

A Critique,"

the New Super

l67Douglas S. Hubery, "Jesus Movement,"
(April 1973) :213; Robert Mounce, "Jesus People:
Harch 1973, p. 63.

Brethren

criticism

on emotionalism

One author

in the sand.

of Jesus

l66Francis
Eternity, November

basic

content.168

of intellectual
A second

simplistic

on

was "J'impressedwi t h the fact that many have very

Schaeffer

content

One writer's

in

we

basis

late Francis

criticism.

in detail

Here,

of critics

style.

the theological

much

for their

its simplicity,

evangeli~m

of the Hovement.

who criti-

for them to speak

against

criticisms 'wTll be treated

of the theology

to mention

of young

Spirituality,"

Expository Times 84
We Need Them," Eternity,

l68For example, David E. Ziegler, "One of Those
Life and Thought 17 (Summer 1972):176.

Jesus

Freaks!"

76
from working
tics.

for social justice or becoming

Connecting

this criticism

at all involved

to the simplistic

in poli-

outlook of the Jesus

People, he wrote that their tendency toward oversimplification

was

most obvious in their pat "Jesus is the answer" answer to controversial
social problems.169
In their defense on this point, one Jesus Person admitted
their excessive

spirituality

social responsibilites.
bad as the churches

evangelism

might indeed lead them to ignore their

He felt, though, that this was not nearly so

that are so attuned to social ministry

they forget their spiritual
Negative

reaction

also arose to the aggressive,

citizens complained

aggressiveness,

needs that

responsibilities.170

style so typical of the Movement.

for example,

buttonholing

In Spokane, Washington,

to their city council about this

and called the Jesus People "an embarassment

pu.b l.IlC lmage. ,,171 Other complaints
liberal theologians.

that

Confrontations

to the

along these lines came from more
developed

between

some sign-

carrying Jesus People and a large crowd of other young people getting
their weekly

fill of "hortatory,

Glide Memorial

United Methodist

their aggressive

style occurred

Marty was delivering
Pacific

humanistic
Church.i72

169T·1ff·r.n , pp. 83 -.
4

Yet another example of

in 1971 when Lutheran

"the liberal-oriented

School of Religion

fluff" at Sari·Francisco's

in Berkeley,

professor Martin

annual Earl lectures"

California.

at the

After Marty's

l70Z'leg 1er, p. 177 .

171
Plowman,

"Pacific Northwest,"

p. 34.

l72Robert L. Cleath, "Good/bad Vibes at Glide; Jesus Freaks,"
Christianity Today, October 23, 1970, p. 37.
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lecture,

100 Jesus People--who

microphone

for testimonies

had come uninvited--took

and preaching.

a standing ovation, but Marty was reported
viewpoint

to dissenting

students"

A set of criticisms
American

Jewish community.

called the Movement

They were received with
to be "still defending

his

after the Jesus People had left.173

from a unique point of view came from the
Rabbi Meir Kahane was quoted as having

"a desperate

fad" and Jewish converts

thing from 'obscene' to 'ignoramuses,,,,174
Jewish Defense League.

over the

to it "any~

Kahane was head of the

Another author admitted

that Jesus People

couldn't necessar:i,lybe called "fascists or haters of God," but went
on to wr i.t e that "the realities

of Auschwitz

and anti-Semitism

far too serious for us to take lightly a new popular movement
a main root of Jewish hostility
the Jews crucified
understanding

God].,,175

are
that feeds

[that is, that Jesus is God and that

Yet another rabbi revealed his lack of

of the Scriptures

when, after repeated

Jewish Jesus People, he wrote that he believes

conversations

with

that

in such cases psychology preceded theology:
the Jesus-freaked Jew
had a pre-existent need to structure the universe so that his role
in it would be to fail and God's role in it would be to love him in
spite of his failure.176
Those who would find anti-Semitic
seem bound to criticize

hate under every rock of confession

sharply the Jesus Movement.

These criticisms

l73E. E. Plowman, "Jesus Freaks Move Right On," Christianity
Today, March 12, 1971, p. 53.
l74Rosen,

"Young Jews," p. 13.

176M. Adler, "Alienation
23 (Summer 1974):289.

l75Celwick,

p. 547.

and Jewish Jesus Freaks," Judaism
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would have been leveled against the Movement

no matter what its specific

theology merely because of its emphasis on Jesus.

Interpretations
These positive

and negative

criticisms

of the Jesus Movement

lead us directly

to an analysis of the various

placed upon it.

There were a number of different ways of interpreting

the Movement.

Already

in the Fall of 1971, one author wrote that "you

can almost see a wave of sociologists,
doctoral

candidates

coffeehouses.,,177
by these various

psychologists,

poised to swoop down on Christian
As might be expected,

looking at the Movement.

assessments

compiled

provide one way of

Serious articles by researchers

Study of 'Religion,

journals

in these

such as Journal

Journal of Psychology,

of Social Issues, and Urban Life and Culture.178

ment.

and

communes and

the interpretations

in a number of professional

for the Scientific

attempted

religionists

students and scholars differ widely.

The psychological-sociological

fields appeared

general interpretations

Journal

One extensive

study

to discover what kind of people were drawn into the Move-

Using a variety of psychological

team of researchers

l77McKenna,

instruments,

this particular

found that the Jesus People they were studying

p. 11.

l78Christopher R. Stones, "Jesus People:
Fundamentalism and
Changes in Factors Associated with Conversion," Journal for the Scientific Study of Religion 17 (June 1978):155-58; C. T. Stones, "Fundamentalism and Conservatism Among Jesus People in South Africa," Journal
of Psychology 98 (March 1978):225-29; J. Balswick, "Jesus People Movement:
A Generational Interpretation," Journal of Social Issues 30 (No.3, .
1974):23-42; and D. F. Gordon, "Jesus People: An Identity Synthesis,"
Urban Life and Culture 3 (July 1974):159-78.
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described

their ideal group member as "calm, capable, clear-thinking,

dependable,
peacable,

forgiving,

reliable,

friendly,

gentle, honest, kind, meek, patient,

stable, understanding,

Jesus Person was determined

warm, and wise."

to be "maladaptive"

random sample of college students.

The research

This ideal

when compared with a
team concluded,

there-

fore, that a young person who fit the ideal within the Jesus Movement
would be an outcast if he or she tried then to move back into
society.179

This becomes

a psychological

ical truism that Christians

aspects of the Movement

same angle.

One suggested

the Movement

as a means of "temporary

conviction.1SO

failure of father-child
super-ego

and its provision

Father--emotionallyappealing.,,18l
Movement

Another posited

relationships

led many young

and poor impulse control,

that the Movement

all of

its nuclear Father-

of a strong, forgiving,

accepting

Yet another wrote that the Jesus

was an example of a 'greening' process as described

A. Reich in his book The Greening

to

security or escape" if they hadn't

which was supposed to have made "Christianity--with
Son relationship

from the

that converts may have been attracted

come to it because of true Christian

people to have a weakened

of the theolog-

are in the world but not 6f it.

Others looked at different

that a widespread

affirmation

of America.182

by Charles

This commentator

said

expressed

l79Simmonds,

"Assessment,"

pp. 331, 333.

l80Tiffin,

p. Sl.

lSlArmand M. Ni.cho Lj , "Why Jesus Attracts Today' s Youth,"
Christianity Today, June 9, 1972, p. 7.
l82Charles A. Reich, The Greening of America:
How the Youth
Revolution is Trying to Make America Livable (New York: Random House,
1970).
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a new level of consciousness
based on a deeply felt distrust
of existing social institutions,
a pre-occupation
with life
style as opposed to dogma, a sense of respect for community
rather than competition, and a searching for personal authenticity.183
These

psychological-sociological

ment usually

strip it of its religious

this dimension

did not exist

Related
preters

to these views

opinion

to the youth

culture

"to represent
and the hippie
fellows

here

can,"l85

culture

in mind187

clearly

differentiated

developed
Movement

"was initially

183

ment."

since,

in an article

of his reason

condemnatory
needs

especially

were,

the entire

"Greening

p. 15.

culture

less radically

This

thought

with

the youth

it was not
is thoroughly

He writes

to the counter

Jesus Movement

l87Tiffin,

society

at the same time, not

in the beginning,

of Revival,"

in America

of neomodern

that the

culture."

Part

a cult is that it

l84K uh n, p.

p. 265.

l85W. Fred Graham, "Technology, Technique,
Christian Century, May 2, 1973, p . 509.
l86Kuhn,

was seen

to be interpreted

response

as a reaction

of society.186

by James T. Richardson.
a cultic

The

their non-Christian

they were

from this milieu.

for calling

Jorstad,

because

definitely

The Movement

as much

People

group of inter-

developed

the dominant

who eschew

themselves

The Movement

Move-

it as if

interaction.

In a way "like

the Jesus

and less sweepingly

Movement

States.

between

counterculture.184

a sub-culture

oriented

as a cultural

of the United

in the counterculture

and examine

are those of a large

is that the Jesus

a mid-position"

as they possibly

nature

of the Jesus

or, at least, was not important.

who saw the Jesus Movement

dominant

really

interpretations

14.

and the Jesus Move-

pp. 80-1.
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engendered

an intense commitment

particular

practice

ally in opposition
the oppositional
to something

to "one element of belief or one

or experience"
to Western

culture."

nature of the Movement:

and existed

in balanced

culture and the dominant

culture.188

Another

writer

Richardson

opposition

He wrote that "there was a gospel-shaped
fits exactly.,,189

hole in the counterculture
This gives the Movement

road position

mentioned

tive attitude

about society than the counter culture's

The Movement

in opposition

than oppositional.

emphasis.

had.190

gener-

to both the counter

more positive

The complementarity,
earlier,

lS

goes on to emphasize

it developed

saw it as more complementary

which the new movement

II·

a practice which he says

a

combined with the middle

did give the Jesus People a more posidropouts

was, in a way, a "hybrid culture.,,19l

came a bridge back to the dominant

It be-

culture of their parents'

world for

those young people who became a part of it.
Yet another ,'layof interpreting
religious

terms.

commentary
Mainline

The Lutheran

on the Movement

Protestants

was in

Witness noted that most of the religious

came "from evangelicals

and Roman Catholics

Billy Graham and other evangelicals

l88Richardson,

the Jesus Movement

and the secular press.

have had less to say.,,192

were said to be "delighted

"Conceptualization

with

of Cult," pp. 41, 46.

l89Richard Lovelace, "The Shape of the Coming Revival,"
Christian Century,:October
6, 1971, p. 1164.
190 Kuhn, p. 14.
19lphilip
1972, p. 22.
192Wright,

Yancy,

p. 17.

"A Year in the Life of 'E, '" Eternity,

May
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turn to Jesus" among the young.193

this unexpected

Graham went on

record saying that "by and large, it is a genuine movement
of God,,,194 thereby
a writer

giving it his seal of approval.

in United Evangelical

endorsement,

the Jesus Movement

are Joel's

At the same time,

Action, while withholding

stated his belief that "it is possible

of the Spirit

unqualified

that the youth of

children who are seeing visions

and

prophesying

in these last days as God pours out His Holy Spirit upon all

flesh.,,195

Others pointed

discipleship

out that the Jesus People

with all seriousness,,196 and that they exhibited

need for full and committed
Some religious
revival,

interpreters

not the kind of revival

specifically

sisted.199
nuanced

of the Movement

Francis

as the World Council

Schaeffer,

Woodward,

to be re-

soon to "be as complex and

of Churches,,,200 or dismissed

fundamentalists

or . . . charismatics

as "either

stressing

that they

Almost all religious

p. 10.

194~.JilliamF. [Billy] Graham, "Marks of the Jesus Movement,"
Christianity Today, November 5, 1971, p. 4.
195McKenna,

p. 10.

197Jorstad,

"Greening

198Ibid.

196Mounce,
of Revival,"
1995chaeffer,

200M. E. Marty, "Jesus:
Today 28 (January 1972) :473.
20l"God's

of

and joyful commitIlJ.ent.,,198

saw it as something

gave been gdlven pne pf the charismata.,,20l
193

saw it as "a

of the 1950s with its glorification

It was either predicted

Bible-wielding

"the

trust among believers.,,197

the status quo, but the new life of complete
Others,

took "Christian

p. 63.
p. 268.
p. 17.

The Media and the Message,"

Gentle Irony," p. 6.

Theology
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observers
about

of the Movement

it.

The discussion

paper will

camp.

on one's
These,

attitudes

Springing

it soon covered

gather

young

around

and inreach

it gave some the impression

carried

on its work until

existing

Christian

and spiritually.

In the opening

shrunk

to nothing

Jesus

had served

sudden

of young

people

its purpose.

to

of

to help

loss of interest

had died a too early
of the Movement,

were assimilated

in
death.

it

into

'grown up,' both physically

of the 1970s.

movement

and

to

were developed

the Jesus Movement

its members

the pool of potential

the hippie

a new generation

Movement

years

scene both because

out of it, and because
when

having

then

such as the coffee-

did their part

aspects

the new converts

growth

reaching

of certain

began

of the new communities

but their

congregations,

faded from the American

needs

of view

in the late

leaders

newpaper

L

that the Movement

In spite of severe criticisms

California

the innovations

news media

in the Movement,

point

into the

it exhibited.

When various

and the "unde rground

in this

of the Jesus Movement,

from Southern

them,

The international

interest

the theology

the country.

the outreach

Christians.
spread

converts

the commune

meet both

toward

later

fall squarely

to it from a religious

then, are the interpretations

1960s,

one way or the other

theology

that it did indeed

Reactions

this is its history.

houses,

opinions

of the Movement's

show the reader

evangelical
depend

had strong

experienced

converts

dissipated.

had

New methods

had to be developed.

this

The

of

CHAPTER

JESUS

III

MOVEMENT

THEOLOGY

Introduction
Having

set the scene

Jesus Movement
theology.

reader
demands

there is no dogmatic

loci.

reference

parison

chapter,

the topic will be treated

theological
ample

in the previous

Since

Movement,

and described

These

points

is reminded
some amount

to bel exhaustive

C

we will now consider

work

on the theology

by examining

were

selected

to them in the available

to the way they were

the rise and fall of the

treated

its

of the

a few selected

because

literature

there was

to invite

in the Great Awakening.

that the individualism
of generalization

of the Jesus

and denies

Ln it.h Ls __
irivestigation.

comThe

People

both

us the opportunity

One writer

posits

that

most of their theological outlooks are governed by what they
have inherited from Pietism, Puritanism and Revivalism, culminating in the charismatic emphases of some and the Fundamentalism of all.
Precisely because they major on feelings
rather than thinking, there is not a developed theology among
them. 1
Trends

and emphases

can, however,

In some cases
odds with

ment,"

there will be examples

the pure biblical

Confessions.

be seen.

The problem

of a theology

truth as it is interpreted

with

such a theology,

that is at

in the Lutheran

of course,

is that one

lSynesio Lyra, Jr.
"Rise and Development of the Jesus MoveCalvin Theological Journal 8 (April 1973) :57.
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runs the certain
lost.

Martin

risk of losing

Luther

in his 1538 sermon
of the doctrine

spelled

the Gospel when

out this inter-relatedness

on Saint John

of Christ

other doctrines

are

of doctrines

16:3, when he spoke of the centrality

and its close relationship

with

all other

doctrines:
Throughout history we find that all heresy and error has arisen
where this doctrine has disappeared, where people become smug, as
though they knew it very well, and thus turned from it to something
else and began to dispute about the person of Christ. . . . For
all other doctrines stand and fall with this one; it includes all
others; it is all important.
He who errs in the others certainly
errs in this one too.2
Luther,

as we shall see, would

obscuring

the very Jesus

the other doctrines,
This
ment.

The first

simplism

then,

erring

focuses

of the Jesus Movement.

This

Jesus Movement

subject

theology

that is, the medium

topic

of Christ.

of the Jesus Move-

is a prolegomenon

it colors

theological

structure

which

is basic

to Jesus

2Martin Luther, Luther's Works,
ed. Jaroslav Pelikan and Helmut Lehman,
(St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House,

why some of

as others.

to a clear understanding

is the consideration

that conveyed

to any great

was both an

It also explains

are not as detailed

to the

all that follows.

were not developed

to the Movement.

of this chapter

The next

of

in some of

also in the doctrine

because

theology

lack of systematic

asset and a liability
the sections

by erring

on some teachings

This

theology

areas of Jesus Movement

degree.

to proclaim,

guilty

topic we need to treat will be the theological

study of Jesus Movement
Most

it sought

therefore

chapter,

have held the Jesus Movement

of its "formal
People

of

principle,"

the Movement's

most

American Edition, 55 vols., gen.
vol. 24:
Sermon on John 16:3
1955-), p. 320.
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basic message
sides:
mative

Holy

about

Scripture

for Jesus

doctrine

God.

This

fundamental

and experience.

People.

and practice

We will

basis

had two almost

We will ask which

equal

was more nor-

also see that this dual standard

was a force with both positive

and negative

for
im-

port for the Movement.
The person
in conversion
logically
Movement's

and work

will be treated

because

we will

teachings,

which

After

or whom were
doctrines
a personal

the Jesus

relationship

on Scripture

The next
after

therefore,

As the Jesus
need

event was a sine qua
activity

People

saving

at con-

the personal

revelation.

to answer

event

the question,

The answer

will

treat

importance

act was also extremely

the
Since

to the

important.

on theological

one can then understand

in

"To what

as the work of Christ.

sections

ex-

simplism

and

why the Movement

of Christologies.

they were

People

for the

and the'conversion

converted?"

the preceding

logical

focuses

the sources

with Jesus was of papamount

and experience,

a variety

Spirit

and salvation

the Savior's

\fuen one understands

exhibited

People

follows

perceived

biblical

it is necessary

of justification

Jesus People,

Spirit's

His role

locus

the conversion

life gave the Jesus

the Holy

especially

This doctrinal

they felt validated

the Jesus Movement,

People

The Holy

treating

Spirit,

just have discussed

and then in daily

periences

next.

and because

non for the Movement.
version

of the Holy

step is to describe

converted.

on the doctrines
were

converted,

to live lives befitting

The next

what happened
section

of this chapter,

of sanctification
they generally

their repentance.

to Jesus

and the Church.

felt an immediate

The great majority,

87
however,

believed

it was to their advantage--at

days of the Movement--to
Living

newly-sanctified

speak words

the main

came to terms with
considered:
Christians
living

reason

the Church

an unrealized

this turned

is the final

Age,

Movement

the Jesus Movement's
the Movement,

not least

theology

to know

as its standard.
ment.
we will

that it claimed

to end.

look at this theological

some

felt that they were
Coming.

Looking

While
outlook

af-

here at

a number

is its eventual

of things

demise.

Simplism

understanding

of the Jesus Movement's

no complicated

was considered

topic to be

this eschatological

It was a theologically

This naivete

Second

will help explain

of which

to a proper

to

eventually

Much~like

People

Christ's

Theological
It is basic

Movement

eschatology.

from beginning

eschatology

churches.

felt they needed

theological

the Jesus

last days before

the waning

churches.

out to be a false assumption

the entire

People

that the Jesus

imminent

in the Apostolic

in the very

fected

on established

until

in established

lives, most Jesus

of judgment

Perhaps

about

avoid membership

least

both

simple,
an asset

simplism

theological

structure

unpretentious

move-

and a liability.

and consider

Here

its consequences

for the Jesus Movement.
While

the Movement's

could be quite complex
complicated.
simplistic
sidered

Albert

organizational

and intricate,

van den Heuvel

in its approach

to be non-structured

its theological

wrote

and complex

structure,

as we have seen,
structure

that "the Jesus Movement

in its structure.

or spontaneous

was un-

Usually

is
con-

or 'led by the Spirit,'

it
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is nonetheless

so complex as to be open to great misunderstanding.,,3

This tension is displayed
ical statements

perhaps most clearly in the area of theolog-

where members

simple, unadorned

of the Movement

Gospel while "dogmatically

struggled
claiming

to proclaim a

to be undog-

matic.,,4
Not all members
theological

of the Jesus Movement

antecedents.

Their strict biblical

something brand new to American
the Fundamentalists.S
primarily

theology.

One commentator

the anti-intellectualism

its superficiality

were aware of their

in theological

conservatism

It mirrored

specifically

the doctrines

authority

of Scripture7

Movement,

it was usually a narrow-minded

unthought-out

solutions

as well as

that [the Jesus People]

inherited. ,,6 Their faith may have been anti-intellectual,
claimed it was based on the Scriptures.

but they

While their reliance

infused a certain amount of orthodoxy

to difficult

of

noted that "it is

of modern Fundamentalism
perception

was not

orthodoxy

on the
into the

that gave pat,

questions with a quoted Bible verse

3Albert Van den Heuvel, "The Jesus Movement:
An Ecumenical
Challenge," Brethren Life and Thought 17 (Summer 1972):187.
4Arlin Claassen, "The Jesus Movement in the Local Community,"
Brethren Life and Thought 17 (Summer 1972):188.
SFundamentalism is a conservative Protestant movement, arising
in the United States after World War I. It is centered around five
basic points of doctrine (the "fundamentals"):
the verbal inerrancy of
Scripture; the divinity of Jesus Christ; the Virgin Birth; a substitutionary theory of the Atonement; and the physical resurrection and
bodily return of Christ.
6 Lyra, p. 46.

Thought

7Harold S. Moyer, "The Jesus Revolution,"
17 (Summer 1972):172.

Brethren Life and
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1
.
'8
thrown in to give support to the In!tla ~gsser:ta.oJ)..

Anti-intellectualism
Along with this simplistic
among many members

of the Movement

belief that education

there was

w i t h education,

a "disenchantment

is unnecessary,

members were both individuals

perhaps even harmful.,,9

a

These

and groups who saw the college campuses

mainly as dens of secular humanism,
education

view of the Scriptures,

illicit drugs and easy sex.

For them,

tended to lead one away from the Bible by filling the mind

with human reason.

Some Jesus People, however,

did try to infiltrate

academia, as' al Lf t r l.e Leavencno. leaven the whole loaf.
insisted on a more substantial

theological

depth.10

On the whole, these college~based

observers

as the theological

mainstream

Francis Schaeffer was "impressed

These students

base, with some intellectual
Jesus People did not impress

of the Movement.
with the fact that many

[Jesus

People] have very little content to their faith."ll Others noted that
this anti-intellectualism
ance and "coldness
editorialized

went hand in hand with a

toward unconverted

parents.

its fears for the Jesus Movement

8Carl F. H. Henry, "Evangelical
Today, May 8, 1970, p. 34.
9Florence Gibbons,
September 1972, p. 74.

,,12

attitude of intolerChristianity

Today

in July 1971 by writing

Pathbreaking,"

Christianity

"Echoes of the Jesus People,"

Christian Life,

lORichard Lovelace, "The Shape of the Coming Revival,"
Century, October 1972, p. 74.

Christian

llFrancis A. Schaeffer, "Beware the New Super Spirituality,"
Eternity, November 1972, p. 15.
l2J. Donohue,

"High on Jesus," America, August 4, 1973, p. 66.
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that "our most
more

serious

substantial

anxiety

apologetic

[It] could be particularly
in depth

in the basics

apologetic"

was never

be seen below
the need

comes

is needed

if the converts

of the faith.,,13
to be.

for such a basic

level.

This

"much more

on eschatology,

This realization

movement.

are not instructed
substantial

As we saw in the last chapter,

undergirding

A much

at the root of the Jesus

short-lived

in the discussion

the Movement.

at the theological

and as will

there came a day when

was realized

in many

came too late to be worked

quarters

of

out in

detail.

Simplism
Perhaps
for a serious
was received

one reason

theological

the Jesus
development

and even acclaimed

ed as a return
understanding

Approved

to earlier

eras.

and acceptance

People

were

slow to accept

the need

was that the }10vement's simplism

by some outside
An editorial

of the Jesus

observers.

in Eternity

Movement

It was viewcalled

in spite

for

of this

recognized~weakness.
We don't deny that there are seeds of error in the unstructured
and often naive practices of the Jesus People, but there were also
excesses in the Great Awakening and in every revival in history.
There will be splits and scandals and false teaching, but let us
not be captured by all our fears.
Let us not pout like reluctant
Jonah when the people of Nineveh repented.14
The thought

seems

in the offing

due to the Jesus Movement's

other Christians

l3"The
pp. 20-1.

to be that even if there are major
simplistic

theological
approach

errors

to things,

should welcome

the Movement

for the sake of those

New Christians,"

Christianity

Today,

l4"God's

Gentle

Irony,"

Eternity,

August

July

16, 1971,

1971, p. 7.

lost
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sheep 1:Vho--inspite of the flaws--will
A parent
cautious

whose

daughter

in evaluating

be saved.

joined

the Jesus Movement

was even less

this facet of the Movement.

The beautiful naivete of many of these young people is perhaps
the movement's most appealing force.
There is an unexpressed
feeling among them that if the yhurch really, deeply believed
anything, it would happen.
The method is secondary; belief is the
only thing.1S
The subjective
makes

it most

giving

measurement
appealing.

the Movement

determined

of orthodoxy

aversion

biblical

doctrines,

Movement

was reduced

One could just as easily

enough

to theological
curb error,

"roared

we're

support

and summarize

its faith,

the Jesus

here

the Movement

tem, it did operate
This

In almost
individual

with

standard

simply,

could

"set the mood"

"We are not here

to share Jesus,"

to which

to have

the crowd

experience

and Experience

was without

a regularly

for judging

equal measure,

section

Herald,

a speaker

its

its agreement.,,16

Hhile

This

a pre-

that would

Scripture

basis.

With

statements

to the point where

differences;

see it as. a case of

rope for it to hang itself.

for a three day rally by proclaiming
doctrinal

is here held up as that which

recognized

doctrine

the Jesus

and practice
relied

as the determinative

rules

shows how this "formal

principle"

Joined

l6Stephen Strang, "They Bypassed
Life, March 1977, p . 100 ..

theological

and accepted

People

lSJess Moody, "My Daughter
February 1972, p. 16.

Christian

a structured

fundamental

was two-fold.

on the Bible

and on

for faith and life.

carried

the Jesus

Disney

sys-

the Movement

People,"

for Jesus

Christian

'78,"
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for some time, but left it without
Scripture
Grah~m'~

and experience

these points

on Jesus

their

shows

Movement.

Others

the Movement.18

latter

importance

We should

the Jesus Movement

features

second

also picked

It gave them reliable

which

instructions

and it taught

on Billy

only to the identifiable

emphasis

the former

about

of the Bible
experience.

in
The

is interpreted.

of Scripture
for many

things

for daily

to the Jesus

living;

them about Jesus.

of God19 which

the

as significant

first look at the place

through

it.

of the Jesus Movement.17

out these points

The Bible was the source

as the Word

and third

in his eyes to understanding

The Place

cepted

to sustain

and then at the role of personal

is the matrix

for their songs;

enough

are the second

list of ten commendable

That he listed

substance

was verbally

People.

it provided

lyrics

The Bible was ac-

inspired

and inerrant.2~

l7In his "Marks of the Jesus Movement," Christianity Today,
November 5, 1971, p. 4, William F. [Billy] Graham writes that "first,
the movement thus far centers in the person of Jesus Christ ....
Second, the Jesus movement is Bible-based.
.
A third characteristic ...
is the demand for an experience with Jesus Christ."
l8For example, Robert B ..Simmonds, James T. Richardson, and
Mary W. Harder, "Jesus Movement Group:
An Adjective Checklist
Assessment,"
Journal for the Scientific Study of Religion 15 (December
1976):323; and Laurence Murphy, "The Jesus Movement:
A Critique,"
C~tholic Mind, March 1973, p. 4.
19Donald M. Williams, "Close-up on the Jesus
Christianity Today, August 27, 1971, p. 6.

Today,

20Erling Jorstad, "Unity
August 11, 1972, p. 15.

of the Jesus

People,"

Movement,"

Christianity
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For most of the Jesus People
lutely

it was "the only book which

[was] abso-

'safe' to read.,,2l
Jesus People

characterized

took an approach

as fundamentalistic.

to Bible study that is usually

A well-thumbed

King James Version

(called ·".'scrcn;rsanct:"
among them by one observer22)
companion
talists,

of the typical Jesus Person.

was the constant

"Like the most avid fundamen-

they carry their Bibles, read them, study them.

Scriptures

,,23

like old-timers ...

their study of Scripture

The doctrines

They quote

they mined in

"~ould appeal to a homespun,

midwestern

fundamentalist. "24
The roots of this way of thinking and believing

are seen to go

back in time quite some way, yet it is tempered by the cultural
pings of young Americans
not sociologically,
tanism, charismatics

in the 1960s and 1970s.

the Movement

was deeply in debt to Pietism,

and fundamentalists.

did not totally change the way they lived.
the Jesus People "use 'turned-on'
frequently

employ unorthodox

Theologically,

Their fundamentalism,
As one observer

lingo to express

methods

to attract

Christianity

"to divorce

but
Purithen,

put it,

their ideas and

their peers to

. t .,,25 The Jesus People were said to be an opportunity
Ch rlS
gelical

trap-

itself from the conformist,

for evanstultifying

21Larry Graybill, "The Jesus Movement:
Its Common Tenets and
Its Word to Brethren," Brethren Life and Thought 17 (Summer 1972):149.
22Moyer, p . 172.

23"God's Gentle Irony," p. 6.

24Rebecca Larsen, "'Bringing In' the Street Children,"
on the World Series) Eternity, April 1971, p. 38.
25Ibid.

(Window
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lifestyle
holding

that pervades

onto these elements

in line with Scripture's
alism translated

of the pervasive

ethics and morality,

for the Jesus People

study and application

misled easily,

subculture.,,26

youth culture

By

that were yet

they exhibited

even while they expressed

to the permissiveness

a fundament-

whence

an openness

of

They could be

to being guided.27

they had come.28

to interpret

they did so in such an over-simplified
theological

this pattern

legalism which came about in over

Even though they attempted

no solid, coherent

following

were always near at hand.

Some of them fell into a stifling
reaction

Protestant

into the youth culture of the 1960s.

Difficulties
biblical

the conservative

manner

interpretation

the Scriptures

literally,

that at times they had
when they were done.29

Carl F. H. Henry
said that from the outset the so-called Jesus freaks openly identified with the God of the Bible, but that their existential
orientation and shallow doctrinal logic left them vulnerable to
extreme charismatic claims and to fanatical excesses.30
More will be said of these excesses
Church-based

below.

leaders of the Jesus Movement

more solid and a deeper instruction

might have given a

in the Bible than what the mass of

the Jesus People would have found elsewhere.

Chuck Smith, the

26K. Woodward, "The Jesus People--Freak-out
Christian Herald, September 1971, p. 15.

or Cop-out,"

27Bill Longenecker, "An Evaluation of the Jesus Movement in
Lancaster County, Pennsylvania," Brethren Life and Thought 17 (Summer
1972) :188.
28Williams,

p. 7.

29Moyer, p. 172.

30"From Freaks to Followers,"
1971, p. 34.
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22,
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charismatic

Baptist

pastor

of Calvary

nia3l was the best example
His morning
the week's

sermons

were

Even
Scriptures
Lord's
stand

ten chapters.

format

an~ based

in this setting,

with

"It blows

for.,,33

however,

an understanding

Supper:

Jesus Person,
sonal

of a church-based

Rather

Schaeffer

lives of Jesus People

in approach

His evening

and based

services

were

on

in

on the same ten chapters.32
young

Christians

Scripture

could read the
about

that bread

interpret

of the Movement,

relied

the

and wine

Scripture,
instead

this

on per-

of Experience

pinpointed

when he noted

the role of experience
the lack of content

For them, he wr o t e , "everything
is the base."34

dicates

the Jesus Movement's

ism.35

All three movements

a personal

leader.

and experiences.

Francis

emotionalism)

Jesus Movement

to think what

than letting

The Place

faith.

Califor-

that led one to observe

my mind

and most members

feelings

in Costa Mesa,

said to be expository

newly-assigned

a question-and-answer

Chapel

experience

This

is experience;

strong

theological
emphasized

with Jesus

emphasis

links

rather

in their
emotion

(or

on experience

to Pietism

the necessity

in the

in-

and Revival-

of converts

than just knowledge

having

about

31Eric Pement, of Jesus People USA, Chicago, IL, writes ("Letter," January 23,1986):
"Calvary Chapel, Costa Mesa?
Super active,
and bigger than ever.
They have planted sister churches across the
United States now. "
32"Gulf
1971, p , 21.
33Moody,
35

Lyra,

Spanned

p. 17.
p . 57.

at Calvary,"

Christianity

34Schaeffer,

p. 15.

Today,

January

29,
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Him.36

Such an

experience

their own and the world's
sion or bring

had become
powers

Jesus

attracted

personally

authorities

involved

(usually

of Western

in a life-or-death

by consuming

various

kingdom

traveling

of the Jesus

this highway,

many

of salvation

mises

they had lived

of God, but because

British

conversions.

They

in Maranatha,

could,

by the only method

you can really

Experience

really

is what

to measure

Dr. Robert
last word
'instant

bility

on the Movement's

36Moyer,

March

Today,

whether

The transitoriness

of maintaining

through,

39Robert Mounce,
1973, p. 63.

After

of the written

.

pro-

had experienced,

newspaper

such

a personal

test-

from Vancouver,
I know

. by experience ...

The Jesus

People

an Episcopalian,

demands

used

experience

it is sexual

37Woodward,
"Jesus People:

when

or religious,

of experience

40D. Turner, "Jesus Movement
February 18, 1972, p. 54.

spoke perhaps

for experience

combined

a high level of emotional

p. 172.

only to be brought

the Christianiife.

Terwilliger,

experience,

tory' ."40

counts.,,39

with demonic

"How do I know it works?

trust

they

felt sure that they

not because

in part,

taught

Then

joy and peace.38

People

Movement

had been

struggle

and did, agree with

a Jesus

wh i.c h said,

Columbia,

as a plumbline

to

their conver-

culture.

drugs),

of light,

had come to the knowledge

imony printed

confirm

to the Jesus Movement

out of that into a spiritual

dramatic

to be "the answer

problems,,37 and either

all the standard

of evil

reveal

it about.

The young people
to distrust

would

p. 11.

Under

"he warned

that

is transi-

with

excitement

the impossiwere

38Graybill,

We Need Them,"

the

p.

Eternity,

Scrut!iny," Christianity

154:
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contributing
accepted

factors

to the decline

the biblical

wor1dview,

let "experience

verify

of the Jesus Movement.

members

Jesus,

of the Movement

the Bible,

While

they

continued

and the simple

to

Gos-

pe1."4l
Having
lights
jeans

Scripture

for their spiritual
and long hair,"

from the spiritual
While

and experience

as Robert

wasteland

their emphasis

theology,43

paths,

of conversion
ering

the Jesus

the standards

the Holy

Conversion
The earliest

4lGraybill,

kept

Viewed

Jesus

People.

were

p,

in blue

their way

a developed
interpretation

experiences.

Spirit
recognized

religious

related

as the agent

turn here from consid-

phenomenon

from Outside

People

made

literal

We will

experience,

and general

teach-

to conversion.

the Movement

converts

from drugs

to Christ.

p. 151.

42Robert Bellah, "Sociologist Bellah
Christian Century, May 10, 1972, p. 540.

4 3r.:.yr a,

them,42

conversion

generally

especially

guiding

fundamentalists

them from having

and the Holy

at the conversion
Spirit

balanced

and free sex to Christianity.

of the Jesus Movement's

and look specifically
ings about

called

about many undeniable

Spirit was quite

among

"narrow

on a conservative,

Conversion
The Holy

Bellah

on feelings

of the Bible brought

these

of drugs

their insistence

as evenly

57.

Criticizes

Jesus

Movement,"
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Their

stories

relate

their lives before
server

coming

of the Movement

parently

plunged

and from which

disputed.

they emerged

that

among young

people

The explanations

crisis where

there were
touched

richer

is offered

obap-

to God,

level of life than

by the Jesus

by Erling

experience

they turned

innumerable

for the conversions

between

One informed

the psychedelic

to a higher,

That

view of the division

and afterward.45

them into spiritual

One explanation
fessor

to faith

remarked

they had ever known.,,46
lifestyle

Manichaean44

an almost

radical

Movement

changes

is nowhere

do, however,

Jorstad,

in

vary.

a Lutheran

pro-

of history.

What seems to be the most
plausible explanation of the attraction of revivalist appeals to drug users is that in the ritual of
revival, the participant understands what is happening to him as
quite literally a new life being created, as promised in 2 Cor.
5:17.
To him, being b~rn again is a highly dramatic enactment of
his decision to go clean of drugs. . . . He responds favorably to
an -ac t Lng -:o~t in emct Lon al, -t erms -h i.s decision to start- e' ne.V:l clife,
being dependent an. no t.hLn g D1Jt.that 'which sustains -h i.a-new
birth
_. .~ \ 47
Jorstad

feels that the religious

with a decision
addict

to stop abusing

to confirm

of 'new birth'

and formalize

gives

for the dramatic

conversion
drugs.

He views

his choice.

the reformed

change

of a drug addict

drug addict

coincides

it as a means

The religious

for the

vocabulary

a ready made

explanation

in his life.

44Manichaeism was an ascetic sect arising in Persia during the
third century.
It was ~ased on a stark dualism and conflict between
light and darkness.
45Woodward,

August

p. 12.

46E. E. P'Lowman , "Jesus
1971, p. 31.

47Erling Jorstad,
ber 1972, p , 17.

Saves:

"From Drugs

Our Alienated

to Jesus,"

You t h

Catholic

;!'

Eternity,

Mind,
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A team of psychologists
Movement

at length

who studied

had this to say about

various

aspects

the conversion

of the Jesus

experience:

Converts to the group studied define themselves prior to their conversion as inadequate in interpersonal
relationships
and in social
pursuits in general.
In addition, their self-definitions
with regard to more personal aims (further education, career plans, etc.)
are apparently deficient in terms of usual definitions, at least.
Because they are not in a position to direcly [sic] alleviate the
cause of the difficulty or to ease the felt deprivation through
other means, and because this condition is felt by a good many
others, a fundamentalist
religious solution, which provides a high
degree of order or structure and a consequen~mode4§f
achieving
adequate self-definition
becomes attractive.' ...
Robert

Bellah

echoed

this in a lecture

he said that the simplistic
sembled

the appeal

Bellah

of a hippie

itself,

removing

life.

The religious

is offered

in a confusing

the responsibility
psychologists

as an individual's

evaluation

University

when

society

China had for some American

and the above-quoted

One further
Movement

while

drug addict

his own confused

to youth

that Mao Zedung's

both gave structure
making. 49

appeal

at Vanderbilt

attempt

elements

of conversion,

by a rabbi.

youth:

for decisionview

the conversion

to impose

are almost

order

in

incidental.

also from outside

He suggests

re-

the

that

alienation from self is not the only cause of defection to
Yet, while keeping alert to the psycho logChristianity.
.
ical dimensions of the Jesus-trip problem we must avoid the temptation to write the whole thing off as some sort of mental
aberration.50
The rabbi's
sharper

unique

focus.

for Jews,

perspective

He insists

at least,

48Simmonds,

joining

p.

brings

the religious

that psychology
the Jesus

335.

saM. Adler, "Alienation
(Summer 1974):287-8.

element

into somewhat

is not the only explanation

Movement.

49 Bellah,
and Jewish

Jesus

p.

540.

Freaks,"

Judaism

23
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Writers
more

lucidly

from a Christian

the theological

perspective,

descriptions

that at his local Jesus Movement
ended on the same note,
over your life."sl
instant

Savior

Others

conversion"s2

sonal conversion,

namely,

familiar

to the theologian

out what

the Jesus

as] the accepting

People

themselves

acknowledged

Front,

in the "efficacy
the experience
of Christ

to him."s3

This

felt happened

who studied

in California,

recognized

the role of the Holy

Spirit

usually

fill you and take
of
of per-

as Lord

and

language,

than that of the psychologists,

A team of psychologists
Liberation

Christ

to faith

of one's heart

One noted

"the preaching

and to "the focus being

[defined

and the opening

referred

perceive

of conversion.

activites,
let Jesus

of course,

more

points

at conversion.

the Christian
that the Jesus

~.;rorld
Movement

in these conversions.

The Jesus Freaks believe that upon conversion the Holy Spirit
enters the convert, who henceforth emanates this spirit and thereby draws others to Christ.
Failure to convert someone has a
distressing implication that the Holy Spirit has not really entered the convert and is thus not being emanated by him.
The
Jesus Freaks thus appear to be intensely ego-involved in the conversion of others as an identity-confirming
experience.s4
~,ile

their conclusion

view,

it obscures

may be correct

the fact that the Jesus

slClaassen,:p.~I88.

Brethren

from a psychological

s2Jorstad,

People

sincerely

"Unity,"

point

of

believed

p. 15.

s3V. Eller, "Lesson of Valparaiso, with Reply
Life and Thought 17 (Spring 1972):101.

by A. G. Gish,"

s4Thomas Robbins, Dick Anthony, and Thomas E. Curtis, "Limits
of Symbolic Realism; Problems of Empathic Field Observation in a
Sectarian Context,;! Journal for the Scientific Study of Religon 12
(September 1973:265.

101
the Holy
were

Spirit was the agent

converted

through

their

Conversion
Drugs

Viewed

People,

study and witnessing.56
"Last night

this morning,

I know

the one who said,
trusted

Christ

evangelism

and promiscuous

lives of the Jesus

preacher:

of their own conversions

sex vanished

to be replaced

I made

it.

"I used

efforts.55

from Inside

Typical

the Movement
instantaneously

by chastity,

from the

prayer,

Bible

was the girl who told a Movement

some mistakes.

I'm here

to make

Because

my life.

of the service

it right with

to have a $25'O-a-day heroin

and he changed

and of those who

I didn't

God."57

habit.

Or

Then

even go through

I

the

55These psychologist~
used a researcher who happened to be an
adherent of Meher Baba (1894~1969); who was a religious leader from
western India and proclaimed a universalistic
love and compassion,
coupled with self-denial; he visited the United States several times
after 1931.
The researcher became well kno~vn among the Jesus People
he studied, except for the fact that he never revealed his personal
religious convictions.
He was approached over and over again with informal presentations
of Christian witness and, because he "was perceived
as loving and empathic, his imminent conversion was confidently anticipated. " The conclusion of the research team, when their researcher
continued to resist conversion, was that "tension arose in subjects [i.e.,
Jesus People] because they were not able to define his status as either
believer or nonbeliever.
Such cognitive tension induced considerable
emotional trauma in our sectarian subjects ....
" Since the Jesus
People believed the biblical doctrine of the division of mankind into
the saved and the damned, the secular researchers felt their "empathic
and intuitively resonant" yet unyielding researcher threatened the whole
belief structure of the Movement.
Christian researchers in the same
position would have interpreted the "emotional trauma" as sincere sorrow
over one lost sheep who had hardened his heart and stopped up his ears
to the call of his Shepherd.
Robbins, et al., pp. 264, 269.
56 Moyer,

p. 171.

57Adon Taft, "Preacher
ber 19, 1969, p. 34.

in the Mud,"

Christianity

Today,

Decem-
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usual

withdrawal
The Holy

music

symptoms.
Spirit's

Now I get high

from Jesus.,,58

work was credited

for the conversion

of a rock

band, when

according to Greg (a band member] the Holy Spirit covered the room.
An ex-Baptist preacher spoke to the group, and God worked.
The
young band cried, poured out their hearts and surrendered to God.
"It was a tremendous release," says Greg,"like one conversion
experience for all of us. Like we were trapped inside as encasing
bubble and then it burst, and we were set free."
...
Three days later they were baptized in a horse trough.59
The working

of the Spirit

been mediated

by the ministrations

and, especially,
Jesus

People

is usually,

used

The Jesus

personal

People

One reason

Jesus

People

molal

they had come.
points

were

in this way.

the most

convinced

outpouring

they were perhaps

Spirit was the widespread
through which

were

recorded

as having

Preaching

common means

the

the Gospel.

themselves

was the result of a spontane}us
of God.60

of a person

witnessing

for spreading

but not always,

decay

that the Movement

and movement

of the Spirit

open to the leading

in which

they had been

Part of a reported

conversation

of the
living
with

and
two

this out

"The key was the Holy Sp rit.
We'd had experiences with
spirits, you see. We'dncountered
the unholy spirit, the power
that wants only to destr~y."
"But the Holy Spirit has greater power than the unholy one,"
Carrie added.
She told how this new force in their lives had
I
58Robert L. Cleath,
Christianity Today, October
59philip

1972,

p.

Yancey,

"A

'Good/bad Vibes at Glide;
3,1970,
p. 37.

Freaks,"

ear in the Life of 'E,'" Eternity,

23.
60Moody,

Jesus

p. 16; and Lyra,

p. 51.

May
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enabled them to kick drugs,
them in other ways.6l
sought

and how Christ

As the Jesus

People

they usually

fell into other patterns

Other
There was much
Spirit

of Satan.
trailer

to a parking
'cheapness'
having

tended

lot was judged
of the rhetoric

the wrong

trace

cheap

an observer

is indicated

rarely

to the moment

was overtly

cent or more of the Jesus
matic

camp.66

Another

61Plowman,

listed

Some of it was
sincere.63

an act of God or
People

they "agreed

all) of the Jesus
of their

declared

were

blame

a

later

that

too."64

People
Baptism,1I65

64Yancey,
People

that Jesus

solidly

ac-

Movement

that 75 per-

in the charis-

p. 172.
p. 24.

of Ann Arbor,"

"New Charismatics

1973,"

in-

The

as one of the Movement's

62Moyer,

65J. Haughey, "The Jesus
12, 1972, p. 144.

"Spirit

yet also stated

themselves

glossalalia

p. 11.

Spirit.

have been a factor,

charismatic,

People

66James W. L. Hills,
1973, pp. 25, 33.

as either

of the

on the level of charismatic

One source

63Longenecker,-pp.~lBl~2.

February

actions

talk" but most was

when

hitch might

in the Jesus Movement.

literature

about

saw some Jesus

(and, in some locales,

their new lives

as well.

as an act of Satan, wh i.Le its swerving

there does not seem to be a consensus
tivity

and behavior

to be an act of the Holy

size trailer

Spirit62

of the Spirit

to see everything

off its hitch

~fuile most
would

as "pretty

In one instance,

jumping

of belief

life for

to the Holy

life of these new Christians.

by insiders,

Many Jesus People

Activities

an openness

talk in the Jesus Movement

in the day-to-day

considered,

to continue

has changed

America,

Eternity,

March
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marks.67
tongues

Yet another
and describe

described

hedged

observations,

was not in that locale
The Jesus
the Holy

Spirit.

of drug addiction,
guided

and directed

their faith.

That

the norm,

in saying

felt,

Finally,

speak

another

and therefore

while

in

source

the reason

that glossalalia,

for the most part,

He brought

about

gave them other
their mundane
faith was,

that "some

for

accepted,

or over-emphasized.69

demanded

People

in stating

healings.n68

dramatic

what may have been

the varied

with

somewhat

on very personal

their conversions,

tongues

in which

affairs,

as we have

healed

terms
them

to speak and pray,

and helped

seen, often

them witness
described

to

as

fundamentalistic.

Justification

and Salvation

We turn now to two elements
doctrines

of justification

of the Jesus

and salvation--in

fared in the Jesus Movement.

The strongest

Movement

were

and work

benefits

to an individual

upon

the person

(There is no evidence
image of Jesus,

in having

however.

The Jesus

what was said about Jesus
not going much
lists

further

the centering

first among

it.)

Billy

of the Movement

its commendable

rather
taking

Graham,

6S"God's

69Longenecker,

70Graham,

p. 182.

with Him.

on the life and
uniformly

accepted

it at face value
as mentioned
of Jesus

All the Jesus

67S'lmmon d s, p. 323.

and upon the

relationship

in the person

features.70

of the Jesus

Christ,

emphasis

People

faith--the

to see how they

emphases

a personal

in the Gospels,

with

order

of Jesus

of any accompanying

People's

Gentle

above,
Christ

People

Irony,"

"Marks,"

and

p. 4.

were

p. 6.

as the
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genuinely

expressive

about

Him known

to others

because

ness

their

love for Jesus.

they had experienced

to make

His love and forgive-

so very deeply.7l

Christology
The Christ
same Christ

taught

in the Jesus

of the Jesus Movement
and believed

even '''asserted that the Jesus

historic

Christ who has been rejected

The caution

for us here,

out a unified
variety

systematic

Hovement

seems

by traditional

analyst

when

They wanted

movement

acting

the Movement.

Generally,

People

avoided

preferred

to the second

the more

the humanity

personalized

of the Lord

[in the secular
not completely

person

sense,
untrue]

or Che Guevera.

of the Jesus Movement

in recent

One analyst

This

a personal,

clung

has written

years.72

"Christ"

seem to have

the theological

peers

the

is that with-

They

they could pledge

radical

the

there was a wide

Jesus.

People

of course,

to whom

in the same way their politically
Ho Chi Minh

of the Trinity.

gave the Jesus

leader

has rediscovered

the use of the title

appellation:

although,

One

as a guide,

within

referring

Christianity.

of this essay,

of Christologies
Jesus

quite

by the church"

as in other parts
theology

to have been

emphasis

on

charismatic
sense

is

their allegiance

to Mao Zedung,
that at the base

was

a Christology that molds the individual not by assent to dogma but
by the demands of the personality and conduct of a leader who is
at the same time original, compelling and irresistible.
The Jesus

71H. B. Kuhn, "Subcultures and Countercultures:
Response," Asbury Seminarian 25 (October 1971) :15.
72Turner,

p . 54.

A Christian
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of the Gospels unadorned by metaphysical
speculation
formulae is the one wo r t hy of total allegiance..
This

adherence

Movement's

to an unadorned

lack of serious

In any event,
understanding
the Jesus

least within
mentioned

expressed

work.

of their understanding

This was explained

voked

One wrote

to make Him known--at
of Him.,,74

Movement's

understanding

fully above

Another

comprehension
of it "as

over the centuries

more

that

is simply

in the section

in-

of this

another

wrote

that the Jesus

Movement

artiby terms

union' ,"76 though w I t h an admittedly

different

vocabu-

Theological

cendent,

to this child-like

expressed

Furthermore,

Richard

at the

the latter.

"at least part of what has been traditionally

'hypostatic

lary.

it caused

by the

Simplism."

On the other hand,

like

fingers

said the Movement's

on "Theological

culated

love Him and "desire

pointed

They

Perhaps

in the Movement.

in the Bible and the Church

adequate.,,7S
chapter

the context

made necessary

some who pointed

as a weakness

did indeed

that critics

of Christ's

theologizing.

there were

of Jesus

People

Jesus was perhaps

and conciliar
73

a

Seminary

Lovelace,

professor

of church

who specializes

described

in the history

the Christ

A final,

Calvin,
somewhat

73D. Donnelly,
1971, p. 3S0.
74Kuhn,

of American

as still

antagonistic,

"Jesus

p. 351.

revivals,

as trans-

the same one "in-

and some of the neo-Reformation

p. lS.

76Donnelly,

at Gordon-Conwell

of the Jesus Movement

but not quite a deus absconditus,

by Luther,

history

theologians.,,77

explanation

of Jesus

Movement

and the Star System,"

America,

October

7SJorstad,
77Lovelace,

"Greening,"
p. 1164.

p. 268.

30,
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Christology
whose

appeared

on the pages

title asked whether

ment.

Here,

the author

of

Christian

anti-Semitism

writes

would

Century

in an article

be revived

by the Move-

that

It is in its Christology that the anti-Semitic potential of the
Jesus revolution is most evident.
Jesus people frequently advance
a claim that neither the New Testament nor orthodox Christianity
would make; namely that Jesus is God.
.. the Jesus movement's
theology ignores the intricacies of explaining Jesus' relation to
God and states that Jesus and God are the same.78
How this writer
the assertions
point

can ignore

the direct

of the Nicene

that the Movement

and Athanasian

"ignores

Christology

is, however,

tense about

defining

claims

though

quite valid.

in theological

conventional

even this work

for them by those outside

fied by at least one analyst

This

without

Christian

This definition

examin-

defined

in

had to be done

of Christ

in the doctrine

notions

p.

they loved.

was also not neatly

taking

1164.

emphases

of justification
into account

People.

regarding

have been

Reformation

what

Digging

idention

by faith.,,79

the great

atten-

into the Scriptures

they would

78R. Gelwick, "vr i i the Jesus Revolution
Century, May 10, 1972, p. 546.
79Lovelace,

its

made no pre-

this Jesus Whom

as "the classic

to the Bible by the Jesus

pre-conceived

People

of the Jesus Movement

should not be too surprising,

tion paid

of explaining"

His

the Movement.

emphases

sin and grace culminating

and

is a mystery.

a little more precise

People.

The Work
The theological

The Jesus

terms

of Christ

terms by the Jesus

Creeds

the intricacies

What He did for them came under
ation,

of the New Testament

Revive

find there,

they

Anti-Semitism?"
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came up with

a fresh

in terms easily

understood

the end of Arthur
gathered

around

statement

of the core Law-Gospel

within

Blessitt's

the youth

cross

the Washington

country

Monument

culture.
march,

doctrine

couched

For example,

some Jesus

in our nation's

at

People

capital

took

just such an approach.
The young people who followed [Blessitt] took the same aggressive
and honest approach.
"He ain't rapping religion, man, we're
rapping a way of life," one young hippie earnestly told another.
They were sitting around a candle stuck in the grass, with a
large, full orange moon rising and the sharp white shaft of the
[Washington] monument etched against the dark sky.
"When you have
sex on mescaline, man, there can't be anything better than that,"
the unbeliever scoffed.
"Look , I took it too," answered a young
man with gold-rimmed glasses and soft brown chin-length hair.
"But
this is like shooting up every morning--it's
like real truth inside your being. . . " And so it went in clustered groups throughout the night.80
Well aware of their sin, many hippies
accepted

God's offered
A Jewish

of justification

pinpointed
made

but also to the Gentiles
People.

He wrote

of redemption
developed
work

in this manner

readily

forgiveness.

writer
which

approached

the facet of the Movement's

it so attractive

who made

from man's

this explanation

efforts

not only to young

up the overwhelming

that it provided

"a theology

to God's

theology

majority

that transfers

salvation.,,81

of the Jesus Movement's

Jews,
of Jesus
the locus

He further

doctrine

of Christ's

in these words:
This Christian community said to him, in effect, 'Don't fret about
your failure.
All humans are failures in the sight of God, but he
accepts us anyway if we are saved.
And so we accept you anyway if
you are saved.
Thus we shall be a community of salvaged failures.'

Today,

80Anne Eggebroten,
"Rally
August 21, 1970, p. 42.
8lAdler,

p. 294.

Round

the Cross,"

Christianity
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Once this has happened to the self-alienated
Jew, there is far
less likelihood than ever that Judaism, with its teaching thath~'
can make himself holy through good works, will be able to speak
to his situation.82
Non-Jews,

hearing

this message

the work of Christ,
listen

to a works

would

surely

righteousness

The Jesus Movement's
of Christ

and his work, were

assumptions

of their parents,

we re young
kicks

"who a decade

from a Billy Graham

personal

response

established

with

God, based

upon

to

its doctrines

rather

conventional.

through

One commen-

to the general

with an emphasis

suggests

ago would

Lord

than ever'

in

and especially

religious
upon

that most Jesus

have got

indi-

People

[sic] their

Crusade. ,,84 The emphasis

to a Living

faith

for religion.

particularly

Another

through

or substitute

of them have returned

,,83

people

by grace

'less likely

religion

really

that ~many

salvation.

also be

doctrines,

tator wrote

vidual

of salvation

spiritual

was placed

on "the

whom a relationship

can be

forgiveness

and renewal

and, above

all,

love.,,85

Sanctification
In this section
selves

to the biblical

Christ.86

They

see how the Jesus

requirements

translated

82Ibid.,

People,"

we will

and the Church

of living

the traditional

People

under

biblical

the Lordship
vocabulary

Woodward,

85Douglas
(April 1973):213.

concerning

86Graybill,

of the Jesus

p. 10.
S. Hubery,

p. 156.

"Jesus Movement,"

Expository

Times

them-

of

p. 289.

83Gerald C. Tiffin, "Cultural Interpretation
Fides et Historia 5 (Spring 1973):82.
84

submitted

84

llO
the Body of Christ
the modern
phasis

and being

American

with Jesus
Movement

salv~tion88

as incentives

emphasized

in Christ,

They

and new-found

that was

aspects

called

into the patois
then used

personal

to live new and different

the discipleship

an emphasis

in Christ

and drug cultures.87

youth

on individual

new creatures

their em-

relationship

lives.

The Jesus

of a believer's

"another

of

corrective

new life
for the

church."S9

Sanctification
There were,
their faith

in the Savior.

"The dramatic
of the Jesus
Christ

spiritual
People

This

for His fallen

faith

creatures

The Jesus

in Li.f e ;"

realm,
Having

but they

88Bellah,
89Claassen,

radically
with

awareness

experienced

Irony,"

love which

were very aware

much

God has

Savior.

and the

of the demonic

that wa s demonic

p. 323.
90Graybill,

now

of the spiritual

of God's presence
aware

of their

behavior

incarnate

of

to the con-

p. 6.

p. 540; and Simmonds,
p. 190.

the center

changed

their

[were] also very

Spirit.

their doctrines

of the Jesus Movement

exhibit

to

[were] not the focal point

in the overwhelming

on the whole,

personally

87l1God's Gentle

the gifts of the Holy

as we just saw, formed

They had "a heightened

spiritual

'fringe benefits'

On the contrary,

relationship

People,

certain

like tongues

led members

that their lives must

that they had ~personal

realm.

gifts

theology.,,90

fervent

People,

They were

and of justification,

theology.

clusion

to the Jesus

pp. 152-3.

element
in their
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own lives,

they now doubly

This appreciation
world

of the reality

had a marked

eremitic

appreciated

effect

or communal

more deeply

or Anabaptist

than does

People

crossing

of the demonic

Christianity

and the new vision

of the prince

evangelical

they received

forces

in the
"semi~

the world
of the power

"they seem to sense

establishment

and contemporary

over that chasm.

of light.91

It was called

of Carl F. H. Henry,

the so-called

had just passed

power

in that it understands

in the hands

In the words

chasm and clash between
Jesus

and power

on the way they lived.

to be at least provisionally
of darkness.,,92

the spiritual

the awful

values.,,93

The experience

as Christians

The

of that

demanded

a new

lifestyle.
This new way of living
as mainly

an interior

change.

was described
He wrote

in one observer's

words

that

secularized overuse has trivialized the words that describe the
fruits of the Spirit--peacefulness,
faithfulness,
gentleness, joy,
kindness, love, patience, to name a few.
But such words have to
suffice to hint at the quality of their lives.94
The Movement
participating

was considered

to be led by the Spirit

in the Movement

to be baptized

in:the

of God;9s

those

Spirit.96

Discipleship
A strong
ment.

At one rally

91Ibid.,

ment,"

emphasis

in California

p. 34.

9sVan den Heuvel,
96

ran through

a speaker

(described

the Jesus

Move-

as a "no-jive

pp. 153-4.

92W. Fred Graham,
Christian Century,
93Henry,

on discipleship

Haughey,

p. 142.

"Technology, Technique,
May 2, 1973, pp. °510.
94Haughey,
p. 187; and Moody,

and the Jesus Move-

p. 143.

p. 16.
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black

drug addict

trivializing

turned

preacner")

their relationship

warned

with

his hearers

against

possibly

the Lord.

The Jesus we are serving has a lot of sorrow in his heart ....
I'm afraid of people turning Jesus into just another thing, like
the ecology thing. .
God is calling for discipleship,
baby!97
This

call to discipleship

by some outsiders

accord

demonstrated

evangelicalism

because

values.,,98
to forsake

Not all converts
for the Kingdom

begin

to its usual

that even tended
,
,
Lnd lctment
i
In
ltS
In
The Jesus
illusory
tained

t

prayer

0

meetings

dismayed

in so much

to

(in modern

the

theological

forsake

of material

material
possessions

is that when

day America,
about

they took
also

at least)

success-

Peop1e99

the Jesus

and anti-cu1tura1ismlOO

f materla
'1'lsm. 101
"new pilgrims
dream

seeking

the fulfillment

of an

of a Kingdom

of God suddenly

at-

an swe red the call to radical

and Bible

study.103

than al1o,""these

Many were

discipleship

ready

p. 63.

to take time away from Bible

99Donnelly,

100Graybi11 , p . 150.

101Hubery,

lO2Gehvick,

lO3Haughey,

p. 548.

p. 350.
pp. 212-3.
p.

through

to quit school

97Anne Eggebroten. IICalifornia Capitol: Revolution
Christianity Today, March 12, 1971, p. 52.
98Mounce,

One wrote

they did not, as a result,

was a simplicity

dream--the

1l10~ further

People

"a willingness

anti-intellectualism

People,

American

job rather

Steps,"

There

toward

they were

It was seen

features.

of God, but the point

of evangelicalism,

trappings.

commendable

had a high number

on the theology

oriented

the Movement.

by the Jesus

with which

they demonstrated

to aspire

throughout

as one of its most

that the commitment
affluent

echoed

142.

study and

on the

or

113
witnessing.104

Their

discipleship

of the Law

application

response

and to the extreme

been a part.
of rigid

However,

legalism"

another

among

"as a counter

subjectivism"
wrote

the Jesus

out by their

One comme nt.a t o r

of God to their own lives.

saw in this area a fall into legalism
society

was rounded

of which

to the permissive

they had so recently

that he was "impressed

People

able to see that they we re "genuinely

by the lack

and, at the same time, was

concerned

about

building

a car-

ing community.,,105

Puritanical
The ethics

and morality

tween the two extremes
that certain
not become

ethical

rather

dissolute

People

gained

sonal morality
parts.,,106
calling
were

called

just mentioned.

lives before

from the Bible

universally

impressed

attend

or watch

l04Graham,
106 Henry,

breaking

"Technology,"
p. 34.

were

insistent
did

for the most part,

disciplined

lived

the Jesus
sense of per-

their secular
an addiction

among

the Jesus

even further,

one observer
television.

stood be-

counter-

to drugs

and

In fact, drugs and pre-marital

taboo"

this new morality

;resus Movement

more

characterizes

sex.

People

the Jesus Movement,

"a higher,

involved

really

At the same time, most
Having,

joining

to pre-marital

Carrying

a movie

be met.

than that which

"almost

Most Jesus

Law-oriented.

This usually

a halt

of the Jesus Movement

standards

exclusively

Morality

with

People.l07

some members

of the

the fact that they would

"For entertainment,"

pp. 509-10.

sex

not

he wrote,

l05Graybill,

p. 156.

l07Graybill,

p. 156.
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"they pray."l08
attitude

One of the labels

they had the somber
mind, with

<,

"Pur Lta

was

countenances

lifestyle

culture."lll

With

chapter,

back to the Bible necessitated

Word

converts.

taught

Puritanism,

the late sixteenth
is how one writer
"the church
discipline

put it.113

of the radical
and seriousness

l08Woodward,

Reformation

much

p. 14.

and

certainly
Their

standards

of the Bible
its absolute

traditional

as the
ethics

of what happened

in its counter

109Graham,

among

Naturally,

in

and New England"

felt that the Movement

'interim'

trek

epithets.

in England

of discipleship,

orientation

standards

with

sub-

in the previous

in the land.,,112

century

Another

Protestant

and ethical

paralleling

and seventeenth

its eschatological

Church
grated

of certain

of "the conformist,

described

Christianity

and believed

this led to the application
"Modern-day

stripped

the acceptance

that

gave evangel-

and stultifying.

new moral

"Through

of God on faith, biblical

[was] again being

actually

see that their new moral
conformist

to mean

in the popular

the conservative

the types of activities

their lifestyle

Jesus Movement

associated,

a look at itself

that pervades

one can easily

did not make

usually

The Jesus Movement

Christianity

stultifying

upon them for this kind of

,109 but this should not be taken

the Puritans.110

ical American

placed

resembled

life-style,

its prophetic
ethic.,,114

actions,
More

"Technology,"

its
and

popular

p. 509.

110The Puritans were a reform movement that arose w i t h Ln the
of England during the 16th century.
Some of their number emito America, settling mainly in New England.
l12Williams,

lllWoodward,

p. 15.

l13Claassen,

p. 188; cf. Graham,

l14Graybill,

p. 157.

p. 6.

"Technology,"

p. 509.
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were

the terms

referred
another
Others

'pentecostalist'

to the whole Movement
wrote

claimed

that portions

fundamentalists

tator saw the ecumenical

ment

results

overcame

menically

barriers

important.

People

"are indistinguish-

from most Fundamen-

activities.

of the churches
most

dividing

While

Members

Putting

of the Moveeven those be-

up such a "strong

the Jesus Movement
Its members

They had a bold, modern

and

that the Movement's

Christians,

of things made

one commen-

as a forerunner

sensed

importance.

It was international.
lines.

exuberance.,,116

apart

Catholics.120

front,,,12l a number

while

and Ecumenism

Movement,119

and Roman

see denominational
ment.

movement

were of greater

traditional

tween Evangelicals
ecumenical

People

for ecumenical

cause of the Jesus

Schaeffer

not sociologically.,,118

that set the Jesus

was their penchant

Francis

churches,,,117 or that "they are

only theologically,

Something

ecumenical

a "pentecostal

of the Jesus Movement

fundamentalist

Jesus

partial

'fundamentalist.'

as "the new Pentecostalism,,,115

that they exhibited

able from accepted

talists

and

simply

missionary

ecudid not

commit-

122

115

Schaeffer,

p. 15.

l16Graybill,

p. 154.

l17W. F. Willoughby,
"Deprogramming
Jesus Freaks and Others;
T. Patrick of Free COG," Christianity Today, May 2, 1973, p. 511.
l18Lyra, p. 57; cf. Tiffin, pp. 81-2, where the Jesus Movement
is viewed as a return to Fundamentalism
and a swing back to even more
conservative theological moorings than those of the Jesus People's parents.
l19Robbins,

Review

l20Richard
of Missions
l21Lyra,

p. 264.
N. Ostling, "Jesus People
63 (April 1974):234-6.

p. 59.

l22Van

Revisited,"

den Heuvel,

International

p. 185.
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An example
through

the Jesus Movement

Berkeley,

California.

Episcopalian,
York

tried to meet

only scorn."

was

within
Nearby,

prayer,

worship

Blessed

Virgin

the South Campus

our gates
there

needs

emerged

and "celebration,"

and other Jesus Movement

to unify

them.124

and more

to their unsaved

This

galvanized

This

with

of salvation.

of Assisi.123

groups

to share their

anytime,

their words

People

the Jesus

anywhere.,,125

lonely,

had

for

honoring

the

objective

the Holy

others,"

People

Spirit

out more

others

and were
This

we re not simply

or had been,

with

p. 100.

ready

p. 180; and Henry,

church.126

p. 157.

Fur""

but often

university

p. 34.

"to talk to

going out of their

formulae,

l25Graybill,

the good news

fact that "they really

sometimes

recited

in action was

l23Robert A. McKenzie, "Free Church of Berkeley's
Christian Century, April 10, 1968, pp. 464-6.

l26Longenecker,

tired,

to reach

by some witli.inthe organized

from the lips of those who were,

l24Strang,

Church.

Fervor

with boldness

faith with

way t9 d9 it, was envied

an

of hippies

A major

was to allow

the Jesus

who observed

They witnessed

do want

thermore,

festivals

the zeal they had for reaching

about Jesus

community

in

peers.

everyone

anybody

York,

group met regularly

including

Evangelistic

impressed

Mission

of the community

"a Christian

and St. Francis

of these

Virtually

Community

of the "many hungry,

for whom most

the Free Church."

Mary

that ran rampant

by the local First Presbyterian

the physical

calls itself

ecumenism

It was led by the Rev. Richard

yet supported

sick strangers

which

of the free-wheeling

students)

Hippies,"

(coming
"much

117
more articulate
faith

than you might

counts.,,127
considered
threat;

This

the spiritual
gather

"first-century-like

the former because
with

representing

and theological

from the televisibn

the real promise

young people
were

about

boldness

character

and newspaper

reaching

the Gospel;

the latter

"a God-given

challenge

ac-

for Christ,,128 was

of the Jesus Movement,
they were

of their

but also its real

otherwise

because,

unreachable

by doing

to conservative

so, they

Christian-

ity.,,129
The Jesus

People

employed

every means

they could

in this task.

They are engaged in outreach of all types.
They are keen on
balanced Bible study, often looking for a Christ-centered
"straight" as teacher.
Their communes are not usually a means
of withdrawal but of outreach.
Their coffee houses are centers of
Jesus rap for their peers.
They have learned from the radical
underground movement the power of the press and their publications are aggresively evangelistic.
They have discovered the bookstore ministry.
They have developed specialty ministries to young
Jews, to the drug culture, to college students and to the beach
crowd.UO
In short,

the Jesus

People

actively

Social Ministry
While
other hand,
People

some debate

People

conscience

l27"God's

l3lTiffin,

seems

on the effectiveness

were

concern.

"identifiable

and involvement.,,13l

Gentle

l29Hoodward,

the news of salvation.

and Charismatic

on evangelism

in the area of social

that the Jesus
social

their record

spread

Irony,"

p . 15.
p. 80.

p. 6.

Gifts
clear,

there

and commitment

Some would

of the Jesus

go so far as to write

by their
Yet,

is on the

others

128Henry,

general
insisted

lack of

that they

p . 34.

l3011ills, pp. 25, 33.
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did emphasize

social

action

can, in part, be blamed
Movement.

Observers

insistence
Perhaps

hard

to heal

things

prime motivating
in social

People

while

remaining

abstain

pointed

higher

ills was a corollary,

believing

in Jesus.

Another,
People

more

was the baptism

of attributes

charismatic

outsiders,
ogy.,,137

implications

than mere

a beneficial

and almost

indeed,

l32For

example,

Longenecker,

134 1.voodward, p. 14.
l36Gibbons,
l37Graybill,

p. 74; Simmonds,
p. 152.

fruit

the

out

they always
Correction

a fruit of

for the Jesus

all the catalogs

in some form its "emphasis
While

glossalalia

and very obvious

of the Jesus
was usually

p. 181.

record

working

action.

after-effect,

prevalent

in tongues

ways,135

social

Spirit.,,136

they we re "not the focal point

than

with Jesus,

Virtually

include

its

substances.

rather

Even while

universal

Spirit.

gifts of the Holy

The gift of speaking

through

of the scriptures,,133

in very political

in the Holy

gifts were,

that the Move-

the Movement's

experience

apolitical:,134

of the Jesus Movement

on the charismatic
other

apparent

as effects

slighted

a personal

on their minds

of social

that was lack-

from the use of all illegal

out "the social

"fundamentally

of opinion
the Jesus

agree

ill of drug abuse

some observers

such as race relations

had something

one must

like this were viewed

Emphasizing

within

sense an emphasis

least,

the societal

factors,

action.

Jesus

problems

At the very

that converts

because

This difference

on the lack of uniformity

in one area would

ing in other regions.
ment worked

and peace.132

People

to

theol-

not demanded

l33Moyer,

p. 172.

135 Henry,

p . 34.

p. 323; Murphy,

and

or

p. 4; and others.
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over-emphasized.
California,
reporter

This was the case at Calvary

whe re Baptist

that speaking

the Sunday

charismatic

in tongues

The Jesus Movement

way"

in Costa Mesa.

in the manner

gation's

Chuck

and healing

in Costa Mesa,

Smith showed

a

were not emphasized

in

services.138

Relations

church

pastor

Chapel

with

had good relations

Calvary

growth

with

the institutional

Chapel was said to be "pointing

it ministered

astronomical

the Church

to the Jesus

People.139

the

The congre-

rate got started

when the church opened a house from which it could reach into the
youth drug scene for Christ, and hired a bearded young convert and
his bride--Lonnie
and Connie Frisbee--to head it up.
Soon, in a
new sanctuary that seated 300, Calvary had to schedule double, then
triple morning services.
Recently the church knocked out wa lI s ;
services are still crowded.
In 1970 more than 4,000 accepted
Christ in the church.140
These

crowds

setting

of young

people

and, yet, were

carne to Christ

in an institutional

fully part of the Jesus Movement.

things were not so congenial.

In 1971 one writer

Movement's

Washington,

arrival

in Spokane,

Hlargely

outside

the churches.,,14l

This

Movement

stayed,

while

identifiable

it was still

In this regard,
against

denominational

l3S"Gulf

ground,"

the Jesus
niceties

Spanned,"

Movement

and local

p , 21.

is where

Elsewhere

mentioned

describing
most

139Ibid.

p. 14.

as

of the Jesus

as a movement.

program

as !fa protest
slowness,"142

l40Ibid.

l41Edward E. Plowman, "Pacific Northwest: Revival
Christianity Today, January 29, 1971, p. 34.
l42Moody,

the Jesus

the Movement

was described
church

church

in the Under-

120
or as an indictment

identified.143

unfortunately,

People questioned
clergy.,,144

of modern materialism
According

"the institutional

with which the Church was,
to Carl F. H. Henry, many Jesus

church and . . . the role of the

This led them to direct attention

away from the churches.

They focused on the person and work of Jesus instead.
established

Christianity

sage of love,145
churches

the pure Gospel.

with. the churches,
churches.
worship

of 'doctrine'

claimed

The crux of the problem

of course, was identifying

and who express

in their relationship

those 'pure 'Gospel'

deeply evident

on LSD will not be satisfied

faith.

there had to be

The Jesus People felt "that if the church really,

anything,

much was happening

it would happen.,,149

in a particular

church,

have been a lack of that strong faith.
something

by

liturgies where all the action is in the pulpit or at
Beyond this evident emotionalism,

deeply believed

praise at

doctrine. ,,147 As another wr i t er

fundamentalist

put it, "youth who have hallucinated

the altar.,,148

for the

to support the churches which

They tended to be ones "who exhibit emotional

cold, impersonal

mes-

about,,146 and tried to focus on the simple Gospel.

Jesus People usually
preached

in

a failure to embody the lew Testament's

the Jesus People left "questions

to squabble

Perceiving

When they did not feel

the reason,

That church,

they felt, must

therefore,

became

to be avoided.

While clergymen

l43Hubery,
l45Kuhn,

pp. 212-3.

p. 14.

l47Ibid.
l49Moody,

and older pa ri.sh'Lo ner s dLf f ered on how 'best .t.o

p. 16.

l44"Freaks

to Followers,"

l46Claassen,

p. 188.

l48Williams,

p. 6.

p. 34.
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react

to the Jesus Hovement

the institutional

church

and its "apparent

,,,150 the

Movement

indifference

itself

t owar d

served

to remind the Church that no person and certainly no institution
has an exclusive monopoly on Jesus, and that if His presence has
been ossified and sterilized by metaphysical
debate within a
Church, He can still live a£g be found in the simplicity and demand of His Word elsewhere.
1
Eventually,
the young
belief

some amount
converts

of agreement

became

and to wrestle

"eager

the issues

By the time sociological
was published
ing "toward

in 1978, most

reconciliation

rapprochment

was met.

. to master
of theology
research

segments
with

Through

discipleship,

the logic

of Christian

and apologetics."lS2

was done

for an article

of the Jesus Movement

the institutional

that

were mov-

church."lS3

This

was

attributed to the willingness
of some [Jesus Movement] groups to
adopt the more rational orientation of the institutional
church
[and of many churchmen] to accept the communal lifestyle of the
groups if they will but agree with the churchmen in terms of the
basic tenets of the faith.1S4
In various

areas

it eventually
process

brought

continued

physically,
began

this entire
most

both as the Jesus

families,

At the outset,

lSOPlowman,
lS2"Freaks

and settled

there

"Pacific

really

at different

rates,

into the churches.

matured

spiritually

away from the hippie

but
The

and

subculture,

down.
was no relationship

Northwest,"

to Followers,"

People

People

further

lS3James T. Richardson,
ization of Cult," Annual Review
(1978):39.
lS4Ibid.

developed

of the Jesus

and as they moved

to raise

process

p. 3S.

p. 34, quoting

between

lSlDonnelly,

the

p. 3S0.

Carl F. H. Henry.

"An Oppositional
and General Conceptualof the Social Sciences of Religion 2
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Jesus Movement

and the churches.

as 'establishment,'
'revolutionary.'

while
Arthur

get local churches
much

rejection

The young

the churches
Blessitt,

to support

viewed

the Jesus

his young

and indifference

people

viewed

the Jesus
Movement

converts,

the churches

People

leader,

as
tried to

but was met with

on the part of many

local congrega-

tions.155
The Jesus
churches.

People,

In the words

too, we re not excited

about moving

into the

of one:

The church wasn't real to me for 18 years.
It turned me off to
Jesus.
It needs reviving and if we can be a part of that, we will.
But our basic ministry is to the kind of people who would never
enter a church.
We have to go out and reach them.
I think one reason God raised up the movement outside the
church is because of denominationalism
and the lack of unity.156
This was echoed

by a 25 year old Jesus

Person

in California.

Our bag is to get people together for the revolution
have been turned off by the traditional church.157
There was a general
denominationalism
Once
genous"
formed

in the ocean.

that the Jesus Movement

its preaching

the Jesus

forms of worship.158

of the simple

People

adhered

In California,

In one location

the young people

would

there,

and several

transcend

Gospel.

to "fiercely

baptisms

were

"immediately
church

leaders

indi-

often
after

per~
each

observe

the

of the Lord."159
There

June

through

activated,

ocean baptism,
Supper

feeling

of Jesus who

then developed

l55E. E. Plowman,
7, 1968, p. 41.
l56Yancy,
158

a kind of commensal

"Witnessing

p. 24.

Van den Heuvel,

to Hippies,"

l57Woodward,
p. 185.

relationship,

159

Moody,

Christianity

p. 10.
p. 17.

at least

Today,
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in some areas.

One observer

in the area are experiencing
spreading

contagious

wrote

that in Pennsylvania

new awakenings

enthusiasm."

He also wrote

youth here are active

in their churches

that their

is still

first home

that those who do reject

because

some youth

that "nearly

and some will make

their church."

church will

"some churches
are
all the

it clear

He goes on to predict

also reject

the Jesus

Movement

in the end.160
In California,
slightly

different

the Christian

tack in that they considered

to be purely

voluntary

tend church).

Their

(although
leader,

to the people

visited

in order

plead

for funds.

Like

most members

Jack

go as a ministry
churches

World Liberation

Sparks,

to be supported

by traditional

segment

of the Movement

was

liberal

churches

allover

to Terms

churches

moved

the churches,

l60Longenecker,

Today,

world"

their Jesus

did at-

leaders,

gospel

and regularly

Movement

churches.,,16l

With

of the Movement's

ized, institutional
in and joined

attendance

ministry

and

Sparks was "quite
By 1971,

confrontations

this

at 'big

America' .,,162

Coming
The final phase

"planning

church

said that "many of our people

other Jesus Movement

willing

Sunday

took a

of the commune

of the straight

to describe

Front

the Church
relationship

was one of resolution.

p. 182.

l62E. E. Plowman, "Jesus
March 12, 1971, p. 53.

while

others

l61Larsen,

with

the o~gan-

Some Jesus

moved

further

People

away

from

p. 40.

Freaks Move Right

On," Christianity
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them.163

In 1974, one former Jesus

"As the churches
underground
,,164
an t .

papers

so uptight,

did adjust

strategies.

This

this phase,

crowd--the

Christian

crowd

effort

The Jesus Movement's

and

so import-

change was made by the churches.

people

[because]

commendable

saying,

for the communes

is also the contention

that "many of the Jesus

a definite,

the need

their level of acceptance

who states

made

described

and that sort of thing was no longer

She felt the significant

They probably
ministry

quit being

Person

of another

seem to have

apparently

might

new

writer

faded

into the

many congregations

to accomodate

ecclesiology

by developing

the young

have
1I165

people.

be summed up best

in

these words:
For the Jesus People, the true church is the community in which we
experience the power of God in our midst and the warmth and support
of brothers and sisters who care.
In Christian koinonia, the Jesus
People are tasting freedom from former slavery to drugs, promiscuity, materialism,
alienation, loneliness.
The Jesus Movement
and the institutional
church need each other.166
This

thought

beginning

sounded

of the Movement.

response

by an increasing

The

"effort

chorus

since

to accommodate,,167

almost
was made

the
in

to these calls.
Calls

became

had been

for cooperation

apparent

nomerroti.

were made by churchmen

that the Jesus

Perhaps

the most

l630stling,

Movement

outspoken

l65Ronald
October

was a growing,

of these voices,

not isolated

phe-

Donald

Williams,

People,"

Christian

p. 235.

l64pat King, "IVbatever Happened
Life, June 1974, p. 57.

Eternity,

from the time it

M. Enroth, "Where
1973,
p. 17.

l66Graybill,

p. 160.

to the Jesus

Have All

167

the Children

Enroth,

p. 17.

Gone?"
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said that "this decade
success

or failure

sultation

of the

on Church

saying

the Movement

Jesus

People

accept

more

with

they needed.170

support

from the churches,
Then

the Jesus Movement

gal Son, because
make

needs

to

it would

thought

"become

wrote

both

giving

ex-Jesus

expressed

a rejection

would

that churches

People.tl

wou l.d

and under-

was that, without

would

that the Church

welcoming

for "the

them the support

yet another

theologically

extend

the hope

for

eventually

denomination
Continuing

should

instior a host

along

these

step in to help

and financially.

Furthermore,

arms as did the father
turn the young people

of the ProdiavlaY again

and

them unr~gainable.17l
Others

wrote

their ministry

was expressed

the Jesus Movement

disillusioned

should

for a positive

was seen to bode well

Concern

Ch rLs t Lan s,"with

Another

this commentator

the Church

move-

one of the greatest

to extend

Movement

they presented,

girding

lines,

churches

or the Con-

to the Jesus

the need

like "perhaps

and the churches.

the challenge

of soured-off,

about

the Jesus

as individual

tutionalize.

of Churches

not by the

people.,,169

Cooperation
both

Council

less dramatic

something

the Jesus

will be determined

but by our response

of our day is for established
include

history

[National

Union]

,,168
men t .
Most were
response,

of church

emphasized

the Churchvs

of his fear that churches

ing of the Movement,

despite

l68W'll'
l lams, p.
l70G'bb
l ons, p.

would

need
permit

for the Jesus Movement.
or even encourage

the fad-

the fact that they we re "in desperate

7.

l69Mounce,

75.

l71Moody,

p.
p.

78.
20, 22-5.

One

need
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of some of the emphases
the existence,

of the Movement

the established
corrective

in the Jesus Movement.,,172

churches

for the church."

young people.

the positive

response

not

!f

so much a threat to

The Jesus People brought
They brought

an emotionally

proven means for reaching

Most of all, they brought
of individuals

to the call of God in Sgs.us"Ch-rist

This last point was echoed in Britain,

one commentator

that the Movement

failure of the Church to express
personal response
established
love.,,175
because

challenged

"God works sovereignly
awakening

...

and renewal

can be

and, above all,

when, where, how and with whom he will
[and those] within', the church must be
awakening

as the Roman

Church did with Luther.,,176
In the end, as was shown in Chapter

Church eventually
the Movement's

accommodated

II of this thesis, the

the Jesus Movement

need to exist outside

the Jesus People

Lutheran

of

for r;:ooperationwith the Jesus Movement

careful not to reject those won in religious
Catholic

the Church "in the

in •.
lOrds and deed the primacy

with God, based upon forgiveness

in spiritual

where

to a Living Lord through whom a relationship

Yet another pleaded

dis-

a "deep concern for

to discipleship.,,174
wrote

even

as an accusation,,,173 or simply as "another

exciting method with them.
affected

was seen to be

The presence,

came to believe

to the extent that

the Church ended.

For their part,

that there was room for them in the

l720letta Wald, "The Challenge of the Jesus People,"
Standard, March 21, 1972, p. 4.

l73Albert Van den Heuvel, "Jesus People Challenge
United Church Herald, June 1972, p. 37.
l74Claassen,

p. 190.

l76Earle E. Cairns,
ber 1971, p. 10.

l75Hubery,

the Churches,"

p. 213.

"Marks of a Jesus Revolution,"

His, Decem-
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organized

churches.

they could
Things

They began

integrate

without

did not always

to feel comfortable

to see that there was a place where

losing

their personal

move according

within

to their

faith

timetable

in the Gospel.
and they came

the churches.

Eschatology
The major
was the second
Movement
colored

item on the Jesus

coming

theology,

we will

People

There was throughout
a sense of urgency

see how their emphasis

178

Author

believe

Roger

Palms

pointed

devoted

on an imminent

to Jesus
parousia

S;Ii'GC:{rfetly
pu t

in the last days.n177

literature,

of the supposed

to be delayed

As one writer

they are living

Jesus Movement

because

timetable

In this final section

the faith and life of the Movement.

it, "The Jesus

Christ.

of Christ.

People's

preaching

imminence

and witnessing

of the return

of

out that

their most quoted biblical texts have to do with the end time,
the ii:nmirreIit
disappearance
of the world as we know it, the possibility of the 'rapture' of the saints--all those apocalyptic
passages that we rational, mundane Christians tend to dismiss as
1/9
cryptic.
it was these passages
point

and subsequent
All shades

People,
fident

though

that were used to bring

of eschatological

"that

l77Graybill,
l78Cihhons,
l79Graham,
180 Jorstad,

to a crisis

conversion.

they tended

in saying

their hearers

p.
p.

fashion

were

found among

to be pre-millenialists.180

pollution

of the waters

Many

"Technology,"
"Unlty,
.
" p.

Gentle

Irony,"

p.

p , 509.
15; and Lyra,

felt con-

and air was prophesied

154.
74; and "God's

the Jesus

pp. 58-9.

6.
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by Isiah

[sic] and that the taking

of Jerusalem

by the Jewish

sign that the end is not far off.niSl

is an evident

The tone of

most was i10penly apocalyptic--unless

America

war,

right now her people

racism,

pollution

and injustice

themselves. ,,182 Those

of the Christian

solves

World

people

the problems

Liberation

of

will destroy
Front

are stridently apocalyptic and millenarian.
They anticipate the
imminent establishment
of a world dictatorship by an Antichrist,
who will unite all 'false religions' into one universal religion in
which he is worshipped as God.
The ecumenical movement of the
Churches is seen as a forerunner of this development, as is the
current popularity of non-Christian
mystical and occult tendencies
(e.g. Astrology, Satanism, Hare Krishna).,,183
~fuile this scenario
forward

to the second
Seeing

Jesus People
corner."
ness

were

despair

coming with

in themselves
simply

nineteenth

many

to some groups,

an eager

"convinced

of Joel

that Armageddon

saw in the Movement

small Protestant

sects

century,,186 that we re so concerned

Francis

Schaeffer's

l81A. Daigneault,
the World 16 (1971):472.

judgment

"Return

most

kept looking

expectation.184

the fulfillment

At least one observer

that affected

point.

brought

2:28-29,185

is just around

l82Jorstad,

lIGreening," p. 268.

l83Robbins,

p. 264.

l84Graybill,

the

"the same jitteri-

in the second half of the
with

this same theological

can serve as a summary

of the Young

most

to Christ,"

to the

Christ

to

p. 154.

185Ibid., pp. 154-5.
Joel 2:28, 29 reads:
"And it shall come
to pass af t erwar d , that I w i l.L pour out my spirit upon all flesh; and
your sons and your daughters shall prophesy, your old men shall dream
dreams, your young men shall see visions:
And also upon the servants
and upon the handmaids in those days will I pour out my spirit."
186

Woodward,

pp. 10-1,

14.
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discussion

of this final point

to 1ogy h as b een bl own up out

of Jesus

0f

Hovement

theology:

"Escha-

.
,,187
proportlon.

Summary
To summarize
to mention

the theology

the major

the theologies

emphases

of the members

The two bases

that defined

of the Jesus Hovement,

which

have now been

of the Hovement

the limits

and their own experience.

The Holy

of conversion

The Jesus

among

them.

then led them to live new lives
power.

Putting

Law as a guide
was believed
With
the Lord's

away drugs

an examination

People

that clearly

to be fast coming

to a close

the Jesus

People

of the implications

We are led, then,

the Jesus Hovement

to the conclusion

was that its unrealized
discipleship.

ment

the Hovement

dissipated

cooled,

mainline

churches

and fell away
closely

on the one hand,

187

Schaeffer,

development

p. 17.

life,

dashed

by

leaders

life on earth

to

in much

the

to come in from the

that what happened
hopes

the excitement

as its members
or became

though,

approached.

by their

eschatological

As

from the faith on the other.

the theological

to God's

earthly

on the Thessalonians

into serious

his sanctifying

end of the world
called

the Bible

as the agent

they clung

of a longer

participants

simplistic.

were

as the eschaton

were

First,

that the Spirit

exhibited

This

for the imminent

out.

rather

believed

and loose morality,

same way that Saint Paul called
hillsides.

were

Spirit was recognized

activities.

tarrying,

spelled

of their practice

for their daily

these hopes

then, we need

joined

disillusioned

led its

of the Hoveestablished
with

This all mirrors

of the Great Awakening,

to

religion

quite
down

to the
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two ways its participants

went when the fervor cooled.

at least, the Jesus Movement
cut of the same cloth.

and the Great Awakening

Theologically,

seem to have been

CONCLUSION

Revivalism
scene.

is an indelible

It has played

will probably

an important

continue

ing, that premiere

to affect

revival

have been measured,
is here also being

part of the American

religious

role

history.

us in the future.

experience

is the standard
evaluated.

in our nation's

by which
against

The Great Awaken-

all subsequent

which

It

the Jesus

];I)"as
the Jesus Movement

ones

Movement

another

"Great

Awakening"?
James McGready
great Kentucky

revivals

the 1791-1802
logically
Strong

revival

(1847-1916),

Billy Graham

leader

(1918-

was a continuation,

in the

falls right

as an heir
In 1971,

'Social Gospel'
tradition.
known

over, has been

both

felt that
chrono-

Later,

movement,
Still more

preacher

Josiah

felt that
recently,

to packed

said to be "perpetuating

stain

tradition. ,,2 Some feel that the

in line behind

to the tradition

for example,

of the

of the camp meeting,

), internationally

the world

leader

of the Great Awakening.1

way s the Great Awakening

Jesus Movement
fica11y

in Kentucky

in the Great Awakening

and arenas

numerous

the Presbyterian

and originator

and geographically,

he was solidly

diums

(1760-1817)~

these other

revivals

spec i-

of the Great Awakening.

Professor

Albert

Outler,

1J. Opie, Jr., "James HcReady:
Theologian
ism," Church History 34 (December 1965) :449.

theologian

of Frontier

and

Revival-

2James n. Smylie, "Testing the Spirits in the American Context:
Great Awake n Lng s , Pentecostalism
and the Charismatic Hovement, "Interpretation:
A Journal of Bible and Theology 33 (January 1979):41.
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ecumenist

from Southern Methodist

University,

on the verge of a Third Great Awakening.3
perhaps

eager to see the Great Awakening

saw reminiscences

of the Awakening

suggested

that America was

Certain evangelicals,
tradition brought

to life again,

in the Jesus Hovement.

1971, the editors of Eternity magazine

too,

In August

wrote that

today young people describe it in somewhat different terms, but
the strong feelings of remorse,the
intense paroxysms that sweep
their frames, can only be compared to the scenes in',New England
when Jonathan Edwards or George vJhitefield were exhorting the
mourners to repent and escape the wrath of God.4
They went on to say that the Jesus Movement
ing on the characteristics

of great revivals

really appeared
of the past. ,,5

Others were just as certain of the Movement's
from the Awakening.

One wrote that the Jesus Movement

the marks of the Great Awakening,
Revival.

They all, he wrote,

taneous movements,

exhibited

pointed

freedom of technique,

Professor

out a number of doctrinal

of eternal

damnation

Savior; instant

all

and Finney's

similarities

revivalism.

were full of prayer,

and grew out of Bible-

Erling Jorstad,
between

a Lutheran,

the Jesus Move-

He singled out the doctrines

unless Jesus was accepted

conversion

exhibited

rose out of social crisis, were spon-

and experience.6

ment and Great Awakening-style

lineal descent

Second Great Awakening

led to holy living, evoked personal witnessing,
based preaching

"to be tak-

as one's personal

by the power of the Holy Spirit; a rigid

3Ibid., pp. 32-34.
4"God's Gentle Irony:

The Jesus People,"

Eternity,

August 1971,

p. 6.

6Earle E. Cairns,
1971, p , 9.

"Marks of a Jesus Revolution,"

His, December
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fundamentalist

eschatology

of apocalyptic

premillenialism;

a low doc-

trine of the church as the Body of Christ; and no "great interest in
formal liturgical worship.,,7
enough correlation

between

call the Jesus Movement

These lists would seem to suggest a high

the two events to support those who would

another Great Awakening.

On the other hand, Jorstad continues,

in the article just

cited, with a number of striking differences

between

the Awakening.

a "far more original kind

of response

First, he calls the Movement

to the familiar call for revival"

of the Awakening would have been.
he raises against

The communes are the second point

the correlation.

The communes mirrored

among the important American

and denominations.

for organized

revival meetings.

preachers.

suspicion

Fourth is the reluctance

known celebrity

of established
Jorstad saw

The last two ways he felt that the

Movement broke with earlier revivalism were its pacifistic
the area of American

the counter-

of communal living had

revivalist

The third break from the past is the Movement's
congregations

attitude

in

foreign policy and the fact that he saw "no well-

leader at its head."S

A few months later he reproduced

these same thoughts in another article on the same topic.9
ing summary arguments'
thesis indicates

and

than a mere repristination

culture, not the status quo, and the advocates
no predecessors

the Movement

These tell-

help show that the evidence presented

that the Jesus Movement,

7Erling Jorstad,
1972, p . 15.

in this

revival though it was, simply

"From Drugs to Jesus," Catholic Mind, December

SIbid., pp. 15-20.
9Idem, "Unity of the Jesus Movement,"
11, 1972, pp. 15-16.

Christianity

Today, August
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was.·.notanother

"Great Awakening."

More powerful
spelled

out by William McLoughlin

Awakenings,
Series.

still are the marvelously

concentrated

in his essay entitled

and Reform in the Chicago History

McLoughlin

shows how awakenings

religious

compelling

arguments

Revivals,

of American

Religion

are much more than a period of

revival among various

Protestant

groups.

As he

puts it:
Great awakenings (and the revivals that are part of them) are the
results, not of depressions, wars, or epidemics, but of critical
disjunctions in our self-understanding.
They are not brief
outbursts of mass emotionalism by one group or another but profound
cultural transformations affecting all Americans and extending
over a generation or more.
Awakenings begin in periods of cul..
·.-.·7tural
distortion and-grave personal stress, when we lose faith in
the legitimacy of our norms, the viability of our institutions,
and the authority of our leaders in church and state.
They eventuate in basic restructurings of our institutions and redefinitions of our social goals.
Great awakenings are not periods of social neurosis (though
they begin in times of cultural confusion).
They are times of
revitalization.
They are therapeutic and cathartic, not
pathological.
They restore our cultural verve and our selfconfidence, helping us to maintain faith in ourse1:ves, our ideals,
and our "covenant with God" even while they compel us to reinterpret that covenant in the· light of new experience.
Through awakenings a nation grows in wisdom, in respect for itself, and into more
harmonious relations with other peoples and the physical universe.
Without them our social order would cease to be dynamic; our culture would wither, fragment, and dissolve in confusion, as many
civilizations have done before.lO
When he writes
dropping
reerto

about awakenings

exaggerations

onto the sawdus.t trail.

the study of American

McLoughlin '..8 authority

in this way, McLoughlin

revivals

for defining

He has devoted his ca-

and revivalists;

awakenings

is not simply

Professor

in this way is solid.

lO~-JilliamMcLoughlin, Revivals, Awakenings, and. Reform,
Chicago History of American Religion Series (Chicago: University
Chicago Press, 19 ), p. 2.

of
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The Jesus Movement
shaping, nation-moving,
series of events.

simply does not measure

therapeutic,

McLoughlin

of a Fourth Great Awakening
him were from 1730-60,
to McLoughlin,

confidence-restoring

posits that our country is in the midst
that began about 1960.

1800-30 and 1890-1920.)

therefore,

that will be bringing

cathartic,

up as a culture-

(The earlier

ones for

The Jesus Movement

is

only a small part of the greater awakening

our nation freshness

out of turmoil and strength

out of confusion.
Others would agree with McLoughlin's
the Jesus Movement

more complex than its visible

that the Movement

can life.,,12
mentioned

was

Yet another

an eddy outside

H

segment.nll

the mainstream

agreed with the sentiment

Another

of Ameri-

of Albert Outler

above that our nation was on the verge of another Great

Awakening,

alone was not it.13

but that the Jesus Movement

The Jesus Movement with its conversions
its marches

and rallies,

Duane Pederson,
baptisms,

coffeehouses

Linda Meissner

from drugs to faith,

and communes,

revival among America's

and the early 1970s.

its Arthur Blessitt,

and the rest, its newspapers,

and its 'Praise the Lord' fundamentalistic

deed a remarkable

Century,

One called

"only the tip of a glacier which may prove much

bigger and immensely
wrote

assessment.

It was a movement

its ocean

theology was in-

young people in the late 1960s

that can teach us today about

llRichard Lovelace, "The Shape of the Coming Renewal,"
October 6, 1971, p. 1164.

Christian

l2D. L. McKenna, "Are Jesus Kids Joel's Children?
An Evangelical Analysis of the Jesus Movement," United Evangelical Action, Fall
1971, p. 14.

Broadman

l3Lewis Drummond, The Awakening
Press, 1978), pp. 14-15.

that Must Come (Nashville:
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ways to take the Gospel to the seemingly
ment that had a salutary
It was not, however,
in significance

unreachable.

effect on thousands

a movement

or that deserves

It was a move-

and thousands

of people.

that can rival the Great Awakening
to be named and numbered

in line with

it.
The Great Awakening
tion; the Jesus Movement
converted

during it.

the Jesus Movement's
conclusion
another

pulled the colonies

together

into a na-

deeply touched only those young people

The Awakening

had its Whitefield

and Edwards;

leaders were no match for these two.

The final

of this thesis must be that the Jesus Movement was not

Great Awakening.

APPENDIX A

ERIC PEMENT LETTER

This informative

letter is included in its entirety here even

though much of it is included
thirds of this thesis.

in footnotes

It represents

and events by the author.
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throughout

the latter two

the personal knowledge

of people

.JESUS PEOPLE USA

Jan. 23, 1986
Kurt A. Bodling
c/o Concordia Historical
801 DeMun Avenue
St. Louis, MO 63105

Institute

Dear Kurt,
Greetings in the Lord Jesus Christ! Thanks so much for your good
letter of January 2. Sorry to be getting back to you so late. This
letter may appear to be a little rushed as you read it---that's because
I'm going to be leaving in less than 36 hours to go to California, with
my wife, to do two weeks of research on the Jesus movement for my book.
I'm trying to plow through all of my correspondence in one or two
nights, praying for a miraculous anointing for speed-typing and speedthinking.
(If you knew how tardy I am with letters, you would
understand this to be a request for a true miracle!)
First of all, I want to thank you
bibliography!
It was a real blessing
the things she dug up in '72. It sure
lingual, too. Anyway, as to the names

for sending me the Zimmerman
to have it done. I am amazed
must be nice to be multiand current activities:

at

1. Tony and Susan Alamo.
Susan died a few years ago, Tony kept her in
the second floor of their home for about two years, with his flock in a
prayer chain, hoping for her to resurrect.
Finally, Tony got a
~evelation" that she was not going to rise, and he buried her. A few
months later, he married one of his younger secretaries.
Their current
headquarters is PO Box 398, Alma, AR 72921, and tel. 501/997-8118, or
800/643-2545.
The Alamo Christian Foundation now spends its time in
virulent, vehement, vindictive (and vacuous) anti-Catholic diatribes,
based not on Reformation doctrine but on historical ignorance fed to
them by a man masquerading as an ex-Jesuit spy, "Dr." Alberto Rivera.
For more info, write them and ask to see their current literature.
2. Arthur Blessitt.
Still active, still following the Lord. He
still carries the cross, only now to foreign countries allover
the
world.
His name comes up from time to time in Christian periodicals.
3. Fr. Dennis Bennett.
Dennis and his wife
are called "Inner Healing," about which there
don't know that I agree with it. If you want
these folks are doing, subscribe to Charisma

,_.,:;;,:;.=;"_.,,,, •••••

",OJ.".':; •.• ,•.•

Rita now minister in an
has been some dispute.
I
to see what a lot of
(if you can handle it).

;s.'.'.I"££1idAa:I?G.S
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4.

John and Diana Breithop;

Rev. Birck---don't

know who they are.

5. Moses David Berg. Still leading the Children of God/Family of
Love, probably in Switzerland.
I suppose you know that Berg's
daughter, Deborah, repented at a Bill Gothard seminar several years
ago, and is now a beautiful Christian woman. Their testimony was
highly publicized a few years ago, and reprinted in Cornerstone.
6.

Fr. Fulton;

Al Gossett--I

know neither one.

7. Russ Griggs, David Hoyt, and Linda Meissner.
All famous because
they were leaders of Jesus people groups that merged with the Children
of God. The following information comes from Deborah, in an interview
I did with her about 2 years ago: Russ Griggs is in Vancouver, British
Columbia; he left the COG not long after the Davises did (1978).
She
thinks he's still a Christian.
David Hoyt developed serious problems
while in the COG, and was/is tormented by evil spirits. Dave
physically abused his first wife, Victoria (also in the COG), and she
left him. Last we heard, Dave Hoyt was somewhere in Scandanavia.
That's also the location of Linda Meissner; she's in Copenhagen.
After
awhile in the COG, Linda got the axe and was demoted.
She left the COG
in 1975, with her second husband, but she was mentally wiped out (Mo
talked her into leaving her first husband).
Deborah has heard Linda
Meissner is in a commune in Copenhagen, a "basket case" from so much
drug use, and not likely to recover.
I'm going to have to hold off on the rest of these names for
awhile, or I'm never going to get this letter finished.
Kurt, if I
don't finish this letter tonight, you're not going to see it for
another two or three weeks, so I need to get right to the meat of your
questions.
Word of God community?

Still active, same location.

Jesus People of Milwaukee?
Defunct.
In 1971, the Milwaukee
Jesus People sent out two major outreaches, (1) Lonesome Stone, a
Christian rock opera with a band called "Sheep," which went on tour in
England and Europe (Jim Palosaari, one of the chief leaders of the
Milwaukee Jesus People went with this team); and (2) Jesus People USA,
25 people on a red and while bus with a Jesus rock band called
"Resurrection."
The Mi 1waukee Jesus People sent out the cream of the
crop on its outreaches, and did not have enough adequate leadership
back home, and so the Milwaukee ministry folded. The two groups now
found themselves on a permanent outreach.
Some of the kids in
Milwaukee went back horne, but most of those who still wanted to remain
involved in active ministry joined Christ is the Answer (a traveling
"tent team" led by Bill Lowery).
By the way (not to toot a horn or anything), Jesus People USA and
Resurrection Band are the better known fruit of the original Milwaukee
ministry.
JPUSA is now a Christian commune/church
of over 400 members,
located in Chicago since 1973 (we held crusades throughout the East and
Midwest 1971-72), and we have the longest surviving publication of the
Jesus movement: Cornerstone magazine, which has a circulation of 90,000
copies every two months.
"Lonesome Stone" and "Sheep" no longer exist.
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Jim Palosaari is currently in Oregon (I think), and is seeking to
organize a ministry there. For a period of time previously, he was
operating the Highway Missionary Society, but that ministry has
undergone radical reorganization within the last few months, and I'm
not sure what shape it's in right now.
Calvary Chapel, Costa Mesa?
They have planted sister churches
don't you contact them?

Super active, and bigger than ever.
across the United States now. Why

Christian World Liberation Front later became known as the
Berkeley Christian Coalition, with semi-communal,
affiliated
ministries.
The ministries eventually divided up into fully autonomous
organizations, and the communal housing merged into more of an offcampus shared living situation.
The Spiritual Counterfeits Project is
one of the most visible, and important, offshoots of the CWLF, and is
one of the few countercult ministries in the country with full-time
paid staff members.
Children of God?
Deborah Davis says the group was rooted in
sinful rebellion since the very beginning, and there was adultery going
on as far back as the first Mo letter (1969). The Jesus movement as a
whole rejected the COG as acceptable examples of Christianity, and our
ministry printed articles warning people against the COG from as far
back as 1974.
Because of the lateness of the hour (11:39 pm, even as I type
these words), I'm going to have to trim this letter short.
I'll try to
answer the rest of your letter after I return from California.
(I'm
leaving to go there the day after tomorrow, and I hope to bring back
the answers to some of the questions I couldn't get to.)
Last question---bibliographic
data. You would cite my book this
way (in conformity with the Chicago Manual of Style, 13th edition):
Pement, Eric. The Jesus People Movement: An Annotated
Bibliography.
New York: Garland Publishing, Inc., forthcoming.
Thanks again for contacting me. When you write back, please
consider this question conscientiously:
when and how would be the best
way for the two of us to get together to merge and compare our files?
We both want to know what each other has, and I'm more than willing to
help you in every way I possibly can. Could you make a trip to Chicago
in the near future?
Please??
God bless you, Kurt, and I'll be looking for your letter in the
mail when I return.
Yours in the Lord Jesus,

Eric Pement

(2

CoY.

'1:~)

APPENDIX

JESUS MOVEMENT

These

are reduced

ferent Jesus Movement
pages

photocopies

newspapers

the "RoJll,yw-Dod
Free Paper."
9.

Of special

page.

but also

pages

in this appendix.

from two dif-

The original

They are in this writer's

are the cover and two interior

It is an undated

note are the posters

On the third page,

the advertisements

about Arthur
Church

of selected

library.
The first three pages

second

PAPERS

are 11 inch by 17 inch newsprint.

personal

Issue

B

Blessitt,

issue:

and bumper

note especially

for:

a "Jesus

and a Jesus

Volume

of

3,

stickers

on the

the two testimonies,

Bike" motorcycle,

rock concert

pages

to be held

a book
at a Lutheran

in Hollywood.
The fourth

page

is the cover of the first issue of a Washing-

ton, D.C. based Jesus newspaper
Both papers

illustrate

dated March

1972.

the flamboyancy
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of the Movement's

work.
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